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Abstract 
The ability to enumerate approximately without counting is an 
evolutionarily ancient and developmentally early core cognitive ability known as 
the “number sense”. We use the number sense when we estimate a number 
without counting individual items, as when we guess the number of people in a 
crowded room. The number sense is theorized to form an instinctual building 
block upon which we create the conceptual structures of mathematics. This 
dissertation addresses three research questions regarding the number sense.  
The first is the question of whether the number sense is malleable, and if 
so, what are the neural correlates of malleability. In Chapter 2 we gave adults 
number sense training, which we found improved the accuracy of numerical 
estimation. In Chapter 4 we recorded from single neurons in monkeys while they 
viewed arrays of items on a computer screen. Similar recordings have been 
made previously, but usually using monkeys that were trained to discriminate 
sets based on number. Recordings in trained animals demonstrated that 
individual neurons in the monkey’s brain track the number of items in a set. We 
reasoned that if the neural correlates of the number sense were altered by the 
training experience, then we would get different results in untrained monkeys. 
We did find neurons encoding numerical information in untrained monkeys, but at 
lower rates than described previously. Thus, we demonstrated that the number 
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sense can improve with experience, and our data suggest that changes in the 
proportion of neurons encoding number may subserve this improvement. 
The second question is how to resolve the problem of stimulus control in 
laboratory tests of the number sense. Typically, number sense function is 
assessed by presenting arrays of dots on a computer screen. In such stimuli, 
however, non-numerical features necessarily covary with numerical features. By 
counter-balancing different stimulus conditions, it is possible to determine if 
number and not some other feature is influencing a dependent measure. In 
Chapter 3, we develop a technique to go further and determine which of eleven 
stimulus features is influencing a dependent measure.  
The third question is whether the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), a brain area 
known to be engaged during numerical cognition, is specialized for it. To address 
this question, we apply the technique developed in Chapter 3 to the neural data 
recorded from monkeys in Chapter 4. We show that the IPS does contain 
number neurons; however, it also contains neurons that encode many other 
features in equal proportion, indicating that it is not specialized for number. In 
Chapter 5, we use drugs injected into the IPS to reversibly inactivate it. We found 
that after IPS inactivation, performance on a numerical discrimination task was 
impaired but no more so than a color discrimination control task. Again, our data 
do not support the theory that the IPS is specialized for numerical processing. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 The number sense: background 
1.1.1 What is the “number sense”? 
Sometimes at the state fair there is a game in which you guess how many 
candies are in a large jar, and the closest guess wins a prize. Of course, you 
cannot count the number of candies. You may use mathematical strategies to try 
to calculate a best guess, but most people rely on an underlying intuition. Just as 
we can take a stab at how much water will fill a barrel, how many square feet are 
in a room, or how loud a hand clap is, we can also estimate the number of items 
in a visual scene or the number of sounds in a sequence. Such estimates seem 
natural to us, and in some cases may seem more natural than physical quantities 
measured in units for which we have little intuition such as lumens or decibels. 
We refer to this intuitive approximate sense of numerical quantity as the “number 
sense” (Dehaene 1997).  
It is tempting to view the number sense as rather mundane. Why should 
cognitive neuroscientists be interested in this type of intuition? In their influential 
review paper, Feigenson, Dehaene, and Spelke (2004) ask why mathematics is 
both so easy and transparent and yet also so difficult and academic. The 
proposition 1 + 1 = 2 can seem like a universally accessible a priori truth, and yet 
complex mathematics is so esoteric and specialized. They theorize that 
numerical concepts rely on two “core knowledge systems”, one of which is the 
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approximate number intuition we are calling the number sense. Core knowledge 
systems are available from birth or develop very early in life and provide a set of 
intuitions about how the world works. Core knowledge systems can be combined 
and developed into more robust conceptual frameworks, especially using 
language. Although by itself the number sense intuition is not sufficient for a full 
concept of a “number”, by combining this intuition with other core knowledge 
systems and with language we can derive a conceptual system that is capable of 
sustaining symbolic arithmetic and mathematics. When math remains within the 
bounds of our core knowledge intuitions it is easy, but when it strays outside of 
them it becomes difficult. The number sense provides an intuitive bridge between 
the rarified realm of mathematics and the immersive world of sensory experience 
and may provide deeper lessons on how human concepts develop out of 
intuition. 
1.1.2 Assessing the number sense without language: comparative and 
developmental perspectives 
In the laboratory there are different ways we can assess the number 
sense. Perhaps the most straightforward is to ask people to guess how many 
items are in a visual array or auditory sequence (Izard and Dehaene 2008). For 
example, you can show an array of items on a computer screen and ask a 
participant, “How many items do you think there are?” Critically, to engage the 
number sense participants must be asked not to count, or the stimulus must be 
shown so briefly that counting is impossible. Unlike Dustin Hoffman’s character in 
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“Rain Man” and the poorly understood real savants with similar reported abilities 
(Sacks 1985), most people are pretty bad at this type of task. People’s estimates 
show a large degree of variability and generally underestimate the real value. 
Underestimation, however, seems to be merely a matter of “calibration”. When 
people are given a calibration array of 30 items and told explicitly that there are 
30 items in that array, their subsequent estimates for a wide range of arrays 
improve dramatically, although never reach the level of savant ability (Izard and 
Dehaene 2008). This finding shows that an underlying mental representation of 
approximate number exists, but that its link or “calibration” to number symbols 
and words is tenuous and needs reinforcement.  
We can study this underlying mental representation more systematically 
and directly by bypassing the need for verbal responses. Three perceptual tasks 
are common in the field. One is the ordinal comparison task, which we employ in 
all of the research chapters here. In ordinal comparison tasks, participants are 
instructed (or trained in the case of animals) to indicate either the ascending or 
descending numerical order of the stimuli. In most cases, this is simply a “choose 
greater” task in which participants must either pick the numerically greater of two 
stimulus arrays (as in the task in Chapter 3) or the more numerous color in an 
array of mixed items (Halberda, Mazzocco, and Feigenson 2008). Sometimes 
more complex responses are required such as indicating the correct ascending 
or descending order of multiple stimuli in a sequence (Brannon and Terrace 
2000).  
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In addition to ordinal comparison tasks, another common type of 
numerosity task is match-to-numerical-sample. In this task, a sample array with a 
particular number of items is shown, followed by a test array. The participant 
must indicate whether the test array has the same number or a different number 
of items as the sample (Nieder, Freedman, and Miller 2002). A third type of non-
verbal task for assessing the number sense is a production task, in which 
participants must generate a particular number of responses (J. R. Platt and 
Johnson 1971).  
In general, these types of tasks allow us to more directly measure the 
underlying mental representation of magnitude without the added difficulty of 
estimating the effect of verbal or symbolic transformations. With the data from 
these tasks we can fit psychophysical models, the refinement of which is the goal 
of Chapter 3. Critically for the experiments here, these tasks also allow us to 
study the number sense in non-human animals lacking language. 
Using the tasks outlined above, number sense abilities have been 
demonstrated in a variety of non-human animals. Chimpanzees are capable of 
ordinal comparison (Tomonaga 2007) and can even associate symbols with 
numbers (Matsuzawa 1985; Tomonaga and Matsuzawa 2002a). Macaque 
monkeys have been the most extensively studied; they can perform ordinal tasks 
(Brannon and Terrace 1998), delayed-match-to-numerical-sample (Nieder, 
Freedman, and Miller 2002), and production tasks (Sawamura, Shima, and Tanji 
2002). Macaques are also able to make associations between numbers and 
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symbols (Livingstone, Srihasam, and Morocz 2010; Diester and Nieder 2007). 
Other primates, including new world monkeys (Judge, Evans, and Vyas 2005; 
Evans et al. 2009) and lemurs (Lewis, Jaffe, and Brannon 2005; Merritt et al. 
2011), have succeeded at ordinal comparisons. Rats can perform ordinal tasks 
(Meck and Church 1983) and production tasks (J. R. Platt and Johnson 1971). 
Cetaceans can perform ordinal tasks (Kilian et al. 2003). There has been a less 
robust demonstration in cats (Pisa and Agrillo 2009). Outside the mammals, birds 
are also adept at ordinal tasks (Roberts 2010; Honig and Stewart 1989; Scarf, 
Hayne, and Colombo 2011) and matching tasks (Smirnova, Lazareva, and Zorina 
2000), and even fish have shown proficiency on ordinal tasks (Agrillo, Dadda, 
and Bisazza 2006; Agrillo, Piffer, and Bisazza 2011). Thus, at least some form of 
the number sense appears to permeate the vertebrate taxa.  
There is also evidence that when humans are prevented from counting, 
their performance on these tasks is very similar to animals. The most direct test 
of this hypothesis showed that, except for a small difference in acuity, monkey 
and human performance on an ordinal number task was very similar. In 
particular, as the numerical ratio of the arrays being compared approached one, 
performance dropped following a similar psychometric performance curve 
(Cantlon and Brannon 2006). This suggests that the number sense we 
experience is similar to the one experienced by animals.  
The tasks used to measure the number sense in adults and animals must 
be modified for infants. Infants lack language like animals, but also lack the 
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motivation, motor coordination, and perhaps even the capacity for instrumental 
conditioning. As a result, implicit behavioral measures have been developed to 
gauge the number sense in infants. These approaches differ in their details, but 
in general take advantage of infants’ interest novelty within the environment. The 
most common approach is a habituation dis-habituation paradigm (Xu and 
Spelke 2000). Infants are shown a series of visual arrays that differ in many 
features, but always have the same number of items. After some time, the infant 
loses interest in this stream of stimuli. At this point, the experimenter introduces 
new stimuli that differ in number. If infants observe a change in the stimulus 
stream, they will be more likely to refocus their attention to it. This allows 
experimenters to determine whether an infant can detect a particular difference 
across stimuli. Using this paradigm, researchers have found that adult humans 
and animals also share number sense with infants (Xu and Spelke 2000). 
Another paradigm used with infants consists of auditory stimuli in which the 
number of sounds is either matched or mismatched to the number of items in a 
visual array; using this paradigm, researchers found that newborns only a few 
hours old were able to detect differences in number (Izard et al. 2009). 
Unsurprisingly, infants’ discrimination of different numbers is constrained and not 
as precise as it is in adults. In particular, the ratio of the numbers being 
compared influences discriminability. We can understand this intuitively rather 
easily. Although they both differ by one item, the difference between 2 and 3 
items is much more obvious than the difference between 102 and 103 items. 
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During the first year of life, infants transition from being able to discriminate a 1:2 
ratio to a 2:3 ratio (Lipton and Spelke 2003; Xu, Spelke, and Goddard 2005). 
Throughout childhood and into adulthood, this numerical ratio increases until it 
levels off in adulthood at around 8:9 (Halberda and Feigenson 2008a; Piazza et 
al. 2010).  
Of course, children and adults show individual differences in their 
discriminable ratios. We can think of these differences as the acuity of the 
number sense. We will go into much greater detail regarding acuity below, but in 
general, people who have larger discrimination ratios possess a more acute 
approximate representation of number. Perhaps the strongest piece of evidence 
that the number sense provides a conceptual building block for mathematics is 
the recent finding that the acuity of the number sense in children is correlated 
with mathematical performance (Halberda, Mazzocco, and Feigenson 2008; 
Libertus, Feigenson, and Halberda 2013; Mazzocco, Feigenson, and Halberda 
2011a). Children with a severe developmental delay in mathematics known as 
dyscalculia have a correspondingly less acute number sense than normal control 
children (Piazza et al. 2010). Discrimination acuity in preverbal infants has been 
found to influence mathematical proficiency in later childhood (Starr, Libertus, 
and Brannon 2013). This finding in particular suggests that the number sense 
serves as a conceptual building block in later math performance, because it rules 
out the possibility that previously demonstrated correlations were solely the result 
of mathematics learning improving number sense acuity.  
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1.1.3 The neurobiological basis of the number sense 
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has shed light on the brain 
mechanisms of mathematical thought in general and the number sense in 
particular. Mental arithmetic produces a pattern of prefrontal and parietal 
activation (Dehaene et al. 1996). In particular, the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) is 
consistently activated during a variety of basic calculation and comparison tasks 
in adult humans (Pinel et al. 2001). Although many numerical tasks activate the 
IPS, some tasks activate it more and some less. Tasks involving the 
manipulation of quantities, a skill more closely associated with the number sense, 
is associated with greater activation of the IPS, whereas rote fact retrieval 
activates language areas like the left inferior prefrontal gyrus (Dehaene et al. 
1999). Activity in the IPS is also modulated by the number of items in a visual 
array even when people are not engaged in any dot comparison task at all 
(Piazza et al. 2004; Harvey et al. 2013; Jacob and Nieder 2009). Interestingly, 
the IPS is activated when people view numerical symbols (Eger et al. 2003); 
when these symbols are varied, the same pattern of modulation is observed as 
when the number of dots in an array is modulated (Piazza et al. 2007).  
Single cell recordings in macaque monkeys have furthered our 
understanding of how IPS activity is related to the number sense. Recordings 
from monkeys performing a delayed-match-to-numerical-sample task in the 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and the IPS have revealed that the firing 
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rate of individual neurons is modulated by the number of items of visual dot array 
stimuli (Nieder, Freedman, and Miller 2002; Nieder and Miller 2004a).  
The highest concentration of cells encoding numerical information 
recorded in the IPS were in the fundus of the sulcus (~20% of cell recorded), the 
ventral-most area of IPS known as the ventral intraparietal sulcus (Nieder and 
Miller 2004a). Subsequent studies have confirmed the presence of number 
neurons in VIP (Nieder 2012; Tudusciuc and Nieder 2007; Viswanathan and 
Nieder 2013). 
The VIP neurons recorded during a numerical-match-to-sample task are 
tuned to individual numbers of items in the stimulus (Nieder and Miller 2004a). 
This means that the cell fires maximally for stimuli with a particular number of 
items and less for stimuli with fewer or more items. The further the number of 
items in a stimulus is from the preferred number, the less that cell will fire. Nieder 
and Miller observed cells tuned to numbers 1-5, the only values they tested. 
Later research found cells, at least in the DLPFC, that were tuned to a larger 
numerical range of up to 30 (Nieder and Merten 2007).  
It should be noted that although most researchers interpret these data as 
supporting the theory that VIP neurons are tuned to individual numbers, there is 
another interpretation. It is possible that neurons are actually of just two types: 
those that increase their firing with number and those that decrease their firing 
with number. We will refer to these types of numerical representations as 
monotonic, to contrast it with the tuned representational model described above. 
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When the average firing rate is calculated for the presentation for each number of 
items, noisiness in firing rates can cause some monotonic neurons to appear as 
if an intermediate value triggered the maximal response. However, if enough 
trials were administered to pin-point the mean firing rates to each number 
precisely, it would be clear that all neurons respond maximally to either the 
smallest or largest number of items presented. This point is made in detail by 
Chen and Verguts (2013), and is discussed further in chapter 4.  
A previous study from our laboratory recorded neurons in the lateral 
intraparietal area (LIP), the area of the IPS immediately lateral and dorsal to VIP, 
during the presentation of numerical stimuli (Roitman, Brannon, and Platt 2007). 
The number of items in the visual arrays was varied between 2 and 32, however 
no explicit numerical discrimination was required. The firing rates of over 50% of 
LIP neurons were found to be monotonically modulated (either up or down) by 
the number of items in the array. 
The functional properties of macaque LIP and VIP have been well studied 
outside the context of the number sense. LIP is known to be involved in covert 
visual attention, saccade planning, and saccade initiation, with individual neurons 
tuned to particular locations within the visual field (Bisley and Goldberg 2003; 
Colby and Goldberg 1999; Colby, Duhamel, and Goldberg 1996). LIP also has an 
important role in value comparison and decision making (Platt and Glimcher 
1999; Shadlen and Newsome 2001). It has been theorized that LIP is a salience 
map of the visual field, with visual attention focused wherever LIP activity is 
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greatest (Goldberg et al. 2006) or alternatively as encoding the subjective value 
of a particular choice target (Louie and Glimcher 2010). 
VIP is characterized by strong motion direction tuning, including cells 
tuned to complex motion stimuli such as optic flow fields (Bremmer, Duhamel, et 
al. 2002). It is also a multimodal region with tactile, vestibular, auditory, and 
visual responses (Bremmer, Klam, et al. 2002; Duhamel, Colby, and Goldberg 
1998; Schlack 2005). This pattern of response properties has been theorized to 
comprise a representation of self-motion during three-dimensional navigation 
(Bremmer, Klam, et al. 2002) or of approaching stimuli in peri-personal space 
(Graziano and Cooke 2006). 
Some effort has been made to align the functionally defined macaque 
areas LIP and VIP to the areas identified in studies of numerical processing. 
Some recordings of number neurons in area VIP have found direction selective 
optic flow fields in the same locations where number neurons were recorded 
(Tudusciuc and Nieder 2007; Nieder, Diester, and Tudusciuc 2006). Roitman et 
al. (2007) used a delayed saccade task to ensure that the LIP number neurons 
recorded had a clearly defined spatial receptive field and pre-saccadic activity.  
A review paper tried to tie multiple lines of human imaging evidence 
together (Hubbard et al. 2005). At the posterior occipital end of human IPS is 
putative human LIP activated by saccades. At the anterior end is the putative 
human anterior intraparietal area (AIP), associated with reaching and grasping. 
They found that the human IPS area most closely associated with calculation fell 
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along the human horizontal segment of the IPS. This area is much enlarged in 
humans, but generally falls between the grasping and saccade regions. The 
authors theorize that this area is most likely the human VIP, although the 
homology is tenuous. 
1.1.4 Modeling the number sense  
Meck and Church (1983) trained rats on a numerical bisection task using 
sequential auditory stimuli. The bisection task was similar to an ordinal task 
except only one sample stimulus was provided. During a training phase, rats 
were trained to press one lever when 2 tones were played and another lever 
when 8 tones were played. During the test phase, the training stimuli were 
intermixed with stimuli containing intermediate numbers of tones. They found that 
as the number of tones in a stimulus increased, the frequency of pressing the 8-
tone lever instead of the 2-tone lever smoothly increased. Interestingly, at 4 
tones, the rates were completely indifferent between the two levers, suggesting 
that the perceptual intermediate is the geometric mean. 
To account for these findings, and others from related experiments on 
timing, Meck and Church proposed the mode control model. The model proposes 
a central pacemaker that produces “beats”. When the system detects an auditory 
tone, it “closes a switch”, allowing the pacemaker beats to enter an 
“accumulator”. The accumulator sums the new beats with any previously 
accumulated. At the end of the stimulus, a comparator compares the number of 
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beats in the accumulator with number of beats in memory for 8 tones and 2 
tones. The rat then chooses the closest memory match for the current stimulus. 
If the rate of the pacemaker were 100% reliable, this system would 
perfectly bisect stimuli around 4 tones, such that every number below 4 would be 
categorized as 2 and every number above 4 would be categorized as 8. 
However, data showed the frequency of picking 8 varied as a curvilinear function 
of the number of tones. To accommodate this, the authors posited that the 
pacemaker was “noisy”: on a given trial, the rate of the pacemaker was picked 
from a normal distribution. Although the underlying mean rate of the pacemaker 
was unknown, the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean rate could be fit to 
the data. This ratio, known as the coefficient of variation (COV), is a measure of 
the imprecision of the rat’s number sense. If the COV is high then the choice 
curve is shallow and more stimuli are difficult to classify. If the COV is low, then 
the choice curve is steep, and stimuli on either side of 4 are easily classified as 
more like 2 or more like 8. If the COV is zero, the classification is binary except 
for exactly 4, which is always classified with 50% probability. 
Refinement of the accumulator model allowed it to be adapted to ordinal 
comparison tasks (Gallistel and Gelman 1992; Whalen, Gallistel, and Gelman 
1999). These researchers demonstrated that when the COV is a constant ratio, 
which the authors term “scalar variability”, the accumulator model explains the 
“ratio effect”. The ratio effect is the main consequence of the Weber-Fechner law, 
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which states that the ratio of two physical magnitudes determines their 
discriminability. 
The explanation is as follows. Gallistel and Gelman posit that the source 
of the noise in number sense representations is inherent to the representational 
format as opposed to being generated by an uneven pacemaker, as in the mode 
control model. These representations are themselves normal random variables. 
The standard deviation of a numerical representation is equal to its mean times 
the COV constant. As a result, larger numbers are represented by “fuzzier” 
representations with larger standard deviations. The likelihood of confusing two 
number sense representations is proportional to the overlap of their distributions. 
Interestingly, this overlap is constant for numbers separated by the same 
numerical ratio. Thus, the ratio effect in ordinal number sense tasks can be 
understood as a consequence of an internal numerical representation with a 
constant COV or scalar variability. 
Further research demonstrated that when numerical stimuli are presented 
simultaneously as static arrays of items as opposed to sequentially presented 
tones or flashes, processing time does not depend on the absolute number of 
items being processed (Nieder and Miller 2004b). As a result, the models of the 
number sense, at least as applied to simultaneously presented stimuli, 
abandoned the concept of a pacemaker and accumulator inherited from the 
mode control model (Pica et al. 2004). This innovation was relatively minor since 
Gallistel and Gelman (1992) had already posited that the representation itself 
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was noisy, and all the same mathematical points regarding scalar variability hold. 
We are left to wonder, however, what the source of scalar noise is and whether 
some neurobiological explanation can be provided. 
Piazza et al. (2004) provided further refinement to these psychophysical 
models. They noted that a different type of internal numerical representation 
could also explain the ratio effect. Instead of random variables with scalar 
variance, they posited log random variables with constant variance. When the 
distance between numbers is logarithmically compressed and all numbers are 
represented by normal distributions of constant variance, numbers separated by 
an equal ratio have an equal overlap, just as in the Gallistel and Gelman model. 
Figure 1-1 compares numerical representations posited by the Gallistel and 
Gelman model with the Piazza et al. model (from Cantlon et al. 2009). 
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Figure 1-1. Hypothetical approximate mental representation of the even numbers 2-14 as 
posited by the log model with fixed variability and the linear model with scalar variability. 
(A) Excluded for brevity. Under the logarithmic code (B), numerical values are psychologically 
compressed logarithmically with a constant amount of noise. Under this system, numerical 
representations become increasingly less distinct as objective number increases because they 
become closer together in psychological space. The linear numerical code with scalar variability 
(C) represents numerical values with equal psychological distances between adjacent values, 
and the amount of noise in the numerical representation increases proportionally with its value. 
Like the logarithmic code, the linear-scalar code predicts that confusion between neighboring 
values increases with magnitude, not because of the subjective spacing of the values but 
because of the increased variability with which each value is represented. From (Cantlon et al. 
2009). Reprinted with permission from AAAS and authors. 
The predicted confusability of number representations in the logarithmic 
model with constant variance and in the linear model with scalar variance are 
almost identical (Cantlon et al. 2009). However, one theoretical advantage of the 
log model is it explains the indifference point observed by Meck and Church 
(1983). Recall that they found that rats reported the middle point between 2 and 
8 as 4, the geometric mean, not 5, the arithmetic mean. They offered no 
explanation for this and simply built it into the comparator. If the mental 
representation of number is log compressed, the geometric mean is transformed 
Comment on “Log or Linear? Distinct
Intuitions of theNumber Scale inWestern
and Amazonian Indigene Cultures”
Jessica F. Cantlon,1,3* Sara Cordes,1,2 Melissa E. Libertus,1,2 Elizabeth M. Brannon1,2
Dehaene et al. (Reports, 30 May 2008, p. 1217) argued that native speakers of Mundurucu, a
language without a linguistic numerical system, inherently represent numerical values as a
logarithmically spaced spatial continuum. However, their data do not rule out the alternative
conclusion that Mundurucu speakers encode numbers linearly with scalar variability and
psychologically construct space-number mappings by analogy.
TheMundurucu language bears an unusuallinguistic phenomenon: The language in-cludes number words only for the num-
bers one to five, whereas numerical values greater
than five are labeled with approximate quantifiers
like “some” or “many” (1). Consequently, native
speakers of Mundurucu present a rare opportunity
to study the nature of human numerical concepts
in the absence of a robust verbal numerical sys-
tem. Dehaene et al. (2) tested Mundurucu- and
English-speaking participants on the number-line
estimation task developed by Siegler and col-
leagues (3, 4). In (2), participants positioned
numerical values, presented either as nonsymbolic
values (dot arrays or tones) or as symbolic, spoken
number words, on a line anchored at both ends
with fixed numerical values. Both groups po-
sitioned the numerical values ordinally, from
small to large, along the length of the line. English
speakers positioned the symbolic number words
at linear intervals, but they positioned most of the
nonsymbolic numerical values at logarithmically
spaced intervals. In contrast, Mundurucu speakers
positioned both the nonsymbolic and symbolic
numerical values logarithmically. The authors
thus concluded that a linear numerical code is
unique to cultures that engage in formal education
and that space-number mappings like those
reported for Western societies (5–7) are culturally
universal. Here, we offer an alternative account
for each of these conclusions.
Dehaene et al. (2) tested Mundurucu and
English speakers’ numerical performance against
the predictions of a precisely linear numerical code
(Fig. 1A) and a logarithmic numerical code (Fig.
1B). Based on goodness of fit, the authors con-
cluded that, unlike English speakers, Mundurucu
speakers psychologically encode both symbolic
and nonsymbolic numbers logarithmically. How-
ever, a third possibility was not tested: the pos-
sibility that Mundurucu speakers psychologically
encode numbers linearly with scalar variability
(Fig. 1C) (8).
The logarithmic code (Fig. 1B) and the linear-
scalar code (Fig. 1C) predict similar outcomes in
numerical performance. Both codes predict that
smaller numbers are easier to distinguish than
larger numbers. Both codes also predict that the
midpoint between two numerical anchors is at the
geometric mean rather than the arithmetic mean.
Thus, Dehaene et al.’s finding that theMundurucu
indicate that the “middle of the interval 1 through
10 is 3 or 4, not 5 or 6” (2) is consistent with either
code. Finally, both codes predict responses on the
number-line task that conform to a logarithmic
function over and above a precisely linear func-
tion. A logarithmic behavioral res nse fun tion
would emerge from a logarithmic code because of
the compressed scaling of numbers in psycholog-
ical space. Under a linear-scalar code, a logarith-
mic response function would emerge from noise
that increases proportionally with number, com-
bined with a ratio comparison process between
the anchor and intermediate probe values.
Unfortunately, the behavioral predictions from
the logarithmic and linear-scalar codes are vir-
tually impossible to distinguish from the subjec-
tive scaling data obtain d by D haene et al. (2)
and previous studies (3, 4) that made similar
claims (9, 10). In fact, some have argued that the
only class of experimental data that can dis-
ambiguate the underlying nature of approximate
numerical representations is one derived from
arithmetic operations (8, 9, 11).
As in previous studies that employed the same
subjective scaling paradigm (3, 4), Dehaene et al.’s
report actually contrasts an approximate numer-
ical code (either a logarithmic code or a linear code
with scalar variability) with an exact numerical
code (a precisely linear code). Their findings are
consistent with previous research on Mundurucu
speakers (1) that showed that both sm ll sym-
bolic numbers and nonsymbolic numerosities are
represented approximately. The data are not in-
formative as to which approximate numerical code
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Fig. 1. The three hypothetical psychological
codes underlying numerical representation. A
p ecise linea code (A) posits equal spa ing
between values on the subjective number line
and little variability. This code yields an exact
mapping between objective and subjective
number and thus allows one to appreciate that
99 and 100 differ by the same amount as 9 and
10. Under the logarithmic code (B), numerical
values are psychologically compressed logarith-
mically with a constant amount of noise. Under
this system, numerical representations become
increasingly less distinct as objective number
increases because they become closer together
in psychological space. The linear numerical
code with scalar variability (C) r pr sents
numerical values with equal psychological
distances between adjacent values, and the
amount of noise in the numerical representa-
tion increases proportionally with its value. Like
the logarithmic code, the linear-scalar code
predicts that confusion between neighboring
values increases with magnitude, not because
of the subjective spacing of the values but
because of the increased variability with which
each value is represented. Whereas the precise-
ly linear code (A) represents objective nu bers
precisely, the logarithmic (B) and linear-with-
scalar variability (C) codes represent numbers
approximately.
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to the arithmetic mean, and the comparator can function by simply measuring 
Euclidean distance. For example, if we take the base 2 logarithm of 2, 4, and 8 
we get 1, 2, and 3 respectively; obviously, 2 is the mid-point between 1 and 3, 
and no complex comparator characteristics are required. 
The models outlined above posited an approximate internal numerical 
representation. Another line of modeling work has focused on creating artificial 
neural networks capable of extracting numerical representations from the visual 
scene. Dehaene and Changeux (1993) developed a four layer artificial neural 
network that extracted approximate number from a static visual array. The first 
layer consists of an artificial retina that simply registers the presence or absence 
of stimuli within the receptive field of each unit. The second layer performs 
normalization on object size, but preserves their location in the visual field. The 
third layer consists of a series of units all of which receive equal input from all 
second layer units, but each with an increasing activation threshold. As a result, 
when few items are presented, only the third layer units with the lowest 
thresholds are activated, but as more items are added, increasingly more third 
layer units are activated. The fourth layer consists of another series of units, each 
receiving input from one third layer input as well as inhibition from its neighbors. 
The result is that layer four units are tuned to individual numbers of dots.  
For example, if 6 items are presented, there will be one unit in the third 
layer that has just barely reached threshold and become active. The 
corresponding fourth layer unit that receives input from this third layer unit will be 
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activated. It will be inhibited by third layer units with lower thresholds, but not by 
those with higher thresholds (because they themselves are not active). A fourth 
layer unit that receives activation from a third layer unit with a lower threshold will 
also receive inhibition from all of its neighbors and so will fail to activate. A fourth 
layer unit that receives input from a third layer unit with a higher threshold will 
receive no activation. Thus, for each number of items, there is a corresponding 
fourth layer unit. Further work demonstrated that this pattern of weights of layer 
three to layer four units can be generated readily using a simple learning 
algorithm (Verguts and Fias 2004). 
The fourth layer of the neural network bears strong resemblance to the 
representation of number in the Gallistel and Gelman (1992) model. The 
activation of a unit linked with a particular number like 6 can be thought of as the 
representation of 6. If we consider that, instead of a clear binary between positive 
and negative weights in the third to fourth layer connection, there is a gradient, 
then we can imagine “fuzziness” in this representation. The “6 unit” would be 
partially activated by 5 and 7. Indeed, when tested, this neural network structure 
was capable of performing number discrimination tasks with response profiles 
like those observed in animals and humans. Critically, it reproduced the ratio 
dependent performance.  
When Nieder et al. (2002) demonstrated neurons in DLPFC tuned to 
individual numbers of dots, the comparison to the Dehaene and Changeux 
(1993) model was apparent. These neurons and the similar ones found in IPS 
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are thought to comprise the instantiation of the fourth layer neurons in the model 
and form the neural basis of the number sense (Dehaene 2003). Similarly, the 
finding that LIP contains monotonic neurons seems to provide an analogue to the 
third layer neurons in the model, with the modification to include units that 
decrease activation with numerosity (Roitman, Brannon, and Platt 2007). 
Furthermore, findings of Nieder et al. (2002) were found to confirm the 
logarithmic model (Piazza et al. 2004): the response profiles of the neurons to 
different numbers of items were found to best conform to a normal distribution 
after logarithmic compression (Nieder and Miller 2003; Dehaene 2003). It should 
also be noted that it is not clear that tuned number neurons are not necessary for 
the performance of all number tasks; bisection tasks can theoretically be 
performed with just monotonic representations (Pearson et al. 2010). 
1.1.5 Some terminology: “the approximate number system” and “numerosity” 
Sometimes in the literature and throughout this dissertation the term 
“approximate number system” (ANS) is used. I do not mean to imply any 
particular model or theory with this term. Instead, I use it to describe perceptual 
processes that subserve the number sense, whatever they may be. The term is 
also not meant to imply that the processes subserving the number sense are fully 
modular and not related to or subsumed within other processes. Indeed, some of 
the data in the following chapters support the view that the number sense is 
closely related to other perceptual abilities. 
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Similarly, the word “numerosity” is sometimes used. It is used to refer to 
the internal representations of number that comprise the number sense. It is 
usually used to contrast a fuzzy approximate percept of numerosity with the fully 
defined symbolic number concept with which one can do mathematics. In this 
sense, numerosity is a building block for number.  
1.1.6 Summary 
The number sense is a core cognitive system. It is innate or develops very 
early in life. It is shared with many other animals and is likely evolutionarily 
ancient and genetically hardwired. In the IPS, numerosity is extracted from the 
visual scene by neurons tuned to individual numbers, which provide the basis for 
our sense of number. There is evidence that when number is relevant for 
behavior, the IPS forwards this information to other areas, such as the DLPFC, 
where numerosity can be used to guide behavior. This fundamental number 
sense may serve as a building block for more complex numerical concepts and 
mathematics. 
1.2 Research questions 
1.2.1 The question of malleability 
It is not surprising given the summary view outlined above that little 
research has addressed the question of how experience shapes the number 
sense. If the number sense is genetically encoded and available from birth, then 
it is easy to dismiss a significant role for experience. All systems, however, 
develop, even those that have a strong genetic basis. Deprived of normal 
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experience, brain systems fail to develop normally. For example, if deprived of 
visual input from one eye, ocular dominance columns fail to develop in V1 
(Wiesel and Hubel 1963). I do not think anyone would argue that visual 
perception in V1 and ocular dominance columns are therefore not innate. 
Furthermore, although the number sense emerges close to birth, its acuity 
continues to develop throughout infancy, childhood and adolescence (Piazza et 
al. 2010; Halberda and Feigenson 2008a). It is possible that some measure of 
plasticity still exists into adulthood. 
Chapter 2 directly explores the question of adult number sense plasticity. 
We employed a training procedure with adult human participants to determine if 
number sense acuity could be improved. Chapter 4 indirectly explores the effects 
of experience on the neural representations in monkeys. Most previous studies of 
number neurons in VIP relied on well-trained animals (Nieder and Miller 2004a; 
Nieder 2012; Tudusciuc and Nieder 2007). In these experiments monkeys had 
tens of thousands of trials of experience on numerical tasks. These tasks 
explicitly reinforced attendance to the numerical dimension of stimuli. The 
experiment specifically targeting LIP did not use an explicit numerical 
discrimination task, but there was a predictable role of number (Roitman, 
Brannon, and Platt 2007). Stimuli of different numbers predicted differently sized 
rewards, and response time data demonstrated that monkeys did indeed attend 
to number. In the experiment in Chapter 4, we used monkeys that had never 
been trained on a numerical task. Thus, by comparing the types of 
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representations we found with those previously reported, we can make 
inferences regarding the effect of training on the neural code for numerosity. 
1.2.2 The problem of stimulus control 
The results from the experiment in Chapter 2 raised some important 
questions regarding the role of non-numerical stimulus features in numerical 
perception. In short, we found that the total area of the items in our stimulus 
arrays affected people’s numerical intuition, and that training modulated this 
effect. At the same time we also found that training modulated numerical acuity. 
We wanted to disambiguate the two effects, which proved to be very difficult. 
Controlling for the influence of non-numerical features in dot-array stimuli 
like those used in many studies of the number sense has long vexed 
researchers. If for example, you want to generate two arrays, one with two dots 
and one with eight dots, you have two choices about how to construct them. If 
you make the dots have the same average size in the two arrays, the total area 
taken by the dots will be four times greater in the eight-dot array. If, however, you 
fix the total area of the two arrays, the eight-dot array will have dots that are four 
times as small.  
Most experimenters studying numerical cognition want to make sure that 
responses are based on number and not other visual features of the stimulus. To 
this end, they usually balance the two approaches outlined above. We were 
interested in measuring the influence of these other visual features, as well as 
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numerical acuity. Our efforts to differentiate these two effects led to significant 
modeling work and formed the basis of the study described in Chapter 3. 
1.2.3 The question of IPS specialization 
It is clear that the IPS is involved in cognitive processes besides the 
number sense. There is also strong evidence, especially in humans, of IPS 
specialization for number. The final question addressed in my dissertation is, to 
what degree is the IPS specialized for numerical processing in monkeys? 
In Chapter 3 we gain powerful tools for disambiguating the effects of 
number and non-numerical features on the human number sense. In Chapter 4, 
we are able to apply those tools to the neural encoding of number in VIP. As a 
result, we are able to directly compare the encoding of number with the encoding 
of non-numerical features. We reasoned that if VIP were specialized for number, 
then number would influence firing rate more strongly and in more neurons than 
other visual features. 
In Chapter 5 we test the question more directly. We use muscimol, a 
pharmacological agent, to reversibly inactivate LIP and VIP and observe the 
effect on the number sense and a color control task. We reasoned that if there is 
any specialization of IPS for number in monkeys, then we would see a greater 
decrement in performance on the number task than on control. 
We will return to these questions in the conclusion to assess what 
answers we have and where future research might be directed. 
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2. Malleability of the approximate 
number system: effects of 
feedback and training 
2.1 Introduction 
Mathematics is a uniquely human domain because it requires symbolic 
manipulation and an explicit understanding of the operations that allow 
calculation. However, in addition to a symbolic number capacity, adult humans 
also have an approximate number sense that allows us to estimate quantity 
without the use of symbols or language. Unlike precise symbolic representations 
of individual numbers, the ANS encodes numerosities in a fuzzy fashion. A 
confluence of evidence suggests that the ANS emerges early in infancy and is 
shared by nonhuman animals (for reviews see Dehaene 1997; Feigenson, 
Dehaene, and Spelke 2004). One basic feature of the ANS is that it follows 
Weber’s law; the discriminability of two numerosities varies as a function of the 
ratio between them. 
During the course of normal human development the ANS becomes more 
precise. Convergent evidence from multiple behavioral procedures demonstrates 
that while 6-month-old human infants require a 1:2 ratio to discriminate large 
numerosities, by 9-months they are able to discriminate a 2:3 ratio (Libertus and 
Brannon 2010; Lipton and Spelke 2004). Furthermore, cross-sectional studies 
that model weber fraction (w) with explicit choice tasks indicate that the acuity of 
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the ANS continues to increase from age three into adolescence (Halberda and 
Feigenson 2008a; Piazza and Izard 2009). At each age, however, and into 
adulthood there exists a large amount of inter-individual variability in w. Not 
surprisingly, an easy numerical discrimination for one person may be difficult for 
another.  
One dominant theory is that the ANS serves as a foundation for symbolic 
mathematics (Wynn 1998; Dehaene 1997). Psychophysical markers such as the 
symbolic distance effect indicate that mathematical symbols are mapped onto 
analog magnitudes (Moyer and Landauer 1967). Brain-imaging data indicate that 
symbolic calculations often activate the same brain areas involved in 
approximate estimation implying that the ANS is recruited during calculation 
(Venkatraman, Ansari, and Chee 2005; Fias et al. 2003; Holloway, Price, and 
Ansari 2010). Only recently, however, has evidence emerged that individual 
differences in w are correlated with symbolic mathematical abilities (Gilmore, 
McCarthy, and Spelke 2010; Halberda, Mazzocco, and Feigenson 2008; Lyons 
and Beilock 2011). These studies show that children and adults with higher ANS 
acuity (i.e., lower w) perform better in basic arithmetic and on standardized math 
tests. Furthermore, ANS acuity in preschoolers with no formal mathematics 
training correlates with later symbolic math performance implying that ANS acuity 
may play a causal role in the development of higher math skills (Mazzocco, 
Feigenson, and Halberda 2011b). Other evidence for the relationship between 
symbolic mathematics and number sense comes from atypically developing 
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children. Developmental dyscalculia is a specific learning deficit in mathematics, 
and there is evidence that some dyscalculic children have severely impaired ANS 
acuity (Mazzocco, Feigenson, and Halberda 2011a; Piazza et al. 2010). In 
addition, attempts to improve mathematical performance in dyscalculics that 
have centered on strengthening the connection between symbolic number 
representations and non-verbal numerosity representations (arrays of dots) have 
met with some success (Wilson, Revkin, et al. 2006; Kucian et al. 2011). 
The fact that symbolic math ability and the ANS are correlated throughout 
childhood raises the exciting possibility that honing the ANS could have lasting 
effects on symbolic mathematics. If so, even before children learn the meaning of 
number words interventions that increase ANS acuity may produce increases in 
math aptitude. The idea that ANS acuity might serve a foundational role in 
developing mathematical achievement, however, cannot be addressed without a 
better characterization of the ANS. For example, how reliable are measures of 
ANS acuity and can ANS acuity be improved with extended training? 
Another important question is how the ANS relates to the perception and 
discrimination of other magnitudes. Walsh (2003) proposed a theory of 
magnitude (ATOM), which asserts that time, space, and number are all 
processed by a common analog magnitude system that depends on common 
parietal brain systems (Cantlon, Platt, and Brannon 2009; Meck and Church 
1983). A prediction of ATOM is that individual variability in the ANS should be 
systematically related to precision in other magnitude judgments (e.g., temporal 
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or size-based). A large literature addresses these questions in humans and 
animals using interference paradigms, transfer of learning tasks, and 
neuroimaging methods (for reviews see Hubbard et al. 2005; Bueti and Walsh 
2009). Positive evidence from any of these sources could reflect a strong version 
of ATOM whereby two or more magnitudes are represented by a single common 
neural currency or a weaker version where different magnitudes share some 
common cognitive algorithms such as a comparison process (Cantlon, Platt, and 
Brannon 2009). 
We explored the malleability of ANS acuity by testing whether a simple 
training procedure in which we provided extended training over six sessions 
would improve ANS acuity. We also tested a prediction of ATOM by looking for 
correlations in weber fractions derived from the numerosity comparison and 
those derived from a similar line length comparison task. In addition, our training 
paradigm allowed us to test a prediction of the strong version of ATOM by 
assessing whether improvements in the acuity of the ANS would transfer to line 
length comparison. We reasoned that if number and line length were represented 
using the same underlying representation (strong hypothesis), that any 
improvement in the number task would lead to an improvement in the line length 
task. If, however, we saw an improvement in ANS precision that did not transfer 
to the line length comparison we could conclude that the representations were 
not entirely overlapping, and more specifically the magnitude representations did 
not overlap on the level at which improvement occurred. 
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2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Participants 
Participants were 20 adults (mean = 21.18 years, range: 18.19 - 30.15 
years) recruited from the Duke University community. Eleven of the 20 
participants were female. One additional participant was excluded because she 
did not receive feedback during the second session due to experimenter error. All 
participants gave written informed consent in accordance with a Duke IRB 
approved protocol. 
2.2.2 Design 
Each participant completed 6 sessions within 2 weeks. On session 1, 
participants performed the numerosity comparison task and the line length 
comparison task and did not receive any trial-by-trial feedback. On sessions 2-5 
participants performed only the numerosity task and received trial-by-trial 
feedback. On session 6 participants performed the numerosity and line length 
tasks without trial-by-trial feedback. Each of the six sessions of the numerosity 
task contained six 108 trial blocks for a total of 648 trials per session. The two 
line length sessions each contained two 108 trial blocks for a total of 216 trials 
per session. In the final session participants self-reported their verbal and math 
SAT or GRE scores and these scores were later confirmed for 15/20 participants.  
To motivate the participants to stay engaged in the task they were 
compensated based on performance. Each participant earned 0.0125 USD per 
correct answer in the numerosity task and 0.0375 USD per correct answer in the 
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line length task. These performance bonuses were added to a baseline rate of 
7.50 USD for sessions 1 and 6 and 5 USD for sessions 2-5. To motivate 
participants to complete the study they were given an additional 50 USD for 
completing all 6 sessions within a 2-week period.  
2.2.3 Tasks 
The numerosity comparison task: On each trial participants were 
presented with an array of intermixed black and white dots on a gray background 
for 200 ms. Half the participants were instructed to indicate whether there were 
more black dots or white dots, and the other half were instructed to indicate 
whether there were fewer black dots or white dots. Participants responded by 
pressing a black or white button on the keyboard, and the side of the response 
keys was counterbalanced across subjects. Although the stimuli were presented 
for only 200 ms, participants were allowed as long as they needed to respond 
and were encouraged to take their time and to be as accurate as possible. In the 
feedback sessions, a green or red screen lasting 1500 ms indicated a correct or 
incorrect choice respectively. The feedback screen was followed by a grey 
preparatory screen (1500 ms). In the no-feedback sessions, any response 
resulted in a blue screen (1500 ms) followed by a grey preparatory screen (1500 
ms). Participants were given a break between each 108 trial block and were also 
allowed to pause the experiment at any time.  
The line length comparison task: The structure was similar to the 
numerosity task, however, subjects were presented with a white and a black 
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horizontal line and were required to indicate which was longer (or for half the 
subjects which was shorter) by pressing a black or white key. The line length 
comparison task was never administered with feedback, and it was only 
completed on sessions 1 and 6. 
2.2.4 Stimuli and Apparatus 
Each numerical stimulus consisted of an array of intermixed white and 
black dots (Figure 2-1). We tested six ratios of dots: 1:2, 2:3, 3:4, 5:6, 7:8, and 
11:12. Absolute numerosity was roughly equated across the ratios, and the total 
number of dots within an array varied from 20 to 75. To ensure that subjects 
used numerosity and not surface area to complete the task on 1/3 of trials the 
total surface area of the array with fewer dots was smaller than the total surface 
area of the more numerous dots, on 1/3 of trials area was equal, and on 1/3 total 
surface area of the fewer dots was larger than the surface area of the more 
numerous dots. Similarly, to prevent subjects from using the size of the individual 
dots, on 1/3 of trials the average dot size of the fewer dots was smaller than the 
average dot size of the more numerous dots, and on 2/3 of trials the more 
numerous dots were smaller. The dots were drawn within a circle with a radius of 
300 pixels.  
The line stimuli consisted of one black and one white horizontal bar 
positioned at a constant vertical position (counterbalanced for which color was on 
top), but jittered horizontally from trial to trial (Figure 2-1). The same six ratios 
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were used for line lengths and numerosities. The length of the bars varied from 
64 pixels to 384 pixels. 
 
Figure 2-1. Example stimuli from the numerical (left) and line length (right) tasks 
The numerical stimulus has 33 white dots and 36 black dots and is an example of an 11:12 ratio. 
The black line in the line length stimulus is smaller than the white line by a factor of 11:12. 
All stimuli were generated offline using custom MATLAB (Mathworks) 
scripts, and were presented using Psychophysics Toolbox Version 3 for 
MATLAB. Stimuli were presented and data collected on either a Dell Inspiron 
530S or a Dell Optiplex 330. Participants made their response on a standard 
keyboard. Small stickers were used to denote the ‘black’ and ‘white’ response 
keys. 
2.2.5 Modeling 
For the purpose of modeling we assumed a linear internal representation 
of number with scalar variability following Pica et al. (2004) and Halberda et al. 
(2008). The error rate in our task is given by 
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟  𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 = !! ∙ 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 !!!!!!∙ !∙ !!!!!!!  (Eq 2-1) 
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Where n1 is the numerosity of the larger set, n2 is the numerosity of the 
smaller set, w is the measure of variance in the internal representation, and erfc 
is the complementary error function. We generated global estimates of w for 
each participant as well as session by session estimates of w for each participant 
by fitting this model to our data (Pica et al., 2004). Figure 2-2 shows one 
participant’s accuracy across different ratios and the model fit. 
2.2.6 Surface area effect index 
As described above we controlled for surface area by using three 
randomly intermixed trial types. To assess the role of surface area on 
performance we calculated a surface area effect index by taking the absolute 
value of the difference between the accuracy on the trials where the smaller 
number of dots had fewer pixels (congruent) and the accuracy on the trials where 
the smaller number of dots had more pixels (incongruent). We also calculated a 
non-rectified surface area effect index by computing the difference between 
congruent and incongruent trials, but not taking the absolute value. This measure 
allowed us to assess whether the population as a whole had a bias towards 
congruent or incongruent trials before and after training. 
2.2.7 Treatment of outliers 
Three of our participants (1, 5 and 16) returned w scores that were greater 
than 3 standard deviations above the mean (1.49, 1.23 and 1.36 respectively) for 
one of the six number sessions. On the other five sessions, these subjects’ w 
values were within the same range as the other participants. We included these 
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participants in our main analyses, but also reran the statistics excluding these 
three subjects to confirm the robustness of our findings. Unless otherwise noted, 
all tests reported as significant were also significant without outliers at p < 0.05, 
and tests reported as non-significant were also not significant without outliers at p 
> 0.1. 
2.3 Results 
There was strong ratio dependence in accuracy (b = -0.77, p << 0.0001)1 
and response-time (b = 0.53, p << 0.0001) for the numerosity comparison task. 
The mean w for the sample was 0.33 with a standard deviation of 0.15. Within 
session reliability was computed by correlating split-halves of our six blocks and 
correcting for test length using the Spearman-Brown formula. Reliability was 
good, ranging from 0.83 to 0.94 over the six sessions. Our multi-session training 
procedure allowed us to further examine test-retest reliability across the 6 days of 
the study. Figure 2-3 shows the strong positive correlation between w scores 
computed from the first session and last session.  
                                            
1 There was no difference in w scores for subjects instructed to indicate the greater versus the 
fewer number of dots (t-test, p = 0.62) thus all analyses are collapsed across these two groups. 
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Figure 2-2. Raw data and model fit for a single participant. 
Data collected from a single participant showing improvement in number acuity between session 
1 (circles) and session 6 (squares). Gray lines show model predictions for the best fit w for 
session 1 (w = 0.37) and session 6 (w = 0.20). The improvement in w was typical of our sample.  
 
Figure 2-3. Numerosity w scores calculated from session 6 plotted against numerosity w 
scores calculated from session 1.  
The dashed line shows equality. Participants below the equality line showed improvement in ANS 
acuity between sessions 1 and 6. The solid grey line is the best fit to the data and the equation 
shows the intercept and slope (r2 = 0.40, p < 0.005).  
To determine if w scores improved (decreased) with training we calculated 
w scores for each participant for each session. We then fit a logarithmic 
regression model to individual w scores with regressors for session number and 
participant (Figure 2-4A). The model accurately predicted w scores (R2 = 0.72, p 
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<< 0.0001), and we found that w scores improved with training (b = -0.047, p < 
0.005). However, the improvement in w scores occurred within the second 
session (the first session with feedback) and remained stable during the rest of 
training. Session 1 w scores were significantly higher than session 2 w scores 
(paired t-test, p < 0.005) and were also higher than session 6 w scores (paired t-
test, p < 0.01). A logarithmic regression model applied to the session 2 through 
session 6 data showed no effect of session on w (b = 0.008, p = 0.65) 
demonstrating that the improvement in w was accomplished within the first 
session of trial-by-trial feedback and did not continue with extended training. 
Figure 2-2 shows the accuracy data and model fit of a single participant for 
sessions 1 and 6. The improvement in w was typical of our sample. 
To determine if response time decreased with training we fit a logarithmic 
regression model with regressors for session number and participant to the 
median correct RT calculated for each subject for each session (Figure 2-4B). 
The model accurately predicted RT (R2 = 0.83, p << 0.0001), and RT decreased 
with training (b = -0.048, p << 0.0001). Unlike w, however, RT continued to 
decrease from session 2 to 6 (b = -0.035, p < 0.0001). RT rebounded slightly on 
session 6 when feedback was removed. Nevertheless RT during session 6 was 
significantly lower than on session 1 indicating that the improvement was 
retained in the absence of feedback (paired t-test, p < 0.005). 
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Figure 2-4. Mean w and RT scores.  
(A) Mean w scores as a function of session number. Grey line is the best fit regression line to 
log(w) (b = -0.047, p < 0.005) accounting for repeated measures. Note the rapid decrease in w 
between sessions 1 and 2 where trial-by-trial feedback was introduced. Acuity did not improve 
further after session 2, but was sustained after feedback was removed on session 6. (B) Mean of 
the median RT for correct responses as a function of session number. Grey line is the best fit 
regression line to log(RT) (b = -0.048, p << 0.0001) accounting for repeated measures. RT 
continued to decrease with further training. Error bars indicate SEMs. 
To measure the effect of cumulative surface area on participants’ 
numerical estimation over training a surface area effect index was calculated by 
taking the absolute value of the difference between the accuracy on trials where 
the smaller number of dots had fewer pixels (congruent trials) and the accuracy 
on trials where the smaller number of dots had more pixels (incongruent trials). A 
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linear regression accounting for repeated measures was then fit to the surface 
area index (R2 = 0.49, p << .0001). The surface area effect index significantly 
decreased over sessions (b = -0.02, p < 0.005; Figure 2-5), indicating that at 
least part of the improvement in the numerosity task was due to a decrease in 
reliance on surface area as a cue for number. There was, however, variability 
across participants in the degree to which surface area affected numerosity 
judgments and also in the direction of this influence. During the first session most 
participants performed better on area congruent than on area incongruent trials. 
The mean non-rectified surface area effect index was significantly positive (mean 
= 0.24, std = 0.27; t-test, p < 0.001), indicating higher accuracy on congruent 
trials. However, by the last session participants performed equally well on both 
types of trials (mean = -0.07, std = 0.22; t-test, p = 0.17). Surprisingly, when 
outliers were removed from this analysis the non-rectified surface area index was 
slightly negative indicating that subjects performed better on incongruent trials by 
the last session (mean = -0.09, std = 0.16; t-test, p < 0.05).  
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Figure 2-5. Mean surface area effect index as a function of session number.  
The effect of surface area on accuracy decreased rapidly with the introduction of trial-by-trial 
feedback, plateaued after session 2, but remained low after feedback was removed on session 6. 
Grey bar indicates the linear best fit accounting for repeated measures. Error bars indicate SEMs. 
On a third of trials the cumulative surface area of the white dots and the 
black dots was equal. We looked at accuracy on this subset of trials in order to 
ascertain whether the improvement in w we observed was due solely to the 
decrease in bias caused by surface area, or whether other factors might also be 
contributing to improvement. We found that accuracy on area equal trials was 
well fit by a linear regression (R2 = 0.67; p << 0.0001) and trended towards a 
significant positive slope (b = 0.0043; p < 0.1; without outliers p < 0.05). Closer 
examination of the data showed that the effect was not linear over sessions, but 
that all the improvement occurred between sessions 1 and 2. We ran a 2-way 
ANOVA with factors for session and participant to confirm the effect of session 
on equal area accuracy (F(5,95) = 4.81; p < 0.001). In post-hoc t-tests we found 
that accuracy on area equal trials increased between sessions 1 and 6 (paired t-
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test, p < 0.005) and between sessions 1 and 2 (paired t-test, p < 0.001), but not 
between sessions 2 and 6 (paired t-test, p = 0.80). The rapid increase in 
accuracy between sessions 1 and 2 demonstrates a comparable time course to 
our findings for w and for the surface area effect index. 
Overall, line length w scores (mean = 0.07, std = 0.02) were much lower 
than number w scores (mean = 0.33, std = 0.15) indicating that the line length 
task was easier. Despite having different absolute ranges, w for line length and 
numerosity were positively correlated on session 1 (Figure 2-6A, r2 = 0.44, p < 
0.005) and on session 6 (r2 = 0.38, p < 0.005) consistent with a weak version of 
ATOM. Line length comparison tests were only given on the first and last session 
and subjects were never given trial-by-trial feedback on this task. Thus, any 
improvement from session 1 to session 6 on the line length task could be 
attributed to training on the number task and would thus reflect transfer across 
magnitudes as predicted by a strong version of ATOM. However, a comparison 
of w scores from the first session and the last session yielded no evidence of 
improvement in line length acuity (one-tailed paired t-test: p = 0.283). We 
examined the relationship between change in acuity on the numerosity task and 
change in acuity on the line length task in individual participants, but found no 
correlation (Figure 2-6B, r2 = 0.00, p = 0.99) indicating that subjects who 
improved on the number task were no more or less likely to have improved on 
the line length task. 
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Figure 2-6.  
(A) Numerosity w scores were positively correlated with line length w scores on session 1 (r2 = 
0.44, p < 0.005) and session 6 (r2 = 0.38, p < 0.005, data not shown). Grey line is the best fit to 
the data and the equation shows the intercept and slope. (B) Change from session 1 to session 6 
in numerosity w scores plotted against the change in line length w scores over the same period. 
Numerosity w scores were not correlated with any improvement in line length w scores (r2 = 0.00, 
p = 0.99). Note that most participants (17/20) had a negative change in ANS w indicating an 
improvement. Change in line length w, however, was evenly distributed around zero indicating no 
improvement in line length acuity in the population. Data points to the left of the vertical dotted 
line indicate an increase in line length comparison acuity whereas data points to the right indicate 
a decrease in line length comparison acuity from session 1 to session 6. Data points below the 
horizontal dotted line indicate an increase in numerosity comparison acuity whereas data points 
above indicate a decrease in numerosity comparison acuity from session 1 to session 6. 
Accuracy on the line length task was very high on both the first and last 
sessions (mean correct = 93.6% and 93.9% respectively), which may have 
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created a ceiling effect that obscured any improvement on the line length task 
from sessions 1 to 6. We addressed this concern by assessing change in 
accuracy on only the most difficult 11:12 ratio line length comparison (mean 
accuracy 80.1% std = 10.6% and 84.6% std = 10.4% during sessions 1 and 6 
respectively). Consistent with the original analysis, we found no evidence of 
improvement in accuracy on this subset of trials between sessions 1 and 6 (one-
tailed paired t-test: p = 0.12). This confirms that number training caused no 
detectable improvement in line length acuity. Furthermore, there was no 
correlation between improvement in w scores for the number task and change in 
accuracy on these most difficult line length comparisons (r2 = 0.01, p = 0.68). 
Previous reports have demonstrated that standardized math scores 
correlate with numerical acuity in children (Halberda, Mazzocco, and Feigenson 
2008; Gilmore, McCarthy, and Spelke 2010; Mazzocco, Feigenson, and 
Halberda 2011b). One recent study also showed a positive correlation between w 
and mental arithmetic in adults however the relationship was mediated by ordinal 
symbol knowledge (Lyons and Beilock 2011). Consistent with these reports we 
found a negative correlation between SAT/ GRE score and w (Figure 2-7A, r2 = 
0.28, p < 0.02) and no correlation between verbal SAT/ GRE score and w (Figure 
2-7B r2 = 0.08, p = 0.23). This negative correlation did not hold when the three 
participants with single-session outlier data were excluded (without outliers: r2 = 
0.04, p = 0.47). However, when w was recalculated for these three subjects 
excluding the single session for which each subject exhibited an outlier w score 
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the negative correlation was significant with math SAT/ GRE scores (r2 = 0.27, p 
< 0.05), but not verbal scores (r2 = 0.08, p = 0.22).  
 
Figure 2-7. Correlation between w and standardized math and verbal tests.  
(A) Standardized mathematics test scores (GRE or SAT) were negatively correlated with w (r2 = 
0.28, p < 0.02). Grey line is the best fit to the data and the equation shows the intercept and 
slope. (B) Verbal scores were not significantly correlated with w (r2 = 0.08 p = 0.23). 
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2.4 Discussion 
2.4.1 Malleability of ANS acuity 
The primary question our research addressed was the malleability of the 
weber fraction in response to extended training. We found rapid improvement in 
ANS acuity with the introduction of trial-by-trial feedback and this improved 
performance was maintained in a final session when feedback was omitted. Very 
little improvement in ANS acuity occurred after the first session in which trial-by-
trial feedback was introduced (second actual session) suggesting that ANS 
acuity may plateau and then be insensitive to extended training. Response time, 
however, continued to decrease with further training on the task. It remains 
possible that the four sessions of training with feedback that we provided was not 
sufficient and that additional training would have reduced the weber fraction 
further even in these participants. It is also possible that extended training with 
feedback in children who have not yet reached asymptotic performance in ANS 
acuity would be more effective and we plan to pursue this in future research.  
Why was the introduction of trial-by-trial feedback so powerful in reducing 
the weber fraction? One caveat is that our study did not include a control group 
that did not get feedback. Therefore it is possible that initial practice, and not trial-
by-trial feedback was the main factor in reducing w in the first session of the 
number task. Future studies should explore this possibility. Another possibility is 
that feedback allowed subjects to decrease reliance on total stimulus surface 
area. The effect of surface area and numerosity congruency was strong in the 
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majority of subjects before trial-by-trial feedback was introduced. Thus subjects 
tended to view arrays with larger total surface area as more numerous. With 
training, however, the effect of surface area decreased, and by the final session 
participants no longer showed a surface area bias. The decrease in the 
congruence effect, however, cannot fully explain the observed decrease in w. On 
trials were the surface area of the two arrays was equal, we still observed an 
increase in accuracy after feedback was introduced, and, like the effect seen in 
w, this improvement in accuracy persisted after feedback was removed. 
Decreasing reliance on total surface area as a mechanism for improving 
ANS acuity is consistent with theories of perceptual learning. Goldstone (1998) 
identified attentional weighting and differentiation as potential mechanisms for 
perceptual learning. Changes in attentional weighting can allow participants to 
focus on crucial information like numerosity while ignoring irrelevant stimulus 
features like surface area. Differentiation allows previously indistinguishable 
aspects of stimuli to be perceived as distinct and has been shown to apply to 
different perceptual dimensions of the same stimulus. For example, according to 
the Munsell color system colors vary along three orthogonal dimensions: chroma, 
value, and hue. (Burns and Shepp 1988) found that trained subjects were 
significantly better at differentiating value and chroma than untrained subjects. 
Similarly, subjects trained to categorize color based on chroma but not value 
increased their acuity in discriminating different chroma (Goldstone 1994). These 
results suggest that our participants may be learning to differentiate the related 
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dimensions of numerosity and surface area allowing them to ignore the 
extraneous surface area cues and to selectively improve number acuity.  
Prior studies have examined the relationship between surface area and 
perceived numerosity in adults and come to different conclusions. Consistent 
with our findings, Hurewitz, Gelman, and Schnitzer (2006), found that 
congruence between surface area and number improved accuracy whereas 
incongruence caused a decrement in performance. Others, however, found the 
opposite effect, that larger items were perceived as less numerous (Tokita and 
Ishiguchi 2010). Barth (2008) failed to find any effect of surface area congruence 
in an ordinal numerosity task. As Tokita and Ishiguchi (2010) demonstrated and 
we confirm here, trial-by-trial feedback rapidly diminishes or abolishes surface 
area bias. It remains an open question, however, exactly what stimulus or 
presentation factors determine the direction or existence of surface area bias 
effects in naïve subjects. One potentially important difference between our study 
and the Tokita and Ishiguchi study was that we presented dot arrays 
simultaneously and spatially overlapped whereas they used sequential 
presentation.  
It is interesting to note that studies with children suggest that the ability to 
separate dimensions improves with age (Smith and Evans 1989; for review see 
Goldstone 1998). Thus children may be more susceptible to the surface area 
numerosity congruence effect than adults, and this effect may diminish with 
development and increasing acuity of the ANS. A large literature addresses the 
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effect of surface area on number judgments across development. However, there 
is no consensus on how these interactions change with experience (e.g. Piaget 
1965; Mix, Huttenlocher, and Levine 2002; Cantlon, Safford, and Brannon 2010). 
2.4.2 The ANS and other magnitude systems 
A second question our study addressed was the relationship between 
ANS acuity and the precision of line length comparisons. We found that 
performance on a line length task was positively correlated with performance on 
the ANS task. The introduction of feedback on the numerosity task, however, 
improved acuity for the numerosity task but did not generalize to the line length 
discrimination.  
Walsh’s theory of magnitude (ATOM) asserts that dimensions such as 
time, number, and space are processed by a common analog magnitude system 
and depend on a common set of parietal brain systems (Bueti and Walsh 2009; 
Walsh 2003). The association between the spatial and numerical dimensions has 
been particularly well established (for review see Hubbard et al. 2005). Many 
studies have demonstrated interference between numerical and spatial 
information, the SNARC effect being the most well-known (Dehaene, Bossini, 
and Giraux 1993). Parietal lesions causing hemi-spatial neglect often cause 
congruent neglect in the mental number line, implicating common parietal circuits 
in both spatial and numerical cognition (Cappelletti et al. 2007; Zorzi, Priftis, and 
Umiltà 2002). Disruption of normal parietal function with rTMS causes deficits in 
comparing line lengths and numerosities (Dormal, Andres, and Pesenti 2012a). 
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Brain imaging studies have also implicated overlapping areas of the parietal 
cortex in both length and numerical comparison tasks (Fias et al. 2003; Dormal 
and Pesenti 2009).  
Our finding that line length acuity correlated with ANS is consistent with 
the theory that spatial and numerical comparisons depend on shared cognitive 
mechanisms. However, the improvement that emerged from the introduction of 
trial-by-trial feedback did not transfer to the line length task. This finding is 
consistent with a weaker version of ATOM in which magnitude comparisons 
share some common basis but at least in adulthood are differentiated. One 
possible explanation of this partial differentiation is that a single common 
comparator system is utilized in all judgments of relative magnitude regardless of 
dimension, but that each magnitude is represented by a dimension specific 
subsystem. Thus, although number and line length are represented along distinct 
mental continua, comparisons of two numbers or line lengths are mediated by a 
single common comparator. Under this framework, the correlation between ANS 
acuity and line length acuity is explained by the resolution of a common 
comparator. In contrast, trial-by-trial feedback in the numerosity comparison task 
results in improvements that are specific to numerosity representations (e.g., 
increasing precision of the underlying representations or narrowing in of attention 
to the numerosity dimension as opposed to surface area). Future work might be 
able to disentangle the effects specific to a mental magnitude comparison and 
the precision of representations of a specific mental magnitude by, for example, 
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comparing the accuracy of a numerosity estimation task (how many dots?) and a 
numerosity comparison task, like the one we used. If the underlying 
representation of number narrows due to training, then it should to transfer 
across different number tasks.  
An important caveat is that our control task had some significant 
limitations. One limitation was that we were only able to test one non-numerical 
magnitude judgment (i.e., line-length), and we did not assess a non-magnitude 
perceptual judgment. This prevented us from determining whether the correlation 
between the number and line length weber fractions was due to global cognitive 
influences such as attention or fatigue, or alternatively arose from common 
magnitude processing mechanisms. Furthermore, we equated the ratios for the 
numerical and line length stimuli and this meant that the line length stimuli were 
significantly easier to discriminate than the numerical stimuli. One reason for this 
apparent disparity in difficulty may be that to solve the numerical task participants 
had to ignore total surface area, which was carefully controlled, whereas in the 
line length task there was no competing dimension. However, when we analyzed 
the most difficult line length trials we found to improvement in accuracy indicating 
that the lack of transfer was not due to a ceiling effect in the line length task. 
Future studies should include additional control tasks and match difficulty and 
stimulus complexity to make firmer conclusions about the import of the positive 
correlation we observed between ANS and line length judgments. 
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2.4.3 Relationship between the ANS and symbolic math 
A third question our findings address is the relationship between ANS 
acuity and symbolic mathematics. Recent work has demonstrated that ANS 
acuity is positively correlated with a variety of mathematical abilities in children 
and adults (Halberda, Mazzocco, and Feigenson 2008; Gilmore, McCarthy, and 
Spelke 2010; Lyons and Beilock 2011; Mazzocco, Feigenson, and Halberda 
2011b; Mazzocco, Feigenson, and Halberda 2011a). These studies suggest the 
ANS may serve as a developmental building block upon which symbols are 
mapped and that precision in ANS representations facilitates symbolic 
mathematics (e.g. Verguts and Fias 2008; Dehaene 1997; Mundy and Gilmore 
2009; Gilmore, McCarthy, and Spelke 2007; Wynn 1998). A great deal of work is 
still needed to probe the dynamics of this relationship and to specify the 
mechanisms by which ANS acuity might scaffold symbolic mathematics. 
Consistent with these prior recent studies, our sample of adult participants 
exhibited a positive correlation between ANS acuity and standardized math 
scores but not verbal scores. Future work should explore the functional 
relationship between the ANS and mathematics by assessing whether improving 
ANS acuity, perhaps earlier in development, bestows any benefits for symbolic 
mathematics (e.g. Wilson, Revkin, et al. 2006; Wilson, Dehaene, et al. 2006; 
Kucian et al. 2011).  
There are several possible explanations for why we did not find a more 
robust relationship between standardized mathematics scores and w. We had to 
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combine SAT scores with GRE scores, since a few of our participants had not 
taken the SAT. Although the tests are similar and graded on the same scale (200 
– 800 points), combining GREs and SATs certainly added noise to the measure. 
In addition, our sample did not contain much variance in math scores, and may 
have suffered from a ceiling effect. Only one participant had a math score below 
600, whereas fully half our sample scored 750 or above. Thus future studies 
should recruit larger samples from a more heterogeneous population. 
2.4.4 Absolute value and reliability of w 
Global w scores for our sample fell between 0.18 and 0.76 with a mean of 
0.33 and a standard deviation of 0.15. This is higher than most previous 
estimates for young adults, which cluster below 0.2 (for review and meta-analysis 
see Piazza and Izard 2009) but was similar to the range of 0.22 to 1.5 measured 
by Gilmore et al. (Gilmore, Attridge, and Inglis 2011) in their non-symbolic 
comparison task. The disparate ranges in these three studies are surprising 
given the similarity of the estimation tasks.  
One possible reason we observed higher w is that we did not control the 
dot density of our stimuli. Our two stimuli were generated within a single circle 
300 pixels in radius. As a result the total extent of each stimulus was equal, but 
the density of the stimulus was negatively correlated with numerosity. Previous 
research has demonstrated that loosely spaced dots appear greater in number 
than densely packed dots (Ginsburg 1976). If the density of each set of dots was 
viewed independently (e.g. adding black dots did not increase the perceived 
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density of the white dots) then this effect may have inflated estimates of our less 
numerous stimuli, which would have appeared less densely packed and 
therefore more numerous thus impairing discriminability. Lower accuracy would 
have increased our estimate of w. This effect may have been especially 
pronounced in our stimuli because they had a relatively large degree of visual 
crowding. Further research into the specific effects relative density and other low 
level stimulus features on ANS acuity may help clarify differences in average w in 
different experiments.  
We also measured the reliability of w scores by comparing split halves of 
individual session data. Single session reliability estimates were high and similar 
to estimates obtained in previous reports (Gilmore, Attridge, and Inglis 2011; 
Maloney et al. 2010). Note that one other report obtained low estimates of split-
half reliability, however they used the distance effect rather than w as a measure 
of ANS acuity (Sasanguie et al. 2011). Our repeated testing design allowed us to 
assess reliability in w across six sessions over a 2-week period. Despite the 
reduction in w from session 1 to session 6 there was strong positive correlation in 
these scores demonstrating test-retest reliability over a 2-week period. These 
data thus provide evidence of both stable and malleable components of ANS 
acuity. 
2.4.5 Potential single neuron correlates 
Single cells in the monkey brain appear to encode quantity. The firing rate 
of cells in or near the intraparietal sulcus in macaque monkeys are systematically 
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correlated with the numerosity of dot arrays (Nieder and Miller 2004a; Roitman, 
Brannon, and Platt 2007), the numerosity of sequential actions (Sawamura, 
Shima, and Tanji 2002) or sequentially presented stimuli (Nieder, Diester, and 
Tudusciuc 2006), and line length (Tudusciuc and Nieder 2007). Prefrontal cortical 
cells also encode numerosity (Nieder, Freedman, and Miller 2002) and more 
abstract magnitudes such as symbol numerosity mappings (Diester and Nieder 
2007), and ordinal rules (Bongard and Nieder 2010).  
There are several different ways in which we can imagine single cell 
number coding systems to yield improved performance as a result of training. 
Neurons found in the IPS and PFC are tuned to individual numerosities. Tuned 
number neurons fire maximally for a particular numerosity and decrease firing in 
response more distant numerosities. One possibility is that the behavioral 
improvements we observed as a result of trial-by-trial feedback are achieved by 
sharpening the tuning curves of these neurons. As a result they would fire less 
for neighboring numerosities and be more selective for their preferred numerosity 
after training. Alternatively, training and feedback may recruit more individual 
neurons to the representation of number. This could improve the precision of the 
population code without affecting the width of the tuning curves of individual 
number selective neurons.  
Other neurons in lateral intraparietal area (LIP) have been shown to 
encode numerosity monotonically, with separate populations either increasing or 
decreasing firing rate with the observed numerosity (Roitman, Brannon, and Platt 
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2007). Monotonic numerosity neurons have been hypothesized to play the role of 
numerosity accumulators in several models of numerical cognition (Dehaene and 
Changeux 1993; Meck and Church 1983; Verguts and Fias 2004). The 
accumulation layer in these models plays an intermediary role between 
perception of the stimulus and the final tuned representations of individual 
numerosities. Improved performance as a result of training might emerge from a 
sharpening of these accumulator-like neurons in LIP. After training, a given 
difference in numerosity would generate a greater increase (or decrease) in the 
firing rate in LIP neurons. An increase in the steepness of these monotonic 
functions could increase discriminability between numerosities and in turn lead to 
sharper tuning functions in downstream areas, including other areas in the IPS 
and in prefrontal cortex. Pearson et al. (2010) demonstrated that LIP like 
monotonic functions are in principle sufficient for completing a numerosity 
bisection task. This raises the possibility that different numerosity representations 
may be generated idiosyncratically in response to particular task demands, and 
training and education may play an important role in determining which types of 
number representations become realized in the brain. 
Tudusciuc and Nieder (2007) found both line length and numerosity 
neurons in macaque intraparietal cortex. However, they did not find neurons 
representing magnitude abstractly along a common mental magnitude line. Line 
length and numerosity were represented in separate neuronal populations. A 
small percentage of neurons represented both line length and numerosity, but 
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these neurons were tuned to different line length and numerosity magnitudes: a 
neuron that coded for a short line length was equally likely to code for a small or 
a large numerosity. Thus, in monkeys it seems that line length and numerosity 
magnitudes do not share a common encoding scheme on the single neuron level 
in IPS. If one of the mechanisms of acuity improvement outlined above 
selectively acted on the numerosity neurons in the IPS but not the line length 
neurons, this could explain the failure of acuity improvement to transfer from one 
magnitude dimension to another. 
2.4.6 Conclusion 
Our study addressed the malleability of the ANS and the relationship 
between the ANS and other judgments. We found that ANS acuity showed rapid 
improvement with the introduction of trial-by-trial feedback but that it was 
otherwise relatively impervious to extended training in adults. The improvement 
in w in response to feedback was at least partially due to a decrease in reliance 
on surface area as a cue for numerosity, although other factors also influenced 
improvement. Acuity in a line length discrimination was positively correlated with 
ANS acuity, however, improvement in the ANS in response to feedback did not 
transfer to improvement in this spatial magnitude discrimination, providing further 
evidence that magnitude judgments may have both shared and distinct 
components. Finally, even in our relatively small sample of 20 subjects, acuity of 
the ANS was positively correlated with standardized tests of mathematical but 
not verbal proficiency. These findings raise important questions about the 
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malleability of the ANS over the lifespan and the relationship between the ANS 
and uniquely human mathematical abilities. 
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3. Modeling the approximate 
number system to quantify the 
contribution of visual stimulus 
features  
3.1 Introduction 
The approximate number system (ANS) is a nonverbal mechanism for 
estimating the number of items in a set, that develops early in human ontogeny 
and is shared with a wide array of animals (Feigenson, Dehaene, and Spelke 
2004). The ANS is faster but much less accurate than verbal counting. The ANS 
may serve as a neural scaffold for symbolic mathematics, a proposition 
supported by the finding that ANS acuity (w) predicts math achievement in both 
children and adults (DeWind and Brannon 2012; Gilmore et al. 2013; Gilmore, 
McCarthy, and Spelke 2010; Halberda et al. 2012; Halberda, Mazzocco, and 
Feigenson 2008; Lyons and Beilock 2011; Mazzocco, Feigenson, and Halberda 
2011a; Piazza et al. 2010; Starr, Libertus, and Brannon 2013; but see Holloway 
and Ansari 2009; Sasanguie, Defever, et al. 2013; Sasanguie, Göbel, et al. 2013) 
and that extensive practice on tasks that tap the ANS improves symbolic math 
performance (Hyde, Khanum, and Spelke 2014; Park and Brannon 2013). 
The acuity of the ANS typically is measured by presenting arrays of dots 
and requiring participants to indicate which has more. When dot arrays differ in 
numerosity, however, other properties of the stimuli—such as dot size, dot 
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density, and array extent—differ as well. Many prior studies have found that non-
numerical visual stimulus features influence numerosity discrimination 
performance, thus interfering with precise estimates of ANS acuity (DeWind and 
Brannon 2012; Frith and Frith 1972; Gebuis and Gevers 2011; Ginsburg 1976; 
Sophian 2007; Tokita and Ishiguchi 2010). 
While most researchers acknowledge that non-numerical stimulus 
features influence numerosity judgments, the two most commonly used models 
of ANS acuity do not account for these biases (Piazza et al. 2004; Pica et al. 
2004; Whalen, Gallistel, and Gelman 1999). These models postulate that 
numerosity is represented by the ANS as a normally distributed random variable 
with a mean equal to the number being represented and a width proportional to 
ANS acuity (w). Errors in numerical discrimination occur when the numbers of 
items being compared activate overlapping internal numerosity representations. 
According to these models the overlap of these representations is entirely 
attributable to the ratio of the numerosities being compared and the w term. 
When the w parameter in these models is fit to accuracy data from a dot 
array comparison task all errors in the task are implicitly assumed to be the result 
of imprecision of the representation of number. However, since non-numerical 
features also affect numerosity judgments they sometimes cause errors (or 
correct responses) that cannot be attributed to numerical ratio. These responses 
are incorrectly attributed to imprecision or precision in the representation of 
number. As a result, the w measure derived from the current models of numerical 
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representation conflates the acuity of the numerical representation with the 
biasing effects that non-numerical stimulus features have on that representation. 
In practice, this means w is influenced by idiosyncrasies in the way the 
experimenter has chosen to control for non-numerical stimulus features. In its 
most extreme form large differences in the congruence or incongruence of non-
numerical stimulus features with number results in wildly divergent estimates of w 
in the same individual, causing some to question the existence of the ANS 
independent of non-numerical feature cues (Szucs, Nobes, et al. 2013). 
Here we introduce a new “stimulus space” that elucidates the 
dependencies and degrees of freedom inherent in dot array stimuli. Utilizing the 
insights provided by the stimulus space, we then propose a modification to the 
logarithmic model of the ANS that explicitly accounts for the effects of non-
numerical stimulus features on numerosity judgments. This approach allows ANS 
acuity to be estimated independently of the influence of multiple non-numerical 
stimulus features, thus yielding a more reliable and more theoretically valid 
estimate of w. Improved estimation of w will help researchers elucidate relative 
importance of ANS acuity on mathematical cognition, the factors that may 
mediate that relationship, and its developmental trajectory. 
In addition to making theoretical advances in modeling w, our model also 
returns coefficients describing the influence of non-numerical stimulus features 
that provide novel quantitative parameters useful for comparing individuals. We 
assessed the prevalence of non-numerical feature bias among educated adults 
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and statistically tested the hypothesis implicit in the current models of the ANS: 
that w and numerical ratio are the only factors that determine the discriminability 
of dot arrays in a numerical discrimination task. The non-numerical feature 
coefficients also provide a straightforward and quantitative way to assess the use 
of “alternative strategies”, that is the reliance on non-numerical features instead 
of numerosity to make discriminations between stimuli. Here we are able to 
provide a comprehensive unbiased assessment of the role of ten non-numerical 
stimulus features in numerical discriminations and to test the hypothesis that the 
ability to approximately enumerate is reducible to co-varying non-numerical cues. 
Here we model choice behavior in adults based on the number, size, and 
spacing of dots, however, with slight modification we can use those same factors 
to model neural dependent variables such as neuronal firing rate, 
electroencephalography (EEG) scalp voltage, or blood-oxygen-level-dependent 
(BOLD) signal. Thus, in addition to clarifying the effect of different stimulus 
features on behavior, our new modeling approach can help elucidate which brain 
responses reflect number as opposed to other features of a stimulus. 
3.2 Theory and calculations 
We applied a novel analytical technique to model numerical discrimination 
performance as a function of numerosity, item size, and item spacing.  Our 
approach relies on the insight that although arrays of dots have many different 
features that all covary, the features known to influence numerosity judgments 
have three degrees of freedom.  Thus, numerosity discrimination performance 
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can be modeled as a function of just three stimulus features: the number of dots 
in the array and two novel parameters that describe the size and spacing of the 
dots within the array. From the coefficients returned for these three features the 
influence of many other non-numerical features can then be calculated. This 
modeling approach allows a dissociation of ANS acuity from the biasing effects of 
non-numerical visual features, thus yielding a theoretically valid estimate of ANS 
acuity that is more reliable across different stimulus sets. 
3.2.1 Intrinsic and extrinsic stimulus features 
Our approach requires a full understanding of the relationship among 
numerosity, intrinsic features of the stimulus, and extrinsic features of the 
stimulus (Dehaene, Izard, and Piazza 2005; Piazza et al. 2004). Intrinsic features 
are parameters of the individual items within an array, whereas extrinsic features 
are parameters of the array as a whole. When the numerosity of an array is fixed, 
the relationship between a given pair of intrinsic and extrinsic features is linear. 
For example, total surface area (an extrinsic feature) is equal to the number of 
items multiplied by the item surface area (an intrinsic feature). The same 
relationship exists between field area (the space within which the dots are drawn, 
sometimes referred to as the envelope or the convex hull) and sparsity (average 
field area per item, or the inverse of the density). For a given numerosity, 
increasing sparsity necessitates a linear increase in field area. Another way of 
describing these relations is to say that numerosity, item surface area, total 
surface area, sparsity, and field area are not mutually independent of each other, 
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and describing all of them overdetermines the stimulus. A smaller subset of these 
features are sufficient to determine the full set of features, an idea we will return 
to below. 
Figures 3-1A and 3-1B plot “stimulus spaces” that summarize these 
relationships. Stimulus parameters are plotted with intrinsic features on the x-axis 
and extrinsic features on the y-axis. Figure 3-1A shows the intrinsic and extrinsic 
features related to the size of the items, item surface area and total surface area, 
and Figure 3-1B shows the intrinsic and extrinsic features related to the spacing 
of the items, sparsity and field area.  Also apparent are what we term iso-
numerosity lines (gray); all stimuli of a particular numerosity lie on a single iso-
numerosity line, the slope of which is equal to the numerosity. Different points 
along an iso-numerosity line correspond to stimuli that differ in the intrinsic and 
extrinsic properties but have the same numerosity. An individual stimulus 
occupies a single point in both Figure 3-1A and Figure 3-1B, for example, the 
stimulus labeled S1 has a numerosity of 8. Location of a single stimulus in each 
of the two plots is constrained by numerosity; it must fall along the same iso-
numerosity line in both plots. However, its location along that line is independent 
in each of the plots. In other words, the size of the items and spacing of the items 
in an array are independent of each other. 
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Figure 3-1. Features thought to influence numerical estimation can represented as 
different axes in a three dimensional stimulus space.   
(A and B) Stimuli (black dots) used in this experiment plotted as item surface area by total surface 
area (A) and sparsity by field area (B). Stimuli of the same numerosity fall along iso-numeral lines 
(gray). The slope of these lines is equal to the numerosity of the stimuli that fall along them. 
Example stimuli referred to in the text are labeled and indicated by gray dots with black outlines. 
(C and D) The same plots as in (A) and (B) but with x and y axes log scaled. Changes in 
numerosity occur along a linear axis and two orthogonal dimension, Size and Spacing are 
apparent. The alternative internal axis dimensions provide an equally descriptive quantitative 
account of stimulus features as the external axes do. (E) The log of numerosity, Size, and 
Spacing plotted as cardinal axes of a 3D stimulus space. Log of non-numerical stimulus features 
are also plotted as arrows to indicate the direction in the space in which they increase. Any dot 
array stimulus can be uniquely defined with respect to numerosity, Size, Spacing, item surface 
area, total surface area, item perimeter, total perimeter, field area, sparsity (and density), 
coverage, and closeness on the basis of its location in this space. 
The essential confound inherent in generating pairs of numerosity stimuli 
can be appreciated visually in Figures 3-1A and 3-1B.  Two stimuli must be 
chosen, each from a different iso-numerosity line, however, any two such stimuli 
will also differ in the intrinsic variable, the extrinsic variable or both.  It is 
mathematically impossible for two stimuli to differ only in numerosity. For 
example, consider again the stimulus labeled S1 in Figures 3-1A and 3-1B of 
numerosity 8. We may want to pair this stimulus with another of numerosity 16 in 
an ordinal comparison task, and seek a way to control for changes in other visual 
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features (the intrinsic and extrinsic variables). Now consider the two stimuli 
labeled S2′ and S2′′, both of numerosity 16. S2′ has the same total surface area 
and field area as S1, but a different item surface area and sparsity. In contrast, 
S2′′ has the same item surface area and sparsity as S1, but a different total 
surface area and field area. Other stimuli occupying other positions along the 16 
iso-numerosity line would differ in both intrinsic and extrinsic stimulus features. 
All stimuli that differ in numerosity from S1 must also differ in either item surface 
area or total surface area and must also differ in either sparsity or field area. 
3.2.2 Logarithmic scaling and deriving orthogonal regressors 
Figures 3-1A and 3-1B are redrawn in Figures 3-1C and 3-1D, but with the 
intrinsic and extrinsic axes log scaled. Log scaling the axis affords two critical 
advantages: it makes the iso-numerosity lines parallel (for clarity only the iso-
numerosity lines for 8, 16, and 32 are shown), and it makes the distance between 
stimulus points in the space proportional to the ratios of their various features 
(numerical and non-numerical). As a result, changes in numerosity are 
represented as movement along a linear numerosity dimension, and changes in 
the extrinsic or intrinsic features that do not result in a change in numerosity are 
represented as movement along an orthogonal linear axis. We represent these 
linear orthogonal stimulus dimensions as alternative axes in Figures 3-1C and 3-
1D to emphasize that they represent a quantitative way to specify the location of 
a stimulus in “stimulus space”, which contains all the same information as 
specifying the values of the intrinsic and extrinsic features. Furthermore, these 
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three alternative axes represent a minimally sufficient set of features for 
describing the numerosity, as well as both sets of intrinsic and extrinsic features 
of a stimulus. For the rest of this manuscript we will refer to these linear 
orthogonal dimensions as Size for the intrinsic and extrinsic variables item 
surface area and total surface area and Spacing for sparsity and field area.  We 
use capitalization and italics to make it clear that we are referring to a rigorously 
defined mathematical construct, but we also wish to emphasize the close 
relationship of these terms to the everyday concepts of size and spacing. 
Intuitively, changes in Size are equivalent to changing the size of a fixed number 
of items with fixed distances between their centers, and changes in Spacing are 
equivalent to changing the distances between a fixed number of items of fixed 
size. 
We algebraically define Size and Spacing by examining the relationship 
between intrinsic and extrinsic stimulus parameters, and finding the dimension 
that is orthogonal to numerosity.   𝑙𝑜𝑔! 𝑛 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔! !"#!"# = 𝑙𝑜𝑔! !"!"#$   (Eq 3-1) 
Where n is the number of items, TSA is the total surface area, ISA is the item 
surface area, FA is the field area, and Spar is the sparsity.  The dimensions 
orthogonal to log number are  𝑙𝑜𝑔! 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 =    𝑙𝑜𝑔! 𝑇𝑆𝐴 +    𝑙𝑜𝑔! 𝐼𝑆𝐴  (Eq 3-2) 𝑙𝑜𝑔! 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 =    𝑙𝑜𝑔! 𝐹𝐴 +    𝑙𝑜𝑔! 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑟  (Eq 3-3) 
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Size and Spacing capture the aspects of dot size and spacing that are 
independent of numerosity. These definitions support the basic logic of the 
regression model that we will formulate in section 3.3.6. The effect of the 
numerical ratio on choice behavior can be assessed as in previous models, by 
fitting the w term.  We can expand that model, however, by adding terms that will 
quantify the effect of the Size ratio and Spacing ratio. By including terms, which 
capture the perceptual effects of item size and spacing that are independent of 
the perceptual effect of numerosity itself, we lay the basis for independently 
assessing their contributions to numerosity discrimination performance. 
3.2.3 Non-numerical stimulus features can be reduced to linear combinations of 
numerosity, Size, and Spacing in a logarithmic stimulus space 
Figure 3-1E represents numerosity, Size, and Spacing as cardinal axes in 
a three-dimensional stimulus space with log scaled axes. We can imagine 
generating this space by taking the two two-dimensional spaces in Figures 3-1C 
and 3-1D and intersecting them along the numerosity axis at right angles to each 
other (in the third dimension). Any given array of dots is described by a single 
position within this three-dimensional space. The three dimensions (log of 
numerosity, log of Size, and log of Spacing) are independent of each other, and 
these three variables fully determine the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters 
discussed above (as illustrated in Figures 3-1C and 3-1D). Importantly, several 
other stimulus features are also fully specified by numerosity, Size, and Spacing. 
For example, the item perimeter and total perimeter are determined by the 
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numerosity and Size parameters. Coverage and apparent closeness are two 
features that depend on Size and Spacing and are not related to the numerosity 
of the stimulus. Coverage, sometimes referred to as density (Gebuis and 
Reynvoet 2011), is the total surface area per field area. Apparent closeness is 
the overall scaling of the stimulus, and increasing it is equivalent to zooming in 
on a stimulus such that it subtends a larger visual angle without changing its 
relative proportions. Appendix A contains the equations that relate each of these 
features to numerosity, Size, and Spacing. These equations demonstrate that our 
stimulus space is very descriptive. With just three numbers it specifies a 
stimulus’s numerosity, item surface area, total surface area, sparsity (and 
density), field area, item perimeter, total perimeter, coverage, apparent 
closeness, Size, and Spacing. This descriptiveness is important for the modeling 
approach that we describe below, because it provides the basis by which our 
model can infer the effect of any stimulus feature on discrimination performance 
while only containing terms for numerosity, Size, and Spacing. 
It is worth noting that log scaling is not merely a mathematical trick; it has 
important neurobiological and theoretical bases as well. Response function of 
neurons tuned to individual numerosities found in prefrontal cortex in monkeys 
are logarithmically compressed (Nieder and Miller 2003). Theoretically, the 
Weber-Fechner law states that the discriminability of two stimuli is linearly related 
to their ratio, equivalent to their distance on the logarithmic scale. For example, 
according to Weber-Fechner, a stimulus of numerosity 8 and one of numerosity 
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16 are equally discriminable as a stimulus of 16 and one of 32, because both 
pairs have a 1:2 ratio. In logarithmic stimulus space the distances along the 
numerosity dimension between 8 and 16 and between 16 and 32 are equal. 
Thus, we can use the difference in log numerosity as a regressor in a 
generalized linear model of numerical discrimination. Indeed, this is the approach 
of the logarithmic model developed by Piazza et al. (2004). 
On a logarithmic scale, the equations relating the numerosity, Size, and 
Spacing to the other non-numerical features have a critical feature: they are all 
linear equations (Appendix A). Geometrically, this means that the dimensions 
along which different non-numerical features increase are straight lines in the 
three-dimensional stimulus space illustrated in Figure 3-1E. Furthermore, the 
distance along any of these dimensions that separates a pair of stimuli is 
proportional to the ratio difference of that feature. Thus, one of the benefits of the 
new stimulus space introduced here is that just as a 1:2 ratio of numerosity 
corresponds to a fixed distance along the numerosity dimension, here a fixed 
ratio of any feature corresponds to a fixed distance along its own dimension. For 
example, the distance between two stimuli along the total surface area 
dimension, one of which is comprised of 2000 pixels and the other of 4000 pixels, 
will be the same as the distance between a stimulus comprised of 4000 pixels 
and one of 8000 pixels, since both these stimulus pairs differ by a 1:2 total 
surface area ratio. Therefore, we can extend the logic of the Piazza et al. (2004) 
model to non-numerical stimulus features. Instead of assuming that only the log 
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of the numerical ratio affects numerical judgments, we can determine which 
stimulus feature ratios are affecting judgments, and we can do so in a manner 
that does not favor any particular feature. 
It may be tempting to simply include regressors for the log ratio of all of 
the non-numerical features in a generalized linear model and have them compete 
with numerosity to explain the variance in behavioral discrimination performance. 
Although any two stimulus features are only partially collinear, some 
combinations of two features are fully collinear with a third, making such a model 
overspecified. Instead, we can take advantage of the linear equations that relate 
the log ratios of all the other features to the log ratios of numerosity, Size, and 
Spacing (Appendix A). These linear relationships mean that we can use the log 
of the S1 to S2 numerosity ratio, the log of the S1 to S2 Size ratio, and the log of 
the S1 to S2 Spacing ratio as regressors in a generalized linear model of 
numerosity discrimination. From the coefficients returned we can then infer the 
effect of a ratio difference of any feature on numerosity discrimination 
performance. 
In short, previous models of numerical comparison predict that accuracy in 
a numerical ordinal comparison task is a function of the numerical ratio. The 
model, which we introduce in the methods section below, allows instead that 
accuracy is a function of the numerical ratio, the Size ratio, and the Spacing ratio. 
The effects of Size and Spacing ratio on accuracy would be of little interest by 
themselves, since they are merely novel mathematical constructs. However, by 
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virtue of the relationship between Size and Spacing and the other non-numerical 
features, estimating the effect of Size and Spacing on accuracy is mathematically 
equivalent to estimating the effects of all the non-numerical stimulus features on 
accuracy. 
To evaluate our new modeling approach, we tested 20 adult participants 
using a standard non-symbolic numerical ordinal comparison task.  Participants 
were instructed to choose the array that contained more dots. Our stimuli were 
generated such that numerical ratio, Size ratio, and Spacing ratio were varied 
independently across stimulus pairs. We developed a generalized linear model 
that allowed us to fit choice curves that modeled each participants’ sensitivity to 
each of those ratios.  We hypothesized that numerosity ratio would be the main 
determinant of choices given the task instructions, but that Size and Spacing 
ratio would influence choices. 
3.3. Methods and Materials 
3.3.1 Participants 
Participants were 20 adults (mean 22.9 years, range 19.6 – 26.8 years) 
recruited from the Duke University community.  Eleven of the 20 participants 
were female.  All participants gave written informed consent in accordance with a 
Duke IRB approved protocol. 
3.3.2 Design 
Five participants completed ten sessions within 11 days and performed a 
maximum of three sessions in one day. Another 15 participants completed a 
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single session in one day. Each session lasted about 1-hour and consisted of 
750 trials broken into three blocks of 250 trials each.  Participants were required 
to take a five-minute break between blocks.  Participants were compensated 10 
USD for each session. 
3.3.3 Task 
Participants were seated in front of a computer and instructed to indicate 
the side of the screen that contained the greater number of dots using the arrow 
keys on a standard keyboard. Instructions were given verbally at the beginning of 
the session and in written format on the computer screen at the beginning of 
each block.  At the beginning of each trial, a readiness cue was presented in the 
center of the screen (500 ms) followed by two arrays of white dots on a black 
background presented simultaneously to the right and left of the readiness cue 
(eccentricity ~8.5 degrees) for 250 ms. A response prompt was then presented 
followed by a 2 second inter-trial interval. 
Participants were given eight easy practice trials (1:4 numerical ratio) at 
the beginning of each block. Practice trials were identical to the experimental 
trials except that they had a longer readiness cue time (1 s), longer stimulus 
display time (1 s) and a longer inter-trial interval (4 s).  In the rare event that a 
participant responded incorrectly on any practice trial the script terminated with a 
prompt to see the experimenter.  The experimenter then repeated the 
instructions and the block restarted. 
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3.3.4 Stimuli 
We constructed a stimulus set that divided two octaves of numerosity, 
Size, and Spacing into 13 levels, evenly spaced on a logarithmic scale.  The 
range of stimulus parameters is shown in Figure 3-1A through 3-1D, with all of 
the stimuli plotted in the stimulus space described in section 2.2.  For 7 of the 13 
numerosities, stimuli were generated at 7 different Sizes and 7 different Spacings 
yielding a total of 7 x 7 x 7 = 343 stimuli.  For the other 6 numerosities, stimuli 
were generated at 6 Sizes and 6 Spacings for a total of 6 x 6 x 6 = 216 stimuli.  
Thus there were 559 unique stimulus parameter combinations.  On each trial the 
experimental program randomly picked one of 4 different numerical ratios 
(closest whole numbers to 1:21/6,1:21/3,1:21/2, or 1:2 ratios), one of 13 Size ratios 
(all possible pairings), and one of 13 Spacing ratios (all possible pairings).  
In order to spread stimuli evenly along a logarithmic scale the values were 
rounded to the nearest whole number.  For example, 32 is 25 and 8 is 23.  
However, we wanted 11 more powers of two spaced evenly between 23 and 25, 
such as 24.5.  24.5 is approximately 22.627 which we rounded to 23.  Similarly, dot 
diameters and field diameters were rounded to the nearest whole pixel so they 
could be drawn properly on a monitor.   
After defining the number, Size, and Spacing of a stimulus the algorithm 
created an instantiation of that stimulus. First the field area and item surface area 
were calculated (see Appendix A for the relations between number Size and 
Spacing and the other visual magnitudes). Dots of the appropriate size were 
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drawn at random locations within a circular field of the appropriate area. The only 
constraint on placement was that all dots were separated by at least one pixel 
and that all the dots were completely within the circle defining the stimulus field. It 
is worth noting that the circular field was not necessarily the smallest circle that 
could encompass all the dots in the array, although across multiple stimuli the 
field area and the smallest encompassing circle area were closely correlated.  
3.3.5 Modeling choice behavior with existing models 
We compared our model to the two standard models for estimating 
numerical acuity (w).  The first model, termed here the “logarithmic model,” 
assumes numerosities are represented as normally distributed random variables 
on a log compressed mental number line with means equal to the logarithm of 
the number represented and a fixed standard deviation (Piazza et al. 2010; 
Piazza et al. 2004).  That model was used to fit data in which participants’ 
compared a deviant value to a fixed standard value (either 16 or 32).  The 
probability of choosing “larger” for the deviant stimulus was the proportion of the 
numerosity distribution lying on the greater side of the standard. The probability 
of this occurring at different numerosities is a cumulative normal distribution with 
a standard deviation that is equal to the standard deviation of the representation 
of numerosity, w.   
In contrast participants in our task were asked to pick the larger of two 
numerosities that both varied from trial to trial with no fixed reference value. To 
accommodate this change in paradigm, we modified the model used by Piazza et 
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al. (2010) to include two numerosity distributions on a log-compressed number 
line, each with equal variance w.  According to this version of the logarithmic 
model, the probability of choosing a stimulus was the proportion of its numerosity 
distribution lying on the greater side of the other stimulus distribution (not a fixed 
referent). The probability of this happening at different log right to left numerosity 
ratios is a cumulative normal distribution with standard deviation of w multiplied 
by root two.  
𝑝 𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 =    !! 1+ erf !"#! !!"#! !!  (Eq 3-4) 
Where rnum is the ratio of the right side to the left side stimulus and erf is the error 
function.  
The second model, termed here the “linear model,” assumes that number 
is represented on a mental number line that is linearly spaced but has variance 
that scales linearly with magnitude (Halberda, Mazzocco, and Feigenson 2008; 
Pica et al. 2004).  In this model w is the scalar that relates the numerosity to the 
standard deviation. 𝑝 𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = !! 1+ erf !!!"!!!! !!"#!!!  (Eq 3-5) 
It should be noted that w refers to different mathematical constructs in the 
logarithmic and linear models, making direct comparisons meaningless. Indeed, 
the same accuracy data fit by these two models produces different numerical 
values for w. 
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3.3.6 A novel model of numerosity discrimination that accounts for the effect of 
non-numerical features 
We compared the two models above with the model we developed that 
was designed to accommodate the empirical fact that the size and spacing of 
dots within an array affect subjective numerosity. We fit a generalized linear 
model to choice data with regressors for the log of the ratio of numerosity, Size, 
and Spacing of the stimulus appearing on the right and the stimulus appearing on 
the left. The model formatted as a linear equation: 𝑝 𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 =   
1− 𝛾 !! 1+ erf !!"#$!!!"#!"#! !!"# !!!"#$!"#! !!"#$ !!!"#$%&'!"#! !!"#$%&'! − !! + !!
 (Eq 3-6) 
This equation looks rather different, but it can be thought of as simply an 
elaboration of equation (4). This can be better appreciated if we rearrange it: 𝑝 𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 
1− 𝛾 !! 1+ erf !"#! !!"# ! !!!"#$!!!"#$!"#! !!"#$ !!!"#$%&'!"#! !!"#$%&'!!"#! !!!"# − !! + !!
 (Eq 3-7) 
The log2(rnum) term is equivalent between equation (4) and equation (7). 
The standard deviation of equation (4) was w multiplied by root two, whereas 
here the standard deviation is the reciprocal of βnum: 
 𝜎 = !!!"# (Eq 3-8) 
Therefore we can compute w from the new model parameters according to: 
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𝑤 =    !! =    !!!!"# (Eq 3-9) 
This makes sense: the w term depends only on βnum, the term capturing 
participants’ sensitivity to number. There are also meaningful differences 
between the models. In equation (4) log2(rnum) alone determines the x-axis 
position along a single choice curve where the indifference point is at 0 (a 1:1 
ratio). The greater the numerical ratio of right to left the greater the probability of 
choosing right. In equation (7) this is still true, but there is now a large term 
subtracted from the x-axis position. This value determines indifference point of 
the choice curve, which can now vary according to several new terms. In the 
context of a cumulative normal choice curve the indifference point is the mean 
and it is given by: 
𝜇 =   !!!"#$!!!"#$!"#! !!"#$ !!!"#$%&'!"#! !!"#$%&'!!"#  (Eq 3-10) 
These new terms include the log ratios of Size and Spacing as well as all the β 
terms. βside is an offset term that accounts for any side bias a participant might 
have. βSize and βSpacing modulate the degree to which the Size and Spacing ratios 
affect the indifference point, and βnum scales the effect of all factors such that the 
greater the numerical acuity the smaller the effect of everything else.  
The other new term in the model is the γ. Because our task was fast 
paced to allow many trials to be collected within a reasonable amount of time, we 
assumed that participants occasionally looked away from the screen or were 
momentarily distracted and failed to process the stimuli. In this case participants’ 
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choices would be random and not related to any stimulus characteristics.  To 
accommodate this we included γ a guessing term (Halberda and Feigenson 
2008b; Pica et al. 2004). This term allows choice curves to asymptote below 
100% and above 0%, since the more a participant guesses the more the entire 
choice curve is compressed towards 50%. In the extreme example of a 
participant who responded randomly the γ term would be 1, the proportion of 
rightward responses would be 50% and no other term in the model would matter. 
It is worth noting that if γ and all the β terms besides βnum are zero the new 
model completely reduces to the logarithmic model in equation (4). However, if 
the β terms for Size and Spacing are non-zero the indifference point will not be at 
a 1:1 numerical ratio. In other words the participant can be biased, choosing one 
of two numerically equal arrays more than 50% of the time if that array has, for 
example, more spaced out dots. 
The logarithmic model of choices in equation (4) is based on a particular 
hypothesis regarding the underlying internal representation of numerosity (Piazza 
et al. 2004). According to this hypothesis an approximate numerosity is 
represented as a normally distributed random variable. The distribution is 
centered on the actual value it is representing, but it is imprecise and 
probabilistic. The standard deviation of the numerosity random variable is the 
term w. When two numerosities are compared, as in a task like the one used 
here, the overlap in the two distributions causes confusability. Thus, the distance 
between the two numbers on the logarithmic mental number line (equivalent to 
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the ratio), and the w term determine the confusability of two numerosities and 
therefore the error rate. 
The changes proposed to get from equation (4) to equation (7) correspond 
to an equivalent changes in the hypothetical underlying mental representation of 
numerosity. Instead of the numerosity normal random variable being centered on 
the actual number being represented, we propose that, in people who are biased 
by non-numerical features, the mean can vary depending on the Size and 
Spacing of the stimulus. Thus, the size and spacing of the items in a stimulus 
array can be thought of as increasing or decreasing the perceived numerosity 
depending on whether a particular participant has a positive or negative βSize and 
βSpacing.  
  
Figure 3-2. The internal representation of numerosity in a hypothetical participant 
according to the new model.  
This hypothetical participant has the following coefficients: w = 0.3 (βnum ≈ 2.36), βSize = 0.5, 
βSpacing = 0.5, βside = 0. Stimulus S1 and S2 are represented internally as normally distributed 
random variables on a logarithmically compressed mental number line. The standard deviation of 
these representations is fixed and equal to w. When Size and Spacing are equal in S1 and S2, 
the model is equivalent to the logarithmic model (equation 3-4; Piazza et al., 2010). However, 
when Size and Spacing are incongruent to number as in S2′ the perceived numerical ratio 
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decreases and confusability increases (as represented by the overlap of the distributions).  When 
Size and Spacing are congruent (S2′′) perceived numerical ratio increases and confusability 
decreases. The shift of the mean of the S2 distribution is given by equation (10). 
Figure 3-2 helps to elucidate the effects of Size and Spacing on the 
overlap of the internal representation of two numerosities, S1 and S2, in a 
hypothetical participant. If S1 and S2 differ by a numerical ratio of 1:2, but do not 
differ in Size and Spacing, then the model reduces to the logarithmic model 
(Piazza et al. 2010; Piazza et al. 2004) expressed in equation (4).  The overlap 
will depend only on w as illustrated by the S2 distribution in black in Figure 3-2. If 
the Size and Spacing ratios of S1 to S2 are both 2:1, however, the participant’s 
bias causes the mean of the numerosity representation of S2′ to shift to the left 
as given by equation (10) (blue distribution).  As a result, the overlap between S1 
and S2′ increases and accuracy decreases, just as is actually observed in 
experiments in which non-numerical features are incongruent with numerosity. 
Conversely if the Size and Spacing ratios are 1:2, as in congruent trials, the 
distributions grow farther apart and accuracy improves (distribution S2′′ in red).  
These changes in accuracy occur despite no change in numerical ratio and no 
change in w, and therefore cannot be modeled using previous approaches. Only 
a framework that takes non-numerical stimulus features into account can model 
these effects on error rate.  
We have provided code in the supplementary materials that computes the 
Size and Spacing parameters and will fit the model in equation (7) to behavioral 
data sets. 
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3.3.7 The discrimination vector, discrimination dimension, and testing for non-
numerical alternative strategies 
The three value vector defined by βnum, βSize, and βSpacing reflects the 
degree to which the distance between two stimuli along the three cardinal 
dimensions in Figure 3-1E affect the probability of choosing a particular stimulus 
as the more numerous one.  We will refer to this vector as the participant’s 
discrimination vector and the dimension it defines in Figure 3-1E stimulus space 
as the discrimination dimension. Pairs of stimuli that differ along the 
discrimination dimension are most easily discriminated, and participants are 
indifferent between pairs of stimuli that differ along the dimensions orthogonal to 
the discrimination dimension.  If a participant has no bias, then her discrimination 
vector will be identical to the numerosity dimension, and the magnitude of the 
choice vector will be identical to βnum. However, if βSize or βSpacing is not zero then 
the discrimination vector will differ from the numerosity dimension. A participant 
who has a significant βnum (p < 0.01) and no significant effect of βSize or βSpacing (p 
> 0.1) can be considered to be making unbiased numerosity judgments. 
Participants who fail to meet the criteria for unbiased numerical 
discrimination, may be primarily relying on numerosity but have a non-numerical 
bias or alternatively they may be responding primarily on the basis of one of 
many possible non-numerical stimulus features. Geometrically, this is equivalent 
to asking which of the named dimensions in Figure 3-1E is closest to the 
discrimination vector.  To test this statistically we projected the discrimination 
vector onto the numerosity dimension (equal to βnum) and onto the each of the 
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other dimensions. Participants whose numerosity vector projection was 
significantly greater than all other vector projections (p < 0.05) were considered 
to be primarily relying on numerosity but biased by a non-numerical feature. 
Those whose numerosity vector projection was significantly smaller than another 
vector projection (p < 0.05) were considered to be primarily relying on a non-
numerical strategy. Any participant whose numerosity vector projection was not 
significantly different from another vector projection were categorized as having 
an indeterminate response strategy. 
3.4. Results 
We fit the accuracy data of individual participants performing an ordinal 
approximate number discrimination task with choice curves with terms for side 
(left or right), guessing rate, numerical ratio, Size ratio and Spacing ratio. The 
Size and Spacing variables are defined mathematically in section 3.2.2. 
Intuitively, Size can be thought of as the aspect of the stimulus that changes with 
the size of a fixed number of items at fixed locations, and Spacing can be thought 
of as the parameter that changes when a fixed number of items of fixed size are 
spread out over a greater or lesser area of space.   
3.4.1 Model fits account for performance variations due to non-numerical 
stimulus features 
Figure 3-3A shows the model fit for the five participants who were tested 
with 7,500 trials. As the numerical ratio of items in the right array to items in the 
left array increased, participants became more likely to choose the right stimulus, 
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as instructed. The effect of numerical ratio on the probability of choosing “right” 
was well fit by the model across trials (black data points and fit lines in Figure 3-
3A). In order to examine the effects of Size and Spacing and to evaluate how 
well the model accounted for these effects, we examined the subset of trials in 
which the non-numerical features differed dramatically. The red markers and 
green markers in Figure 3-3A reflect trials with large Size and Spacing ratios 
respectively (greater than a 8:3 or less than a 3:8 ratio). Critically, the model was 
only fit once for each participant to his or her full dataset; the red and green lines 
represent the predictions of the model for these subsets of trials. As can be 
visualized in the offset of the red and green lines from the black lines, all of these 
participants were influenced by Size, Spacing, or both. These red and green lines 
represent an explanation of variance in numerosity judgments that cannot be 
accounted for with either the logarithmic or linear models of the ANS used in 
previous studies. 
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Figure 3-3. Modeling Size and Spacing explains congruity effects. 
Each row of plots is a single participant’s data. (A) Data  (open circles) and model fit (black, red, 
and green lines). Dashed gray lines indicate model asymptote due to guessing rate (γ). The 
probability of choosing the stimulus array presented on the right is modeled as a function of the 
log of the left array to right array ratio of numerosity, Size, and Spacing. Black indicates the 
average of all data and the corresponding model fit. Red shows data and model fit for third of 
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trials with the greatest absolute ratio in Size and green shows the same for Spacing. Dashed 
lines indicate Size or Spacing was congruent with number and dotted lines indicate incongruent. 
All model predictions (lines) are derived from the parameters fit once to the entire dataset. (B) 
Data from the same participants plotted as accuracy. Upward pointing triangles indicate average 
data from all trials on which both Size and Spacing were congruent with numerosity, and 
downward pointing triangles indicate data from incongruent trials. Dashed lines are models fit 
only to congruent data points and dotted lines are fit only to incongruent data points. Blue lines 
were fit using the new model presented in this paper, and magenta lines using the standard 
logarithmic model based on Piazza et al. (2010; 2004). 
On any given trial, the influence of Size or Spacing may help or hinder 
performance. If a participant has a significant positive effect of Size ratio or 
Spacing ratio, as do most of the participants in our sample, then larger and more 
spaced-out dots are perceived as more numerous (a notable exception is 
participant 1 who has a negative Size coefficient). As a result, when numerosity 
is congruent with Size or Spacing, a participant will be more likely to correctly 
identify the stimulus with the larger numerosity, as illustrated by the dashed red 
and green model fit lines in Figure 3-3A. In contrast, when Size or Spacing is 
incongruent, performance decreases as shown by the dotted red and green lines. 
In these trials, the larger and more spaced out dots make the less numerous 
stimulus appear more numerous and thus reduce accuracy.  When the numerical 
ratio is difficult and the changes in Size and Spacing are large and incongruent to 
numerosity, participants can be induced to consistently incorrectly choose the 
less numerous stimulus at a rate greater than chance. 
3.4.2 Modeling the effect of Size and Spacing improves w consistency across 
stimulus sets 
One clear inadequacy of the current models of numerical discrimination is 
that they are incapable of modeling below chance performance. In particular, 
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when stimulus features are very incongruent to numerosity and the numerical 
ratios are difficult, the current models of numerosity discrimination will sometimes 
fail to converge, essentially estimating an absurdly large or infinite w (Szucs, 
Nobes, et al. 2013). We fit our model as well as the standard logarithmic (Piazza 
et al. 2010) and linear models (Pica et al. 2004) separately to just the congruent 
trials and just the incongruent trials to see if accounting for non-numerical feature 
bias helped reduce the variability in w estimates obtained from different stimulus 
sets. We considered a congruent trial as one in which the array containing more 
dots also had a larger Size and larger Spacing and incongruent as one in which 
the array containing more dots had the smaller Size and Spacing.  As shown in 
Figure 3-3B, our model provides much better fits to the data than the standard 
logarithmic model (the fit of the linear model was not plotted because it 
overlapped so closely with the log model that it was difficult to distinguish). The fit 
is especially better on the difficult incongruent trials, on which some participants 
performed consistently below chance on the difficult numerical ratios.  
Furthermore, the inter-condition reliability of w was higher and w more 
similar to the w obtained from fitting the full stimulus set for our model compared 
to the two other models. Figure 3-4 summarizes these results. When using the 
logarithmic and linear models, w obtained from incongruent trials tended to be 
much larger than for congruent trials, however w obtained from our model was 
quite similar across stimulus sets, with no discernable increasing or decreasing 
trend across the five participants. Thus, our model is capable of explaining large 
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differences in performance originating from non-numerical features. Furthermore, 
it properly attributes these performance effects to non-numerical model 
parameters with no systematic impact on the estimation of numerical acuity. 
 
Figure 3-4. Modeling the effects of non-numerical features increases w reliability over 
changes in stimulus set.  
The w coefficients calculated for the five participants who completed 7,500 trials by fitting the 
model presented in this paper, the logarithmic model (Piazza et al., 2004; 2010), and the linear 
model (Pica et al., 2004). Models were fit separately to just the data from congruent trials and 
incongruent trials.  
3.4.3 Numerosity is the best explanation of performance but bias is universal 
Figure 3-5 summarizes the effect of numerical ratio, Size ratio, and 
Spacing ratio on choice behavior for all of our 20 participants. Beta estimates are 
plotted in pairs as βnum x βSize, βnum x βSpacing, and βSize x βSpacing in Figure 3-5A – 
3-5C respectively.  The estimates are plotted as standard error ellipses to denote 
the confidence of the estimate. The small ellipses represent more precise beta 
estimates derived from the five participants who performed 7,500 trials (some 
errors are so small they may appear as points), and larger ellipses reflect the 15 
participants who performed 750 trials each.  These three beta estimates 
comprise the discrimination vector of each participant. The direction of the 
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discrimination vector (the discrimination dimension) represents what stimulus 
features a participant is utilizing to make her choices, and the magnitude of the 
discrimination vector represents the participants’ acuity in discriminating that 
feature (see section 3.3.7 for further explanation). 
 
Figure 3-5. No single feature fully explains choice behavior in any participant, but 
numerosity is the closest approximation for 18 out of 20 participants.  
(A – C) Estimates of effect sizes of the log of the ratio of numerosity, Size, and Spacing plotted in 
pairs for all 20 participants represented as standard error ellipses. Black ellipses indicate the 17 
participants whose choices were better explained by numerical ratio than by any other stimulus 
feature, red indicates the two better explained by total perimeter, and dark red the one participant 
who may have been either choosing on the basis of number or total perimeter. Stimulus feature 
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dimension lines are shown as gray lines.  The alignment of β estimates (discrimination vector) 
with a feature dimension is indicative that that feature is driving choice behavior. (D) The 
magnitude of the projection of the discrimination vector onto each non-numerical dimension 
subtracted from the magnitude of the projection onto the numerosity dimension.  Positive values 
indicate that number was a better explanation of choices than the feature it is being contrasted 
against. Negative values indicate that the non-numerical feature was a better explanation of 
choices. Colors indicate the same participant groups as above. Axis on the right side is the same 
data from the contrast between number and total perimeter expanded for easier inspection.  
The hypothesis that numerosity is the sole factor driving behavior is 
equivalent to the hypothesis that the beta for numerosity is significantly different 
from zero, and Size and Spacing betas are not different from zero.  Although the 
choices of all of the participants in our sample were significantly influenced by 
numerosity (p << 0.001), none of them met our criterion for “pure” numerosity 
discriminators. In other words, we could not rule out the possibility that Size and 
Spacing might also be influencing behavior (p < 0.1 for all participants), and so 
we categorized them as “biased”. Thus, we could rule out what we consider to be 
the implicit hypothesis of the two dominant models of numerosity discrimination: 
that the ratio of the numerosities and ANS acuity (as estimated by w) are the only 
factors affecting numerosity discrimination performance. 
The beta space represented in Figure 3-5 is analogous to the stimulus 
space in Figure 3-1E.  In particular, the log ratios of the non-numerical stimulus 
features can be expressed as linear combinations of the log ratios of numerosity, 
Size, and Spacing. Thus, the hypothesis that a particular stimulus feature 
contributes to choice behavior is equivalent to the hypothesis that particular 
linear combinations of log numerosity, Size, and Spacing shape choice behavior. 
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Those linear combinations are represented as “feature” dimensions in Figure 3-
5A – 3-5C and labeled with the stimulus feature to which they correspond.  
This produces a simple graphical representation of the features driving 
individual participants’ choice behavior. For example, if we had found a 
participant who made choices based only on the number of dots while ignoring 
the dots’ size and spacing, the discrimination vector error ellipse for that 
participant would lie on the numerosity feature dimension in both Figure 3-5A and 
3-5B and at the origin in Figure 3-5C. Alternatively, if a participant always and 
only relied on total surface area to discriminate stimuli, her beta parameters for 
numerosity and Size would be significantly positive and equal, but the parameter 
for Spacing would be near zero. The exact numerical values of the numerosity 
and Size beta parameters would indicate the participant’s acuity in discriminating 
total surface area. As a result that participant’s discrimination vector would fall 
along the “total surface area” dimension in Figure 3-5A. The slope of each of 
these feature dimension lines in Figure 3-5 is determined by the linear equations 
in Appendix A. Geometrically, asking which stimulus feature is determining 
behavior is equivalent to asking which feature dimension a participant’s 
discrimination vector lies on. If the discrimination vector is significantly offset from 
all features lines, we may ask which feature best explains behavior. This is the 
equivalent of asking to which feature dimension the discrimination vector is 
closest. 
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To determine if a participant’s discrimination vector was significantly closer 
to a non-numerical feature dimension or to the numerosity dimension, we 
projected the discrimination vectors onto each feature dimension. We then tested 
whether βnum was significantly larger than all the other vector projections using 
linear contrast hypothesis testing. If a particular vector projection was 
significantly larger than βnum we could conclude that the participant was more 
influenced by that parameter than by numerosity. Figure 3-5D shows the 
difference between βnum and the magnitude of the discrimination vector projected 
onto each of the other stimulus features. Two out of twenty participants were 
significantly better described as basing choices on total perimeter rather than 
numerosity (p = 0.009 and p << 0.001 for linear contrast). One additional 
participant could not be categorized and was either a numerosity or a total 
perimeter discriminator (p = 0.31). All 17 other participants were significantly 
better described as discriminating numerosity than as discriminating any other 
stimulus feature (p < 0.05). 
3.4.4 Advantages of new model hold with fewer trials  
We ran our participants on many trials to ensure that we were able to 
precisely quantify their response strategies and bias terms. However, most 
studies of numerical cognition run fewer trials. If we hope for broader adoption of 
our modeling approach then it would be useful to know if the main advantages 
outlined here apply when fewer trials are used. We reran our analyses on 
reduced numbers of trials for all participants. Figure 3-6A shows the proportion of 
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the 20 participants that met the criteria outlined above for the effect of non-
numerical features. We tested for bias: that some factor besides numerosity 
affects choices, and for strategy: that numerosity or some other factor is the 
primary determinate of choices. Although the ability to detect bias and the 
primary determinate feature decreases with fewer trials, both measures were 
effective to as few as 250 trials. It is worth noting that a study designed with 
larger Size and Spacing ratios would be more sensitive to bias using even fewer 
trials.  
Figure 3-6B recapitulates the finding in Figure 3-4 for all participants and 
using fewer trials. Inter-method reliability of w is higher using our new model than 
for either the logarithmic or linear models both of which over estimate w when 
non-numerical stimulus features are congruent with number. On average this is 
true regardless of the number of trials, but the variance in the ratio increases with 
fewer trials. 
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Figure 3-6. The advantages of the new model are evident even with fewer trials.  
(A) The proportion of participants for whom one of the ten features explains the significantly 
greatest portion of the variance (determinate strategy) is plotted against the number of trials used 
in the analysis. The proportion of participants in whom we could detect bias is also plotted against 
number of trials. (B) Extending the analysis in Figure 3-4 to all participants, w was calculated 
separately for congruent and incongruent trials (wCong and wIncong respectively). The mean of the 
ratio of wCong and wIncong is plotted on a log scale for the three models. Error bars denote standard 
errors of the means (n = 20 participants). 
3.5 Discussion 
The model for estimating w presented here and the stimulus space on 
which it is based represents an advance over previous approaches in four 
important ways. First, the stimulus space itself identifies, for the first time, the 
three degrees of freedom available to ANS researchers in designing stimuli, and 
elucidates the tradeoffs and partial collinearities inherent to arrays of dots. 
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Second, the model reconciles the concept of numerosity as an internal random 
variable on a log scale mental number line with the fact that non-numerical 
features also affect discrimination performance by allowing the mean of the 
random variable to shift with changes in the size and spacing of the dots within 
the stimulus arrays. Third, by correctly attributing correct and incorrect responses 
caused by congruence or incongruence of non-numerical features to the Size 
and Spacing parameters, the model yields a w that is a more valid estimate of 
numerical acuity and is more reliable over different stimulus sets. Fourth, our 
model provides an alternative approach for assessing the role of non-numerical 
stimulus features on numerosity judgments.  Rather than attempting to control for 
non-numerical features by equating different dimensions in different trial subsets, 
our approach is to intentionally vary non-numerical features and to model their 
effects on performance. 
Our model applied to the data set presented here demonstrates that 
number is all participants were influenced, to some extent, by non-numerical 
features while attempting to perform a numerical discrimination. Although the 
effect of non-numerical features on numerical estimation and comparison has 
been well documented in the literature, our data show that these effects are 
nearly universal even among educated adults. Our data further shows that for at 
least 17 out of 20 subjects, out of the comprehensive list of ten stimulus features 
tested, number best explained behavior. We consider this strong evidence that 
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numerosity does exist as an internal magnitude, and that it cannot be explained 
away as “merely” the derived effect of other features.  
3.5.1 Stimulus space and modeling 
The two dominant models of numerosity discrimination do not adequately 
account for the effects of non-numerical stimulus dimensions on accuracy. Both 
the logarithmic (Piazza et al. 2010; Piazza et al. 2004) and linear (Halberda, 
Mazzocco, and Feigenson 2008; Pica et al. 2004) models posit that numerosity is 
internally represented as a distribution or random variable along a mental 
number line, with a mean equal to the number represented. The width of the 
distribution may be either fixed (log model) or vary with the magnitude being 
represented (linear model). In either case w is proposed to be a measure of the 
fuzziness of the internal representation of number intrinsic to the individual. 
Critically, both models posit that performance in a numerical ordering task is 
determined only by w and the numerical ratio. Empirically, however, many groups 
have demonstrated that non-numerical stimulus features do indeed affect 
performance in numerical ordering tasks (e.g. DeWind and Brannon 2012; Frith 
and Frith 1972; Gebuis and Gevers 2011; Ginsburg 1976; Sophian 2007; Tokita 
and Ishiguchi 2010).   
Here we extend the standard logarithmic model of numerosity perception 
and discrimination to include terms that capture the effects of the size and 
spacing of the dots in the stimulus arrays.  In our new revised logarithmic model, 
numerosity is represented as a random variable on a log compressed mental 
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number line. However, the size and spacing of the dots in the stimulus array can 
cause the mean of this distribution to be shifted to a position greater or less than 
the actual number of items in the stimulus. As a result, the overlap of two 
numerosity distributions, and therefore the predicted error rate, may be larger or 
smaller depending not only on numerical ratio but also on whether non-numerical 
features are congruent or incongruent with numerosity (see Figure 3-2 for a 
hypothetical example). By accommodating the effects of non-numerical features, 
our model is able to capture variance in numerical discrimination behavior that 
went unaccounted for in previous models. 
Extending the logarithmic model of numerosity, however, is not as 
straightforward as simply adding regressors for each non-numerical feature that 
might influence numerical perception. Such a model would be overdetermined 
due to the partial collinearity of these features. It was therefore essential to 
identify the mutually independent regressors that fully describe the stimulus 
features that could affect performance on a numerosity discrimination task. 
Relying heavily on the framework of intrinsic and extrinsic features 
pioneered by Dehaene, Izard, and Piazza (2005), we developed a novel stimulus 
space. For the first time we provide a comprehensive description of dot array 
stimuli that encompasses the critical features affecting numerical discrimination. 
This space has three dimensions that describe the number, size, and spacing of 
the dots in an array, a formulation that is complete but not redundant. This space 
provides ANS researchers with a powerful new tool for understanding the 
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tradeoffs and collinearities inherent to dot array stimuli, as well as providing the 
basis for quantifying the effects of ten different stimulus features on numerical 
discrimination.  
3.5.2 A more valid and reliable w 
Is Weber fraction (w) a valid measure of nonverbal numerical acuity? In 
previous studies, estimates of w have failed to account for the effect of non-
numerical features in a systematic and quantifiable way. As a result, they 
implicitly assume that all errors result from imprecision of the internal numerosity 
representation. However, we found that differences in non-numerical features 
affected perceived numerosity in all twenty of our participants. In contrast to the 
logarithmic and linear models used in previous studies which yield w estimates 
that are an amalgamation of the effects of number and non-numerical features, 
our model allows an estimate of w that is independent of the effects of Size and 
Spacing.  In this sense, w derived from our model is a more valid measure of 
numerical acuity. 
The practical corollary of a more valid measure of numerical acuity is an 
increase in “inter-method” or “alternate-form” reliability. This type of reliability 
refers to the tendency of different tests to generate the same result. In this case 
the different tests of numerical acuity are different stimulus sets that vary non-
numerical features in different ways. To assess this type of inter-method 
reliability we compared the w estimates for the new revised logarithmic model to 
the two standard models for congruent and incongruent trials separately.  For 
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both standard models, w estimates were much higher in the incongruent 
compare to the congruent condition. In contrast, our new revised logarithmic 
model returned similar estimates for the two trial types and therefore showed 
more inter-method reliability. The discrepancy in w estimates for incongruent and 
congruent trials observed under the standard models has been observed 
previously, and has been interpreted to mean there is no stable internal 
representation of numerical magnitude, and has even been offered as evidence 
against the existence of the ANS (Szucs, Nobes, et al. 2013). Our model 
demonstrates that w is in fact stable over these stimulus conditions and that the 
instability observed in previous studies was due to the fact the estimates of w 
were not independent Size and Spacing. Future work should compare these 
models across laboratories, stimulus sets, and task designs to more fully assess 
reliability. 
There are several potential benefits of a more reliable, valid, and cross-
paradigm comparable measure of numerical acuity. Recently, there has been 
interest in the predictive power of numerical acuity on mathematical achievement 
(DeWind and Brannon 2012; Gilmore et al. 2013; Gilmore, McCarthy, and Spelke 
2010; Halberda et al. 2012; Halberda, Mazzocco, and Feigenson 2008; Lyons 
and Beilock 2011; Park and Brannon 2013; Piazza et al. 2010; Starr, Libertus, 
and Brannon 2013; Mazzocco, Feigenson, and Halberda 2011a). These 
correlations, however, are relatively weak and only predict a small amount of 
variance in mathematical performance.  Some researchers have also suggested 
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that non-symbolic numerical abilities are part of a larger suite of visual-perceptual 
abilities that predict mathematics performance (Tibber et al. 2013). Others have 
argued that ANS acuity provides unique variance to predicting mathematical 
performance and that other similar perceptual tasks do not (Agrillo, Piffer, and 
Adriano 2013), or that both ANS acuity and other perceptual tasks provide 
unique variance (Lourenco et al. 2012).  Parsing out non-numerical bias from 
numerical acuity may improve these correlations by reducing the effect of bias on 
w estimates.  Alternatively, bias itself might be a mediating factor. Participants 
who cannot clearly differentiate numerosity from other magnitudes may have 
impaired performance on other perceptual tasks or with symbolic mathematics 
itself. For example, some have suggested that the “stroop like” aspect of 
numerosity discriminations with strong non-numerical feature incongruity reveals 
difficulties inhibiting prepotent responses (Fuhs and McNeil 2013; Szucs, Devine, 
et al. 2013).  They suggest that previous correlations between w and math 
achievement may be mediated by failure to inhibit responses to other stimulus 
features. Isolating bias from numerical acuity will allow these hypotheses to be 
tested more directly. 
3.5.3 Stimulus Control 
The goal of stimulus control in numerosity experiments has been to 
ensure that numerosity is driving choice behavior. In the literature there are two 
standard ways of accomplishing stimulus control in dot array comparison tasks. 
Both of these methods have drawbacks, and neither gives an objective measure 
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of non-numerical feature bias. Our modeling approach, in contrast, provides a 
clear quantitative measure of both numerical acuity and bias and can detect 
alternative response strategies that are based primarily on non-numerical 
features of the stimulus. 
The most common method for controlling non-numerical features is to 
divide trials into sets that each control for a different non-numerical stimulus 
feature, an approach adopted by many research groups (Ansari and Dhital 2006; 
Halberda, Mazzocco, and Feigenson 2008; Izard et al. 2009; Libertus, Woldorff, 
and Brannon 2007; Piazza et al. 2010; Santens et al. 2010). For example, if total 
surface area were fixed in one set of trials, numerosity and item surface area 
would vary together. In another set of trials, item surface area would be fixed and 
total surface area would vary with numerosity. If a participant were relying on one 
of these features as a proxy for numerosity then choice behavior would be at 
chance on the subset of trials on which that feature is fixed. This basic logic 
certainly works for ruling out total reliance on a particular feature; however, the 
analysis is underpowered since it relies on a subset of trials. Furthermore, for 
practical reasons most studies do not control all possible parameters in different 
trial subsets; a problem which is particularly salient given our finding that total 
perimeter, a rarely controlled parameter, is subserving a non-numerical strategy 
in some people. 
Another common approach to stimulus control is to have subsets of trials 
in which a particular non-numerical stimulus feature is varied in a manner either 
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congruent with or incongruent with numerosity (e.g. Cantlon and Brannon 2005; 
DeWind and Brannon 2012; Hurewitz, Gelman, and Schnitzer 2006; Rousselle 
and Noël 2008; Szucs, Nobes, et al. 2013). Ruling out a non-numerical strategy 
is particularly problematic using this paradigm. It depends on observing above 
chance performance in incongruent trials, but as can be seen in Figure 3-3B, 
participants with any bias at all can be induced to consistently choose the 
incorrect stimulus when numerical ratios are very difficult and the ratio of 
incongruent non-numerical features is very large. Thus, the test for non-
numerical strategies is too sensitive and can interpret small effects of non-
numerical features as total reliance on them (Szucs, Nobes, et al. 2013). The 
sensitivity of the test depends on paradigm idiosyncrasies such as the difficulty of 
the numerical ratios and the degree of variation in non-numerical features. 
Furthermore, like the first method mentioned above, a design that attempts to 
control for all non-numerical stimulus features using a congruent-incongruent 
paradigm would require a multitude of conditions (e.g., perimeter congruent, 
surface area incongruent, etc.).  A recent paper claimed to have resolved the 
problem of stimulus control for dot arrays using this congruent-incongruent 
approach (Gebuis and Reynvoet 2011). Unfortunately, their approach suffers 
from the same intrinsic problem outlined above. 
A critical insight derived from our stimulus space and modeling approach 
is that non-numerical bias, which we define as the marginal effect of a non-
numerical feature on choices, and a non-numerical strategy, which we define as 
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the primary reliance on non-numerical features, exist on a continuum. By varying 
numerical and non-numerical stimulus features and modeling their effect on 
choices, our paradigm provides a quantitative measure of non-numerical feature 
bias. If these terms are sufficiently large, then choices will be better described by 
the ratio of a non-numerical feature than by the ratio of numerosity itself, and we 
consider such a participant to be utilizing a non-numerical strategy. Furthermore, 
these analyses are made based on the entire dataset, not subsets of trials, and 
therefore have more statistical power.  
This study represents the most comprehensive effort of which we are 
aware to simultaneously quantify the effect of as many non-numerical features as 
possible on the internal representation of number. Thus, although bias was 
universal among our participants, it is worth noting that 17 out of 20 participants 
used numerosity more than any other feature to make their discriminations. We 
take this as evidence that numerosity is not reducible to “merely” the effects of 
other stimulus features as suggested by some (Gebuis and Reynvoet 2012a; 
Gebuis and Reynvoet 2012c; Szucs, Nobes, et al. 2013), but is itself an 
important determinant of behavior. Two of the twenty participants, however, had 
such large Size bias that it was more parsimonious to describe them as 
discriminating total perimeter than as discriminating numerosity. This finding 
makes the importance of controlling total perimeter in ANS studies apparent.  
We also found a large and relatively consistent effect of Spacing on 
numerosity judgments. Nineteen out of twenty participants viewed arrays with 
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more spaced out dots as more numerous. This effect has been noted before 
(Allïk and Tuulmets 1991; Dakin et al. 2011; Kramer, Di Bono, and Zorzi 2011), 
and may provide some insight into the processes by which numerosity is 
extracted from the visual scene. 
3.5.4 Approximate Number System and/or an Approximate Magnitude System? 
We use the term ANS throughout this paper because we believe that it is 
a useful construct however it is important to emphasize that our model and data 
set are not designed to test for the existence or lack thereof of an ANS. A recent 
study purported to provide evidence against the existence of an ANS based on 
low within subject reliability for stimulus sets for which non-numerical variables 
were congruent or incongruent with number (Szucs, Nobes, et al. 2013).  
However, as we explained in sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 the low reliability they 
obtained can be attributed to failing to model non-numerical features.  Thus their 
data do not address the existence or lack thereof of a dedicated system for 
representing number approximately. 
One of the advantages of our stimulus space and model is that it 
illustrates the close relationship between number and other features of the 
stimulus. In Figure 3-5A – 3-5C especially, it is clear that a small effect of Size or 
Spacing can be considered a marginal biasing effect on numerical discrimination, 
but a sufficiently large effect is better described as an alternative response 
strategy (albeit likely an unconscious one). This continuum of effects may lend 
support to the idea that rather than an ANS there is a more general approximate 
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magnitude system that allows approximate enumeration, but also subserves 
approximation of other continuous properties of a stimulus.  From this 
perspective, our findings can be seen as supporting Walsh’s theory of magnitude 
(ATOM), which suggests that all magnitudes share a common currency, or at 
least overlapping representation in the brain (Bueti and Walsh 2009; Cantlon, 
Platt, and Brannon 2009; Walsh 2003).   
A related question is how the representation of number and continuous 
variables emerges over human development. One possibility is that numerosity is 
conflated with other magnitudes early in development, but that over development 
numerosity becomes more differentiated (Lourenco and Longo 2010; Walsh 
2003). Within the context of our model, confusion of different stimulus 
dimensions would manifest itself in the magnitude of theSize and Spacing 
coefficients. The classic Piagetian view is that early in development children 
attend to size and volume and only later come to appreciate number as an 
abstract variable. Seemingly consistent with this view a handful of studies found 
that perimeter or area are more readily encoded by infants than number 
(Clearfield and Mix 1999; Clearfield and Mix 2001; Feigenson, Carey, and Spelke 
2002) However, other data is inconsistent with this view and suggests that infants 
spontaneously encode both kinds of information.  For example, Libertus, Starr 
and Brannon (2014) used a visual change detection paradigm and found that 
when infants were shown two streams of visual images where one stream 
alternated numerically and the other alternated in total surface area infants 
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preferred to look at the numerically changing stream (Cordes and Brannon 
2009). We hope that our model can be used to assess the relative strength of the 
number vector vs. vectors for continuous variables in young children’s decision-
making and to track changes in numerical sensitivity and bias over development. 
Relatedly, comparative studies of other species have examined relative 
use of number and other features. Monkeys and many other animal species can 
be trained to attend to number and largely ignore other visual features (Brannon 
and Terrace 1998; Cantlon and Brannon 2006). It has been suggested, however, 
that this ability is not part of animals natural behavioral repertoire and only results 
from extensive training (Seron and Pesenti 2001). Cantlon and Brannon (2007) 
offered evidence against this view. They trained rhesus monkeys to match stimuli 
based on numerosity and a redundant non-numerical variable such as color, 
shape, or surface area. Once monkeys reliably matched these redundant cue 
stimuli, they were given a choice between one stimulus that matched the sample 
numerically and another stimulus that matched based on the previously 
redundant variable (e.g., color, shape, or surface area). The monkeys decisions 
were strongly influenced by the numerical distance between the sample and 
incorrect numerical match (Cantlon and Brannon 2007). Furthermore this was 
true even for one monkey who had no prior numerical training.  In contrast 
research with some other species such as mosquito fish suggest that their 
quantitative judgments may be more influenced by continuous variables (Agrillo, 
Piffer, and Bisazza 2011). 
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Thus, the preponderance of recent developmental and comparative 
evidence suggests that number is more than a “last resort” strategy for 
disambiguating stimuli. We hope that our model can be used to quantify the role 
of number vs. non-numerical variables on behavioral decisions and be use to 
study species differences as well as changes as a function of training and 
experience. 
3.5.5 Future Directions 
An important future direction is to see how well bias can be estimated in 
previously collected published datasets and to see how these bias estimates, as 
well as the new estimates of numerical acuity that account for bias related errors, 
change or clarify previous hypotheses. Our modeling approach does not depend 
on a particular esoteric arrangement of stimulus parameters. We orthogonalized 
number, Size, and Spacing ratios to increase power, however as long as these 
features are not perfectly collinear our modeling approach can be applied to data 
sets acquired using diverse stimulus control paradigms. To facilitate the adoption 
of our model we have included computer code in a supplement to this research 
article. 
An important advantage inherent to our model of choice behavior is that it 
easily accommodates more regressors to model other important aspects of 
choice behavior.  We argue that the advance made in this paper is the 
observation that the continuous parameters thought to affect numerical 
discriminations can be reduced to three regressors that can be varied 
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independently. A fourth regressor was added to account for side bias.  More 
regressors could be added for other variables that can be varied independently 
from numerosity, Size, and Spacing, for example, brightness, contrast ratio, or 
item shape. 
The standard way of measuring w is to present pairs of dot arrays and 
require participants to make an ordinal judgment.  The number of parameters 
that can freely vary between research groups without being expressly modeled is 
shrinking. Here we modeled the effects of Size and Spacing for the first time and 
by extension all of the derived features in Appendix A. Our model, however, 
cannot explain some other features known to affect the perception of numerosity. 
First, our model does not account for the effect of stimulus exposure time. Inglis 
and Gilmore (2013) demonstrated that stimulus exposure time is a critical 
variable that must be accounted for when estimating w and they provide a model 
for doing so. Second, although our model contains a term for item spacing, it 
cannot account for the effect of items “clumping” within the array. The solitaire 
illusion (Frith and Frith 1972) and the regular-random illusion (Ginsburg 1976) 
demonstrate that clumping does affect numerosity estimates. The occupancy 
model (Allïk and Tuulmets 1991) provides a modeling framework for explaining 
these effects. Other effects that our model does not address are the effect of the 
absolute magnitude of the values being compared separate from ratio (Prather 
2014),and hysteresis whereby the difficulty and perceptual qualities of the 
previous trial effects current discrimination (Cicchini, Anobile, and Burr 2014; 
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Odic, Hock, and Halberda 2014).Integrating the effects of these visual features 
into our model is beyond the scope of this paper. However, future work should 
explore the interactions between exposure time, clumping, absolute magnitude, 
hysteresis and numerical acuity and bias to further reconcile different paradigms, 
aid in comparisons across paradigms and research groups, and deepen our 
understanding of the mechanisms of approximate enumeration.  
Although most investigations into the ANS use static arrays of dots, similar 
stimulus control problems exist for aural or visual numerical stimuli presented 
sequentially. The extrinsic variables analogous to total surface area and field 
area would be total event duration and total stimulus duration respectively. The 
intrinsic variables analogous to item surface area and sparsity would be 
individual event duration and mean event period (equivalently total stimulus 
duration per event or the reciprocal of frequency). Numerosity-independent 
variables analogous to Size and Spacing could be generated by the same 
equations and a regression model closely analogous to the one presented here 
could be adopted.  
We focused on choice behavior in this study, however the stimulus space 
and model could be used on any dependent variable that might vary with Size, 
Spacing and numerosity. For example, various studies have looked at the effects 
of dot array numerosity on BOLD signal (Cantlon et al. 2006; Jacob and Nieder 
2009; Piazza et al. 2004; Piazza et al. 2007), EEG (Gebuis and Reynvoet 
2012b), and the firing rates of individual neurons (Nieder and Miller 2004a; 
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Roitman, Brannon, and Platt 2007). Currently, non-numerical features are treated 
as nuisance variables that must be controlled. Our approach of quantifying non-
numerical features allows the stimulus space dimensions affecting neurological 
dependent variables to be teased apart. We hope that applying similar modeling 
approaches to the one used here will lead to a better understanding of how low 
level visual features processed early in the cortical visual stream are transformed 
into the numerosity signals seen in the intraparietal sulcus and prefrontal cortex.   
Finally, we anticipate that this model will be useful for looking at changes 
in the salience of non-numerical features over development and individual 
differences in the influence of non-numerical variables on numerical 
discrimination at a given age.   
3.5.6 Conclusions 
We extended the logarithmic model of numerical acuity to dissociate the 
biasing effects of Size and Spacing from w. Instead of merely controlling for non-
numerical stimulus features the model allows a quantification of the effect of non-
numerical stimulus features on choices. The model applied to our data set 
demonstrates that non-numerical features widely affect numerical discriminations 
in adults but that for most individuals these effects are relatively small compared 
to the effect of number itself.   
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4. A population code for visual 
magnitude in macaque ventral 
intraparietal area 
4.1 Introduction 
The “number sense” describes our intuitive concept of numerical quantity, 
a feeling we have for the number of things we can see or hear that does not 
require counting (Dehaene 1997). Educated adult humans share this ability to 
enumerate approximately with infants (e.g. Xu and Spelke 2000) including 
neonates (Izard et al. 2009), non-human primates (e.g. Brannon and Terrace 
1998; Tomonaga and Matsuzawa 2002), and other vertebrates (e.g. Honig and 
Stewart 1989; Meck and Church 1983). Furthermore, numerical intuitions exist 
without explicit training on numerical tasks in primates (Hauser et al. 2003; Lewis 
et al. 2005; Santos et al. 2005), and although some human languages lack words 
for individual numbers, individuals who have never been exposed to number 
words or numerals nevertheless can enumerate approximately (Pica et al. 2004). 
In light of these findings, the number sense has been described as a “core 
system of numerical representation”, because it is pre-linguistic and requires no 
cultural transmission or learning (Feigenson, Dehaene, and Spelke 2004).  
Recently, researchers have made great strides in elucidating the 
neurobiological basis of the number sense. Functional imaging techniques have 
revealed that the horizontal segment of the intraparietal sulcus (hIPS) is activated 
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during approximate calculation (Dehaene et al. 1999), and that blood-oxygen-
dependent signal recorded from hIPS is modulated by the number of items in a 
visual array even in the absence of any numerical task (Piazza et al. 2004; Jacob 
and Nieder 2009). The same areas also respond to number words and written 
numerals, indicating that human hIPS represents the abstract numerical 
magnitude underlying symbols (Piazza et al. 2007; Eger et al. 2003). Single 
neuron recordings in macaque intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) have demonstrated that neurons modulate their firing 
rate in response to the number of items in a visual array (Nieder and Miller 
2004a; Roitman, Brannon, and Platt 2007).  
Single neuron recordings in monkeys and computational modeling of how 
number might be extracted from the visual scene have helped elucidate the 
spiking code for numerosity. Many theoretical and neural network models of 
visual and abstract numerosity exist (Dehaene and Changeux 1993; Verguts and 
Fias 2004; Verguts and Fias 2008; Whalen, Gallistel, and Gelman 1999; Zorzi 
and Butterworth 1999). All of these networks share a layer that can be 
understood as a “summation code” with units that increase their activity 
monotonically with numerosity. Roitman et al. (2007) recorded single neurons 
that both increased and decreased monotonically with numerosity in the lateral 
intraparietal area (LIP), providing neurobiological evidence for a summation 
layer. Some of these models (Dehaene and Changeux 1993; Verguts and Fias 
2004; Verguts and Fias 2008) also posit a “labeled line code” network layer, 
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which is marked by units that are each tuned to a preferred numerosity that elicits 
maximum firing, while other numerosities elicit lower firing rates that attenuate as 
a function of numerical distance from the preferred numerosity. Single neurons 
following this pattern of activity have been found in DLPFC and the IPS with most 
such neurons concentrated in the fundus of the sulcus, the ventral intraparietal 
area (VIP; Nieder and Miller 2004a). It is hypothesized that these neurons are the 
neural instantiation of the labeled line layer in the neural networks, and that this 
“output layer” forms the neurobiological basis of mental representation of number 
upon which both the subjective sense of number and numerical estimations are 
founded (Nieder and Dehaene 2009).   
Given the confluence of evidence demonstrating that the number sense is 
prelinguistic and independent of culture and that the IPS contains two types of 
representations thought to be fundamental to the extraction of numerosity from 
the visual field, it is natural to assume that the IPS is biologically specialized for 
numerical processing. This hypothesis is strongly supported by recent evidence 
of tuned numerosity neurons in the IPS of monkeys that have never been trained 
on a numerical discrimination task (Viswanathan and Nieder 2013). 
Of course, evidence that the IPS contains numerosity signals does not 
necessitate that the IPS is uniquely specialized for number. There is a large body 
of evidence demonstrating that IPS represents many other visual stimulus 
features and has other non-visual response properties. Lateral intrapariatel area 
(LIP) is known to play a critical role in covert visual attention, saccade planning, 
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and saccade initiation (Bisley and Goldberg 2003; Colby and Goldberg 1999; 
Colby, Duhamel, and Goldberg 1996) and has more recently been implicated in 
abstract category representation (Freedman and Assad 2006). LIP also contains 
information about shape (Sereno and Maunsell 1998) and motion (Fanini and 
Assad 2008). A critical and unifying aspect of LIP is that it alters its response 
based on the behavioral relevance and expected value of a stimulus (Kiani and 
Shadlen 2009; Platt and Glimcher 1999; Shadlen and Newsome 2001).  
VIP is an anatomically and functionally distinct region of the IPS (Colby, 
Duhamel, and Goldberg 1993) characterized by strong motion direction tuning 
including cells tuned to complex motion stimuli such as optic flow fields 
(Bremmer, Duhamel, et al. 2002). It is also a multimodal region with tactile, 
vestibular, auditory, and visual responses (Bremmer, Klam, et al. 2002; Duhamel, 
Colby, and Goldberg 1998; Schlack 2005). This pattern of response properties 
has been theorized to comprise a representation of self-motion during three-
dimensional navigation (Bremmer, Klam, et al. 2002) or of approaching stimuli in 
peri-personal space (Graziano and Cooke 2006). 
There is also evidence suggesting that parietal cortex and the IPS in 
particular is involved in the representation and comparison of other magnitudes 
such as time, space, and size (for reviews see Bueti and Walsh, 2009; Cantlon et 
al., 2009; Hubbard et al., 2005; Walsh, 2003). Similar psychophysical functions 
when comparing non-numerical magnitudes suggest common comparative 
processes, and interference has been observed between magnitude dimensions 
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when participants are asked to perform dual tasks (Dormal and Pesenti 2012). 
Functional imaging studies demonstrate that when humans compare magnitudes 
such as spatial location, luminance, and size, overlapping areas of the 
intraparietal sulcus are recruited (Cohen Kadosh and Henik 2006; Pinel et al. 
2004; Zago et al. 2008). Single cell recordings in monkeys by Tudusciuc and 
Nieder (2007) have demonstrated that both numerosity and line length are 
encoded in IPS in partially overlapping populations. Thus, one possibility is that 
the intraparietal sulcus is specialized for the comparison of magnitudes, as 
opposed to the representation of numerosity.  
In light of the evidence that the IPS encodes a more general 
representation of visual stimuli and the fact that IPS neurons are known to alter 
their tuning depending on task demands, we tested the hypothesis that neurons 
in the IPS might broadly represent many visual magnitudes before an animal is 
trained on an explicit numerical discrimination task. We used a stimulus set in 
which many visual features varied independently of numerosity and combined 
this with a novel mathematical description of dot array stimuli to simultaneously 
examine the role of number and ten non-numerical visual features of dot array 
stimuli in driving the firing rate of single neurons in VIP. When we examined 
which stimulus features drove changes in neural firing rate, we found that some 
neurons were indeed modulated by number and no other visual feature. 
However, numerosity selective neurons were few, and, like most cortical 
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representations, were noisy. A larger proportion of neurons were selective for 
non-numerical stimulus features. 
We also used a simple classifier to try to estimate stimulus parameters 
from firing rate. We found the numerosity of the stimulus was better predicted 
from the entire population of feature-selective neurons than from the small group 
of neurons modulated by only numerosity. This finding suggests that the number 
sense, at least in untrained animals, may not rely on individual neurons tuned to 
specific numerosities. Instead, our modeling suggests that numerosity 
information may be extracted from the entire population of neurons by r 
4.2 Results 
We recorded 118 neurons in VIP from two monkeys. Monkeys fixated 
centrally while we presented arrays of 2, 4, 8, 16, or 32 dots within the 
predetermined visual receptive field of the neuron being recorded. Monkeys 
received a juice reward for fixating through the entire trial irrespective of the 
stimulus features. 
Figure 3-1A shows a peri-stimulus time histogram of one neuron sensitive 
to changes in numerosity. The cell is typical in showing a phasic response to the 
onset of the stimulus and a more slowly emerging differentiation by stimulus 
condition. The inset shows the average response of the same neuron across 
numerosities in the stimulus epoch, showing that as numerosity increases, the 
firing rate decreases. Figure 3-1B shows the peri-stimulus time histogram of 
another neuron that also appears to be sensitive to numerosity. The stimulus 
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epoch average in the inset shows that the cell responds non-linearly to changes 
in number and responds maximally to 32 dots.  
 
Figure 4-1. Example neurons modulated by stimulus features. 
(A and B) Peristimulus time histograms aligned to stimulus onset for example neurons 1 and 2 
respectively. Blue lines show the average response of the neuron to the presentation of the five 
numerosities (boxcar smoothed with a 75 ms kernel). The thick black line along the x-axis 
indicates the period that the stimulus is displayed (0-400 ms) and the light gray rectangle shows 
the analysis epoch (40-440 ms). The thick black plot in the inset shows the average response in 
the analysis epoch to the five numerosities. The colored lines show the average response to the 
numerosities considering the stimulus subsets separately. The green plots are the total perimeter 
(TP) controlled subset, the orange the total surface area (TSA) controlled, the blue the sparsity 
(Spar) controlled, and the red the item surface area (ISA) and item perimeter controlled. 
To control for the effect of non-numerical visual features on the neural 
activity, we divided the stimuli into four subsets that controlled for total perimeter, 
total surface area, item sparsity (inverse of density), and individual dot size. For 
each of these subsets, one stimulus feature was varied orthogonally to 
numerosity over five levels. Within any one stimulus subset, numerosity 
necessarily covaried with some uncontrolled visual features, but by employing 
multiple subsets we were able to control for multiple features. As a result, a main 
effect of numerosity on firing rate, as observed in both of the example neurons in 
Figure 4-1 is a necessary but not sufficient condition defining a numerosity 
selective neuron. 
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We took two approaches to determine if each neuron was significantly 
modulated by numerosity. First we ran an ANOVA with factors for numerosity, 
stimulus subset, and an interaction term (Nieder and Miller 2004a; Roitman, 
Brannon, and Platt 2007; Viswanathan and Nieder 2013, 20). If a neuron is 
modulated by numerosity only, then there should be an effect of numerosity, but 
no effect of stimulus subset and no interaction. We found this to be the case for 
the first example neuron (Figure 4-1A inset; numerosity p << 0.001; stim. subset 
p = 0.110; interaction p > 0.999), but not for the second (Figure 4-1B inset; 
numerosity p << 0.001; stim. subset p << 0.001; interaction p << 0.001). The 
difference between the example neurons is apparent in the colored plot in the 
insets in Figure 4-1, where the effect of numerosity on firing rate is plotted 
separately for the different stimulus subsets. 
Across the population of 118 VIP neurons, 12/118 (10.2%) neurons were 
modulated by numerosity.  However only 5 of those neurons (4.2%) were 
significantly modulated by numerosity alone and thus showed no main effect of 
stimulus subset or interaction of numerosity and stimulus subset (numerosity p < 
0.01; stim. subset p > 0.01; interaction p > 0.01). In contrast, 34/118 (28.8%) 
neurons were significantly modulated by one of the non-numerical stimulus 
parameters. However, using the approach outlined above and taken by previous 
researchers, we cannot say which non-numerical stimulus parameters were 
affecting number. Thus, to compare the encoding of numerosity with the 
encoding of other visual features on a single neuron level and gain a better 
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understanding of the stimulus information content of VIP on a population level, 
we need to develop a new analysis strategy. 
In previous work, we put forth a novel mathematical description of dot 
array stimuli by algebraically demonstrating that eleven different visual stimulus 
features can be fully specified as the linear combination of three fully 
independent features; the numerosity, Size, and Spacing of the items within an 
array (DeWind et al., under revision). We use the terms Size and Spacing to 
denote these novel mathematical constructs. Intuitively, Size is the feature that 
changes when a fixed number of dots with fixed distance between their centers 
change in diameter. Spacing is the feature that changes when a fixed number of 
dots of fixed diameter are spaced further apart or are placed more closely such 
that the entire array occupies varying amounts of the visual field. On a 
logarithmic scale, these three features define eight other visual features via 
strictly linear equations: total surface area of the dots, individual surface area of 
each dot, the total perimeter or contour distance of all dots, the individual 
perimeter of each dot, the area of visual field subtended by the entire stimulus, 
the sparsity of the dots (visual field area per dot), coverage (proportion of the 
entire stimulus array occupied by dots), and apparent closeness (overall scaling 
of the entire stimulus). These features are defined mathematically in Appendix A. 
Number, Size, and Spacing can be imagined as the three cardinal axes of 
a three-dimensional “stimulus space” illustrated in Figure 4-2 with the other eight 
features increasing and decreasing along different directions in the space. 
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Individual stimuli occupy a single point defined by the three-value vector of 
number, Size, and Spacing. These three values are sufficient to determine the 
other eight stimulus features algebraically. Stimuli occupying two different 
positions within this space define a vector and differ in a given feature to a 
degree proportional to the vector component along the dimension associated 
with that feature. 
 
Figure 4-2. Three-dimensional stimulus space. 
Stimulus arrays utilized in this and most other investigations of numerosity can be parsimoniously 
described using three values: numerosity, Size, and Spacing. These values can be thought of as 
coordinates in a three-dimensional stimulus space. Eight other stimulus features are defined by 
strictly linear equations when all features are on a log scale, and so can be visualized as lines (or 
rotated axes) within the stimulus space. Stimuli that differ in their position along a feature line 
differ in that feature proportionally to their distance along that line, whereas stimuli that lie on a 
plane orthogonal to that line all have the same value for that feature. The geometric constraints of 
this space provide an intuitive tool for visualizing the necessary collinearities between the visual 
features. Arrowheads indicate the direction in which that feature increases. 
The three fully independent stimulus features are ideal regressors in a 
generalized linear model predicting firing rate. Given that the eight other features 
are linear combinations of number, Size, and Spacing, we can derive the effect of 
any of the eight other stimulus features on firing rate from these three regressors. 
This approach is superior to previous attempts to control for non-numerical 
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stimulus features because it treats numerosity simply as another visual feature 
and compares its ability to explain firing rate variance with the ten other visual 
features in an unbiased manner. As a result, we can directly test the hypothesis 
that VIP neurons are biased towards the representation of number. 
 
Figure 4-3. A heterogeneous population of VIP neurons are modulated by many visual 
stimulus features. 
(A – C) Coefficients from the generalized linear model plotted against each other. Within a 
subplot, each cross represents the coefficients of a particular neuron and the size of the cross 
indicates standard error of the estimate. All neurons are plotted once in each subplot. Light gray 
crosses are not significant for the whole model (p > 0.01); blue crosses are neurons identified as 
“numerosity-only” meaning the numerosity coefficient is significant (p < 0.01) and the Size and 
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Spacing coefficients are not significant (p > 0.01); black crosses are model significant but not 
numerosity-only. The darker gray lines indicate where the coeffecients of hypothetical neurons 
encoding a particular feature fall (feature indicated by abbreviation). Example neurons from 
Figure 4-1 are indicated by Ex. 1 & Ex. 2 (D) Breakdown of the feature that best predicts changes 
in neuronal firing rate (based on reduced model AIC comparison). Neurons that were not whole 
model significant are categorized as “Not Sig”. NB: This is an exclusive categorization that counts 
each neuron once. Some neurons categorized as “numerosity-only” were actually better 
explained by other stimulus features as a result of marginal effects of Size or Spacing. 
Abbreviations: numerosity (Num), Size (Size), Spacing (Spac), total perimeter (TP), total surface 
area (TSA), items surface area/ item perimeter (ISA), field area (FA), sparsity (Spar), apparent 
closeness (Close), and coverage (Cover). 
We can use the model to detect the influence of a non-numerical feature 
on firing rate. The effect of a non-numerical feature is equivalent to an exact ratio 
of the number, Size, and Spacing coefficients returned by the model. For 
example, an effect of total surface area would appear as an equal effect of 
number and Size, and no effect of Spacing. Sparsity appears as an equal but 
opposite sign effect of number and Spacing and no effect of Size. An effect of 
number appears as an effect of number and no other term. 
Figure 4-3A - 4-3C are plots of the three model coefficients against each 
other for all 118 neurons recorded in VIP. These plots provide a useful visual 
summary of the representational properties of the neurons. For example, a 
neuron modulated by only numerosity would fall along the numerosity line in both 
4-3A and 4-3B and at the origin in 4-3C. The example neuron 1 from Figure 4-1A 
is indicated in all three plots and is such a numerosity-only neuron, defined as 
being significantly modulated by number (p = 0.001) but not Size (p > 0.999) or 
Spacing (p = 0.992), confirming the original ANOVA analysis. As a result of the 
relationships between coefficients outlined in the previous paragraph and 
detailed in Appendix A, neurons modulated by other features would fall along the 
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corresponding feature line. For example, if a neuron were modulated only by total 
surface area (or luminance), then it would be significantly modulated by both 
numerosity and Size in equal proportions, but not by Spacing. Such a neuron 
would fall along the total surface area line in Figure 4-3A, the numerosity line in 
Figure 4-3B, and the Size line in Figure 4-3C. The example neuron 2 from Figure 
4-1B is not far from the criteria for a total surface area neuron (βNum= 0.10, p < 
0.001; βSize = 0.07, p << 0.001; βSpacing = 0.01, p = 0.98). This example also 
highlights the importance of correctly interpreting a main effect of numerosity; it is 
necessary but not sufficient for classification as a numerosity-only neuron. These 
examples also highlight the main benefit of the modeling approach pioneered 
here: the ability to discriminate between the effects of different visual features.  
We found that the generalized linear model significantly explained 
variance in firing rate in 44/118 (37.3%) of neurons during the stimulus epoch (p 
< 0.01). It is apparent from looking at the “cloud” of model coefficients in Figure 
4-3A – 4-3C that VIP neurons are not primarily positioned around the numerosity 
axis, indicating that they are not modulated by numerosity more than by other 
visual features. To quantify this impression, we calculated the visual feature that 
best explained firing rate modulation for each neuron that had significant 
variance explained by the model (p < 0.01). Figure 4-3D shows the proportion of 
the population best explained by each feature (reduced model with the lowest 
AIC, see experimental procedures for details). A minority of the significant 
neurons are modulated by numerosity with surface area (also luminance) and 
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total perimeter (also the proportion of the image at maximum contrast) claiming a 
large share of the neurons. 
Our model assumes a linear effect of log features on the log firing rate of 
neurons; however, previous research has shown there are neurons tuned to 
individual numerosities in VIP (e.g. Nieder and Miller 2004a). Thus, it could be 
argued that there are more neurons specialized for numerosity (or other features) 
that were not detected by our linear model because they are tuned to 
intermediate values and do not show a monotonic trend. To look for such tuned 
neurons we adapted a non-parametric version of our model. We treated number, 
Size, and Spacing as categorical variables with Size and Spacing broken into 
quintiles.  
 
Figure 4-4. Non-parametric analysis reveals few neurons peaked at intermediate values. 
Bar plots show the proportion of neurons showing a main effect of numerosity, Size, or Spacing 
that fired maximally for each quintile (on a log scale). For numerosity quintiles were simply 2, 4 8, 
16, and 32. Darker bars indicate the cells that were modulated by that feature (p < 0.01) and not 
by the other two (p > 0.01), whereas lighter bars were modulated by two or three features. The 
dashed lines are taken from the analysis of data from Viswanathan and Nieder (2013; see also 
Figure 4-S3). They represent the expected proportion of neurons firing maximally for each 
numerosity assuming tuned representations where the population of neurons tuned to a particular 
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numerosity decreases exponentially. The decay constant of this decay was fit to the previous 
data, and the total proportion of neurons has been scaled to match the total proportion found to 
be sensitive to the numerosity only neurons and the numerosity and any other feature neurons. 
The results are summarized in Figure 4-4. Although many neurons were 
significantly modulated by at least one of the categorical stimulus features (38/ 
118; 32.2%), we only found three numerosity-only neurons. We took this to mean 
that the monotonic assumptions built into the parametric model were valid on 
average. Furthermore, among the neurons that had significant variance 
explained by the model (p < 0.01) most fired maximally at one of the extreme 
values, indicating monotonic representations. Some cells did, however, fire 
maximally at intermediate values. Whether this is due to noisiness of cortical 
firing on top of a monotonic representation, as has been suggested (Qi Chen and 
Verguts 2013), or because the function relating firing rate to the stimulus is 
actually peaked is difficult to say, especially with so few numerosity selective 
neurons.  
We tried to address this question for numerosity by extrapolating the 
proportion of neurons tuned to particular values observed by Viswanathan and 
Nieder (2013) to predict the number of neurons we could expect to see tuned to 
each of the five numerosities we presented. Viswanathan and Nieder (2013) only 
displayed the numbers 1-5, and we needed to extrapolate out to 32. We 
assumed that the distribution they observed was governed by an exponential 
decay function, whereby the number of neurons tuned to a particular number of 
dots dropped off as numerosity increased. We fit this function to the proportion of 
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numerosity neurons that they found to be tuned to 1-4, reasoning that all those 
neurons that appeared to be tuned to 5 were actually tuned to 5 and all values 
greater than 5. We fit the following exponential equation for λ: 𝑇 𝑛 =   𝜆𝑒!! !!!   (Eq 4-1) 
T is the proportion of neurons tuned to numerosity n. We found the best fit 
lambda to the proportions reported by Viswanathan and Nieder was 0.28. Since 
we did not test all numbers between 1 and 32, we assumed that neurons tuned 
to numbers we did not test would fire maximally to the nearest value (on a log 
scale) that we did test. Finally, we scaled these proportions to match the small 
proportion of neurons we actually found that were sensitive to numerosity and 
were sensitive to numerosity only. 
The dashed lines in Figure 4-4 show the result. In short, our findings are 
not consistent with the distributions observed by Viswanathan and Nieder under 
the assumption that they originated from actual tuned number neurons. In 
particular, they found that over 66% of the neurons they observed were tuned to 
the values 1-4. We would expect such neurons to fire maximally to the values 2 
and 4 in our experiment. However, most of the numerosity-sensitive and 
numerosity-only neurons we observed were tuned to 16 and 32 (quintiles 4 and 5 
in Figure 4-4). Thus, we think it is reasonable to conclude that the admittedly few 
numerosity neurons recorded here can be treated as monotonic over the range 
of values tested. 
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One of the key insights represented in our stimulus space and observed 
by others (DeWind et al., under revision; Dehaene et al., 2005) is that number is 
necessarily partially collinear with other visual features, even in ideally controlled 
stimulus sets. Studies focusing on numerosity typically treat non-numerical visual 
features as nuisance variables that need to be controlled in different trial subsets 
to rule out their effects on a dependent variable. However, there is another way 
of looking at necessary partial collinearity: across a broad set of stimuli, non-
numerical stimulus features necessarily carry some information about number. 
Because we observed so few neurons that were modulated by numerosity, but a 
relatively larger population influenced by other features, we tested the idea that 
cells modulated by non-numerical stimulus features might contain information 
about numerosity across the population. 
We constructed a classifier using the generalized linear model described 
above (parametric analysis) which could estimate the stimulus that generated a 
particular pattern of firing rates across the population. We generated each 
classifier trial by randomly picking a trial from each neuron during which they all 
saw a stimulus with the same set of parameters. Although these trials were all 
taken from different sessions, we treated them as pseudo-simultaneous to 
extract information from the entire recorded population. In cases where a given 
neuron was never presented with a stimulus of the given parameters, it was left 
out of that classifier trial. To avoid “double-dipping” our data set, we recalculated 
the model coefficients for each neuron, leaving out the trial being classified. 
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Using those coefficients for each neuron, we calculated the log-likelihood of each 
point in our stimulus space having caused the firing rate actually recorded on that 
trial. We normalized and averaged the log-likelihood functions of all the neurons 
together and picked out the maximum value in the space as the classifier’s 
estimate. We repeated this procedure for 10,000 trials in each condition. 
 
Figure 4-5. A stimulus classifier with access to the firing rate of non-numerosity-only 
neurons performs better than a classifier with access to numerosity-only neurons. 
Choices of classifier plotted against the actual ratio of the stimuli being compared. In the all cells 
condition the classifier had access to all neurons recorded. In the only numerosity condition the 
classifier only had access to the numerosity-only cells. In the all but numerosity the classifier had 
access to all cells but the numerosity-only cells. In the scrambled control estimates and the actual 
stimuli they derived from were scrambled. Lines represent the best fit psychometric function 
(Piazza et al. 2010). 
On each trial the classifier made an estimate of the location of the stimulus 
in our three-dimensional stimulus space. To test the classifier we created an 
ordinal comparison “task” in which we randomly selected pairs of classifier trials 
and compared the numerosity estimates. Thus, we could get a binary “guess” of 
which stimulus the classifier viewed as larger. We plotted classifier pairwise 
estimates against the real numerical ratio of the pair of stimuli (Figure 4-5). 
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Interestingly, these estimates were well fit by the standard psychometric function 
allowing us to calculate a “neurometric w” or Weber fraction for the classifier. 
This w is analogous to the behavioral w used by Piazza et al. (2010) and many 
others. It is the standard deviation of the cumulative normal distribution 
describing the relationship between the frequency of choosing a stimulus and 
logarithm of the numerical ratio. 
We first examined how well the classifier performed when it could draw 
information from the entire population of VIP neurons. Although the w is very 
poor by behavioral standards, the classifier performed far above chance, as 
assessed by the control using scrambled trial data. We then assessed whether 
the classifier would perform better using the small population of numerosity-only 
neurons, or using the larger group of non-numerosity neurons. We found that the 
classifier was able to better categorize the stimulus numerosity using the non-
numerosity neurons than with the numerosity-only neurons.  
The classifier estimated stimulus Size and Spacing in addition to 
numerosity, and so we could calculate an estimate for any stimulus feature using 
the equations in Appendix A. We could analogously run an ordinal comparison 
task for any feature and calculate a neurometric w. This results are shown in 
Figure 4-S4. In general, numerosity was a middling feature, not the largest nor 
the smallest w. In this sense the classifier performance mirrored the general 
finding from Figure 4-3D: that numerosity was not a stimulus feature that was 
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particularly well described, nor was it poorly described by the population 
response in VIP. 
4.3 Discussion 
4.3.1 A rich stimulus representation in VIP 
We tested the hypothesis that the ventral intraparietal area is uniquely 
sensitive to the number of items in a dot array. Utilizing a unique analytic method, 
we tested which of eleven different visual stimulus features best explained 
neuronal firing rate. We found that there was a small subpopulation of neurons 
that were modulated by numerosity and no other feature, but that this population 
was equal or smaller in size and effect size to the subpopulations modulated by 
other features. We conclude that, while there are numerosity signals in VIP in 
animals naïve to numerical discrimination tasks, these signals are not particularly 
stronger or weaker than the signals encoding many other visual features.  
Our findings instead suggest that VIP contains a rich representation of the 
visual features of a stimulus. All eleven stimulus features we examined could be 
discriminated to some degree by our classifier analysis. Our findings complement 
other single cell electrophysiology studies of VIP which have demonstrated 
complex visual response fields. VIP has been theorized to be at the locus of a 
system designed to represent peri-personal space (Graziano and Cooke 2006). 
These studies, however, have primarily focused on spatial and motion signals. 
Our research furthers our understanding of VIP, demonstrating that a rather rich 
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set of information about feature and identity is preserved in VIP, in addition to the 
spatial, motion, and numerosity signals observed previously. 
Our findings are also in line with a separate set of research primarily 
based in humans that suggests that the human IPS is involved in comparison of 
magnitudes more broadly (for reviews see Bueti and Walsh, 2009; Cantlon et al., 
2009; Hubbard et al., 2005; Walsh, 2003). All of the features we examined in VIP 
could be described as “visual magnitudes”. This finding is not unexpected in light 
of the results from Tudusciuc and Nieder (2007). They found that both line length 
and numerosity were encoded in IPS in partially overlapping and anatomically 
intermixed neuronal populations. Here we show that not only size and numerosity 
are encoded in VIP but many other visual magnitudes. These responses are 
present as purely visual responses with no incentive for the animal to attend to 
the stimulus and before any training to discriminate these dimensions. The IPS 
may not be unique with respect to number, but it may be an area uniquely suited 
to the representation and comparison of these types of magnitudes. 
4.3.2 Tuned vs monotonic representations 
A central feature of current models of numerical approximation is the 
tuned representation or labeled line code output layer of the putative neural 
network (Dehaene and Changeux 1993; Verguts and Fias 2004). In these 
models the tuned representations are considered the output layer of the neural 
network, and it is suggested that they form the neurobiological basis of the 
number sense and the ability to discriminate numerosities. Demonstrating that 
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individual neurons are tuned to particular numerosities requires demonstrating 
that some neurons are tuned to intermediate values between the minimum and 
maximum numerosities tested, because neurons tuned to the largest or smallest 
values tested cannot be differentiated from neurons related to numerosity by a 
monotonic function. In monkeys trained on a delayed match to sample task, 
many experiments have demonstrated the presence of tuned neurons in the IPS 
and DLPFC (e.g. Diester and Nieder 2007; Nieder 2012; Nieder and Miller 
2004a; Nieder et al. 2002, 2006). These findings have been seen as a vindication 
of the computational models, a point that is especially convincing since errors are 
correlated with reduction of firing of neurons tuned to the sample numerosity 
(Nieder and Dehaene 2009).  
The number sense is innate and does not require cultural transmission or 
training (Feigenson, Dehaene, and Spelke 2004). If neurons tuned to particular 
numerosities serve as the neurobiological basis of the number sense, then we 
should be able to observe them in monkeys naïve to numerical discrimination 
experiments. However, there is conflicting evidence for individual neurons tuned 
to individual numerosities in number-naïve animals. Roitman et al. (2007) found 
only monotonic encoding of numerosity in LIP in animals that were not trained to 
discriminate numerosity. In contrast, Viswanathan and Nieder (2013) found some 
neurons tuned to intermediate values in number-naïve monkeys. Even in that 
study, however, the majority of neurons recorded in both IPS and DLPFC were 
monotonic (or tuned to numerosities outside the range tested), with relatively few 
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tuned to intermediate values. A subsequent analysis by Chen and Verguts (2013) 
demonstrated that such a pattern of intermediate tuning might be an illusion 
generated by cortical noise while recording from an exclusively monotonic 
population. For example, a neuron apparently tuned to the second greatest 
numerosity tested may actually increase monotonically with numerosity, but have 
a slightly higher mean firing rate to the smaller numerosity due to chance 
resulting from noisiness in firing rates. 
To determine whether there was a population of neurons tuned to 
intermediate numerosities or intermediate levels of any other feature, we ran a 
non-parametric version of our stimulus space analysis on each neuron. This 
analysis revealed only three numerosity-only neurons, making a quantitative 
analysis of intermediate tuning impossible. However, when we looked at tuning 
across the stimulus space, including neurons modulated by other visual features, 
we saw that most neurons were modulated by the minimum or maximum values 
tested for that feature, consistent with monotonic coding. 
There may be neurons that are tuned to intermediate numerosities, and 
our analysis certainly cannot rule that out, especially given the finite ranges 
tested. However, our classifier analyses utilized our parametric model, and so 
monotonicity was a built in assumption. The classifier was able to discriminate 
numerosities successfully and replicated the behavioral finding of normal 
distributions of numerosity estimates. We therefore can conclude that even if 
tuned representations do exist, the decoder can successfully read out numerosity 
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by assuming monotonicity. In terms of the brain, it is possible that the decision 
processes that utilize numerosity information operate as if the code for 
numerosity is monotonic. 
4.3.3 A distributed versus a sparse numerosity representation 
The question of whether numerosity representations in IPS are tuned or 
monotonic is merely one aspect of a deeper question about the types of 
representations utilized by the nervous system. When numerosity is represented 
by individual neurons tuned to particular numerosities, the code for number is 
very sparse. Viswanathan and Nieder (2013) found that only 10% of VIP neurons 
were numerosity-only, and of those, less than 30% were tuned to values 5 or 
greater; this means that less than 3% of VIP neurons are responsible for the 
representation of all values greater than 4. If we accept the assumption that the 
number of neurons tuned to specific values follows the exponential decay 
function we fit to the Viswanathan data out to 32, we find that only 0.02% of VIP 
neurons represent that value and above (we found 2/118 or 1.7%); if we go 
further, only 0.000002% represent 64 and above. Of course, the details of our 
exponential function or fit could be off. However, the general point remains that if 
only 3% of VIP neurons represent all numerosities greater than 5, the code must 
be very sparse. 
Are so few neurons the basis of our subjective sense of numerical 
magnitude? This is not a rhetorical question. The idea of extremely sparse 
representations was once mocked as the “grandmother cell” hypothesis (Rose 
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1996). However, more recently, very sparse representations have been identified 
(Hahnloser, Kozhevnikov, and Fee 2002; Quiroga et al. 2005; Vinje and Gallant 
2000). If, however, the code for numerosity is monotonic, it is also a less sparse 
and more distributed code. Every monotonic number-only neuron could 
contribute to the subjective sense of number, not just those few that are tuned to 
it. A distributed representation might be more robust to neuronal cell death and 
cortical noise.   
The results of our classifier analysis extend the concept of a distributed 
code for numerosity by demonstrating that there is more numerosity information 
outside the numerosity-only population than within it. A read out of numerosity 
that polls a distributed population level representation is better than one that 
relies on the numerosity-only neurons. Furthermore, not just numerosity but all 
features tested could be read out to a greater or lesser extent from this 
population code.  
How can numerosity be read out from non-numerosity neurons? This 
depends largely on the insights of our stimulus space and regression model. If 
we assume features are represented on a log-compressed scale within VIP, then 
numerosity is a simple linear weighting of other features. For example, log-
numerosity is equal to log-total-surface-area minus log-item-surface-area. This 
type of linear combination is trivial for the simplest feed forward neural networks. 
In general, a similar normalization algorithm is possible as long as there are 
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neurons that are modulated by cumulative features of the entire set as well as 
neurons that are modulated by features of individual items in a set. 
According to this distributed view of feature encoding, the existence of 
numerosity-only neurons is partially epiphenomenal. Although they add to the 
amount of information about number and other features, they do not add unique 
information, and they are not the basis of the number sense per se. Numerosity 
and presumably other featural representations may be generated in untrained 
animals simply because they are useful for a generalist reconstruction of the 
visual stimulus. This idea is supported by the simulation study by Stoianov and 
Zorzi (2012), which demonstrated monotonic numerosity and total surface area 
virtual neurons after training a neural network using unsupervised learning. 
Critically, the learning algorithm did not train numerosity discrimination; instead, it 
trained the network to reproduce the visual stimulus as precisely as possible. 
Similarly, VIP contains a rich and robust stimulus representation from which 
many features can be reconstructed. This representation includes numerosity-
only neurons, but perhaps only insofar as they contribute to a holistic stimulus 
representation. 
4.3.4 Plasticity and training effects 
Here we have suggested that multiple stimulus features are encoded 
monotonically by a heterogeneous population of neurons. Chen and Verguts 
(2013) have demonstrated that Viswanathan’s and Nieder’s data is consistent 
with a monotonic encoding scheme as well. What is the explanation of the tuned 
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representations of numerosity found by Nieder and colleagues in DLPFC and 
throughout IPS (both LIP and VIP) in many experiments (e.g. Diester and Nieder 
2007; Nieder 2012; Nieder and Miller 2004a; Nieder et al. 2002, 2006)? We 
believe tuned numerosity representations in monkeys are the result of plasticity 
in response to training on a delayed match to sample task (DMTS), an idea 
suggested previously (Freedman and Assad 2009).  
Categorical representations have long been known to exist in PFC after 
DMTS training. However, as sharp as category boundaries may be, when 
parametric stimuli are used, perceptual gray areas necessarily translate into 
degraded category representations. For example, merging cat-dog 
representations show attenuated activity in boundary conditions (Freedman et al. 
2002). Similar categorical representations have been demonstrated in LIP and 
MIP (Freedman and Assad 2006; Swaminathan, Masse, and Freedman 2013). 
Although these studies focus primarily on the sharpness of the firing rate 
differences across boundaries, it should be noted that, near the boundaries, 
some attenuation of neuronal category preference is observed. 
DMTS training for numerosities may similarly induce neurons to tune 
themselves to individual numerosities as if these numerosities were categories. 
Indeed, they must be treated as such in order to solve a DMTS task. A particular 
numerosity must be matched to itself, and near-misses are still misses requiring 
a sharply delineated categorical numerical concept. Other tasks, however, do not 
require such sharp boundaries between numerosities, and as a result may not 
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induce numerical representations that are so peaked. This possibility is 
supported by the Nieder ordinal comparison study, in which monkeys were 
trained to pick the stimulus with greater or fewer items based on a cue (Vallentin, 
Bongard, and Nieder 2012). In this task, rules were found to influence neural 
firing rate, but relatively few neurons were modulated by numerosity; neurons 
tuned to specific numerosities were largely absent.  
Thus, numerosity signals are intrinsic to IPS before training as 
demonstrated previously by Viswanathan and Nieder and again here. However, 
the case for neurons tuned to individual numerosities in untrained monkeys is not 
so clear. It may be that tuned numerosity representations are the mark of 
particular types of training paradigms that favor individuated numerosity 
concepts. Such representations may actually be better understood as decision-
making variables allowing the animals to maintain a template to compare to an 
upcoming test stimulus in the DMTS task, rather than veridical representations of 
the numerosity a visual stimulus. 
A critical question is how these findings relate to the neural representation 
of number in humans. There is strong circumstantial evidence for tuned 
representations from functional imaging (Harvey et al. 2013; Jacob and Nieder 
2009; Piazza et al. 2004; Piazza et al. 2007). Furthermore, humans think of and 
deal with numbers in categorical as well as parametric terms. However, human 
cultural and linguistic experience with numbers is very heterogeneous and thus 
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differs from DMTS training paradigms. Without recordings of numerosity neurons 
in humans, the nature of the neural code remains an open question.  
4.3.5 Conclusion 
We confirmed an earlier report that neurons in VIP are modulated by 
numerosity in monkeys before they are trained to discriminate numerosity 
(Viswanathan and Nieder 2013). We extended this finding by demonstrating that 
many other visual stimulus features are also encoded in VIP. We found that 
feature representations were largely monotonic. We also demonstrated that 
feature representations need not rely on the small number of neurons that vary in 
response to it and no other feature. Instead, representations that rely on many 
neurons perform better in psychophysical tasks. Our findings support a 
distributed and generalist stimulus representation in VIP that may be molded by 
task demands and attention to emphasize behaviorally relevant stimulus 
features. 
4.4 Experimental Procedures 
4.4.1 Subjects 
Two adult male rhesus macaques served as subjects.  Procedures were 
approved by the Duke University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. 
4.4.2 Surgical and training procedures 
A titanium head restraint prosthesis (Crist Instruments, Hagerstown, MD) 
and polysulfone recording chamber over the posterior parietal cortex (Crist 
Instruments) were surgically implanted under isoflurane inhalant anesthesia 
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using standard techniques. The animals received analgesics and antibiotics after 
all surgical procedures. The monkeys had been trained to perform fixation and 
visual orienting tasks for liquid rewards for previous experiments, but had never 
been trained on a task requiring the discrimination of numerosity or other 
magnitude. Neither had they been used in the implicit discrimination task 
previously implemented in the lab (Roitman, Brannon, and Platt 2007). 
Eye position was monitored at 1000 Hz using the EyeLink system (SR 
Research, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) during both training and recording sessions. 
All scripts were custom written in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and stimuli 
were generated using Psychophysics Toolbox Version 3. Juice rewards were 
delivered via a tube placed in front of the monkey’s mouth and controlled by 
solenoid valve.  
4.4.3 Microelectrode and recording procedures 
Before each recording session, the recording chamber was opened under 
aseptic conditions, cleaned using a 1% povidone-iodine solution, and repeatedly 
rinsed with sterile saline.  A Teflon grid and X-Y micropositioner (Crist 
Instruments) were secured to the chamber and a Teflon coated microelectrode 
(FHC Inc., Bowdoin, ME) was lowered into VIP using a digital hydraulic 
microdrive (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, California).  
Prior to initiating electrophysiological experiments, electrode trajectories 
into VIP were plotted using 0.5 mm slice magnetic resonance images taken in a 
3T scanner at the Center for Advanced Magnetic Resonance Development at the 
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Duke University Medical Center. Each day, recordings were localized to VIP 
using stereotactic coordinates and by listening to characteristic sounds of gray 
and white matter while advancing the electrode. We focused recordings in the 
ventral-most portion of the intraparietal sulcus where multi-unit activity responded 
strongly to visual motion and where single cell firing was sensitive to motion 
direction in our response field mapping procedure (see below). 
4.4.4 Neuron selection and response field mapping 
Individual neurons were isolated in VIP and sorted based on waveform. 
VIP was identified based on stereotactic location, magnetic resonance images, 
the presence of a strong response to movement in the multi-unit response, and 
the presence of neurons with direction selectivity as determined by our receptive 
field mapping protocol. After the location of recordings was established, neurons 
were selected based solely on the quality of isolation. 
The receptive fields of 91 of 118 neurons in this study were mapped 
systematically in two stages. First, motion sensitivity and direction selectivity was 
mapped: the entire display screen (44° visual angle) was filled with white dots 
(0.8°) on a dark background. The monkey fixated centrally for 200 ms, then the 
dots moved coherently in one of 8 directions (0°, 45°, etc. from straight up) at one 
of 3 speeds (40, 80 or 120 degrees/sec). Firing rate was averaged (75-150 ms 
window following motion onset sometimes shifted to capture peak activity), and 
an ANOVA was run with speed and direction as factors. Second, spatial 
sensitivity was mapped using a single dot (1.2°) that appeared briefly (133 – 400 
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ms depending on speed) in one of 25 positions on the screen defined by an 
evenly spaced 5 x 5 grid. In order to maximally drive cells, the single dot moved 
in the preferred direction at the preferred speed of the cell. In cases where the 
cell had no preferred direction, the dot moved in an arbitrary direction; in cases 
where the neuron had no preferred speed, the dot moved at 120° / sec.  If the 
firing rate was significantly modulated by spatial location (ANOVA, p < 0.05, 70-
170 ms window following motion onset sometimes shifted to capture peak 
activity) or, in the case of marginally significant ANOVA, if the spatial receptive 
field appeared to have a clear peak, then the cell was considered spatially 
selective, and the numerical stimulus was displayed in the location corresponding 
to the center of the receptive field. If the cell had no discernible spatial tuning, the 
numerical stimuli were displayed at the center of the monitor centered on the 
fixation point.   
For the remaining 27 neurons, receptive fields were mapped informally by 
ear using a moving sinusoidal grating stimulus at different orientations, spatial 
frequencies, and locations within the visual field.   
4.4.5 Numerical Stimuli 
Stimulus parameters were constructed to control for both the intensive 
stimulus properties, which relate to the individual items within an array, and 
extensive properties, which relate to the entire stimulus.  Intensive and extensive 
parameters cannot be simultaneously controlled with respect to number. For 
example, if individual item size (intensive property) is held constant, then 
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increasing numerosity will increase the total surface area of the stimulus as well 
as the total contour length or perimeter of the stimulus (extensive 
properties). Similarly, if the same amount of free space around each item (the 
sparsity or inverse density) is held constant, then the area of the stimulus array 
must increase with numerosity. By contrast, if the total surface area or contour 
length of the stimulus is held constant, then the individual items must become 
smaller as more are added; if the total array area is held constant, then each dot 
will have less free space, and sparsity will decrease (and density increase) as 
more items are added. 
We constructed four sets of stimuli controlling for different intensive and 
extensive features of the stimuli within each set: the item size controlled set, the 
total surface area controlled set, the total perimeter controlled set, and the 
sparsity controlled set.  In each set the numerosity of the array was 2, 4, 8, 16, or 
32, with equal probability, and the features orthogonal to numerosity varied 
across numerosity.  For example, in the individual item size set, individual item 
area and total array area varied orthogonally to numerosity; as a result, the total 
perimeter and total surface area increased with numerosity, and item sparsity 
decreased with numerosity.  
4.4.6 Passive viewing procedure 
Monkeys fixated (+/- 1.5 degrees) on a central rectangle to initiate the 
trial.  Fixation was maintained for 1 s before a numerical stimulus randomly 
drawn from one of the four stimulus sets was displayed in the spatial receptive 
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field of the focal neuron for 400 ms. If the cell lacked a distinct spatial receptive 
field, the stimulus was centered on the fixation point (e.g. Nieder and Miller 
2004a; Viswanathan and Nieder 2013). Fixation was maintained for 600 ms after 
stimulus offset. If the monkey maintained fixation for the entire 2 s period, he 
received a juice reward. Reinforcement did not depend on the numerosity of the 
stimulus. 
4.4.7 Data analysis strategy: constructing independent dimensions for modeling 
Following DeWind et al. (under review; Chapter 3), we described our 
stimuli using three independent parameters that together fully specify eleven 
stimulus features. These three parameters are the numerosity of the array and 
two novel terms, Size and Spacing. We use capitalization and italics to indicate 
that these are formally defined visual features, but we also wish to emphasize 
how these terms capture the intuitive concepts of item size and spacing. Size 
captures the single degree of freedom available in changing the size of a fixed 
number of items, which in turn affects the surface area of each item, the 
aggregate surface area of all items, the perimeter of each item, and the 
aggregate length of the perimeter of all the items. When numerosity is fixed, all of 
these other features are fully determined by Size. Similarly, Spacing captures the 
single degree of freedom available in changing how close or far apart a fixed 
number of items are. When numerosity is fixed, the field area, which is the area 
of the invisible circle within which the dots are drawn, and the sparsity, which is 
the field area per item, are all fully determined by the Spacing. Two other 
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stimulus features are independent of numerosity and depend only on Size and 
Spacing. One of these is apparent closeness, which denotes overall scaling of 
the stimulus without changes in relative proportions. The other is coverage, a 
term that denotes the proportion of the stimulus array field that is occupied by an 
item, regardless of the number of items or the overall scaling. Appendix A defines 
all of these features in terms of number, Size, and Spacing. 
Another critical aspect of these eleven stimulus features is that, on a log-
compressed scale, they are all related to numerosity, Size, and Spacing by linear 
equations (Appendix A). As a result, we can use numerosity, Size, and Spacing, 
as regressors in a generalized linear model of firing rate. From the coefficients 
returned by model fitting, we can also determine the effect of the eight other 
stimulus features. Different proportions of numerosity, Size, and Spacing effects 
correspond to effects of other features as determined by the linear equations 
relating the different features.  
Spiking probability was assumed to be generated from a negative binomial 
distribution to account for over-dispersion compared to a Poisson. The 
generalized linear model we fit to each neuron is: 𝑙𝑛 𝐹𝑅 =   𝛽! + 𝛽!"# log! 𝑁𝑢𝑚 + 𝛽!"#$ log! 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 + 𝛽!"#$%&' log! 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝜖 
 (Eq 4-2) 
4.4.8 Data analysis strategy: hypothesis testing 
The three-value vector of βNum, βSize, and βSpacing define the best estimate 
of the feature changes that most modulate firing rate. This vector also defines a 
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line in the space in Figure 4-2. Lines in the three dimensional stimulus space 
define unique visual stimulus features, and so the neuronal β vector also defines 
the stimulus feature that modulates the neuron. For example, if βNum and βSize 
were significant and of the same magnitude and sign, it would be more 
parsimonious to say that the neuron was influenced by total surface area. The 
alternative is equivalent to saying that the neuron encoded item surface area 
when numerosity was fixed and numerosity when item surface area was fixed. 
On average and over the ranges tested, changes in the stimulus array along this 
neuronal feature vector dimension alter firing rate, and changes in the orthogonal 
plane do not.  
We analyzed neurons that were whole model significant at p < 0.01, which 
is equivalent to the neurons that had a significantly non-zero neuronal feature 
vector. First we tested whether each neuron was numerosity-only, meaning that 
βNum was significantly non-zero (p < 0.01) and that βSize and βSpacing were not 
significantly non-zero (p > 0.01).  
Second, we wanted to determine which single feature out of the eleven 
described in Appendix A was closest to the neuronal feature vector. We could do 
this because all models testing the effect of a single stimulus feature were 
reduced models of our main full model (Eq. 4-2). Thus we fit reduced models for 
every feature in Appendix A and compared the model fits using AIC. The cell was 
defined as encoding the feature with the lowest model AIC. The reduced models 
took the following form: 
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ln 𝐹𝑅 =   𝛽! + 𝛽!"#$%&" log! 𝐹𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 + 𝜖  (Eq.4-3) 
Note that numerosity neurons defined by this analysis were slightly 
different from those defined as numerosity-only. If we had extrapolated the 
numerosity-only test to the non-numerical features, it would not necessarily 
provide an exhaustive and mutually exclusive categorization of each neuron. For 
this reason, we used the AIC analysis to define the population breakdown shown 
in Figure 4-3D. The two analyses define similar and mostly overlapping 
populations of numerosity neurons. 
4.4.9 Data analysis strategy: Classifier 
To calculate the classifier estimate for a single stimulus we used the 
following procedure. First we identified all the neurons that viewed a particular 
set of stimulus parameters. A new unique stimulus was generated for every trial, 
so we treated stimuli with the same number, Size, and Spacing as equivalent. 
Among these neurons we then chose those that met the criteria for inclusion in 
the classifier condition (numerosity-only neurons, all but numerosity-only 
neurons, or all neurons). For each included neuron we identified a single trial on 
which it saw the stimulus being classified (sometimes neurons saw more than 
one such stimulus). To avoid “double dipping”, we then refit the model (Eq. 4-2), 
leaving out the trial being classified. Using these new model coefficients, we 
densely sampled our stimulus space calculating the log-likelihood of each set of 
stimulus parameters given the firing rate on the selected trial. We repeated this 
process for all neurons that met the classifier condition criteria and were exposed 
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to the stimulus, creating a series of log-likelihood “stimulus space maps”. We 
then normalized the log-likelihood maps and averaged them all together. Each 
was weighted equally, regardless of how well the model fit. We then picked the 
location on the average map with the highest mean normalized log-likelihood. 
This was the parameter estimate (estimated number, Size, and Spacing) for the 
classifier trial. 
Pairwise trials for the ordinal comparison task were created by randomly 
picking two classifier estimates and comparing them. If the classifier estimate of 
numerosity was larger for the actually larger stimulus, the classifier was correct. If 
the classifier thought that the stimuli were equal, then the larger stimulus was 
assigned by coin flip.   
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4.5 Supplementary Figures 
 
Figure 4-S1. All stimuli. 
All stimuli used in the experiment with their numerosity, Size, and Spacing plotted against each 
other. Each dot is one stimulus (some dots overlap in some plots). Colors refer to subsets 
controlling for total perimeter (green), total surface area (yellow), sparsity (blue), and item surface 
area (red). 
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Figure 4-S2. Stimulus representation in the post-stimulus epoch. 
The same plot and information as in Figure 4-3, but using the analysis epoch 40-440 ms after 
stimulus offset. 
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Figure 4-S3. Data from Viswanathan and Nieder (2013) fit to exponential decay function. 
The proportion of numerosity only neurons that fired maximally for each numerosity tested (1-5). 
The black line shows the exponential decay function fit to the proportions for numerosities 1-4 
(blue).  
 
Figure 4-S4. Classifier discrimination for all features.  
Black lines and markers show the all-neurons condition; gray show the scrambled control. 
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5. Evidence from pharmacological 
inactivation does not support a 
unique role for the intraparietal 
sulcus in approximate 
enumeration in macaque monkeys 
5.1 Introduction 
The “number sense” describes our intuitive ability to quantify sets of visual 
or auditory stimuli without counting them (Dehaene 1997). Educated adult 
humans share the number sense with infants (Izard et al. 2009; Xu and Spelke 
2000), adults from cultures without verbal counting systems (e.g., Pica et al. 
2004), and other vertebrates (Honig and Stewart 1989; Meck and Church 1983) 
including rhesus monkeys (Brannon and Terrace 1998). As a result, the number 
sense is described as a “core system of numerical representation” because it 
does not depend on language or cultural transmission (Feigenson, Dehaene, and 
Spelke 2004). It is theorized that the number sense may be combined with other 
core cognitive abilities to allow the development of the more sophisticated 
concept of exact number via education and development (Carey 2011), an idea 
supported by the finding that the acuity of approximate number representation is 
correlated with mathematical achievement in children (Qixuan Chen and Li 2014; 
Halberda, Mazzocco, and Feigenson 2008; Starr, Libertus, and Brannon 2013). 
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Much progress has been made towards describing the neural networks 
that subserve approximate enumeration. Functional imaging techniques have 
revealed that the horizontal segment of the intraparietal sulcus (hIPS) is activated 
during mathematical tasks (Dehaene and Cohen 1997), and that this activation is 
even more prominent during approximate calculation (Dehaene et al. 1999). 
Activity in hIPS varies with the number of items presented in a visual array even 
when participants are passively viewing the stimuli (Harvey et al. 2013; Jacob 
and Nieder 2009; Piazza et al. 2004). hIPS also responds to number words and 
written numerals (Piazza et al. 2007; Eger et al. 2003). As a result of these 
studies it has been theorized that the IPS subserves the representation of all 
approximate numerical magnitudes, and these representations can be activated 
by semantic stimuli or visual arrays of items (Nieder and Dehaene 2009). 
Single neuron recordings in macaque monkeys have lent further strength 
to the idea that the IPS plays a critical role in numerical cognition. In monkeys 
performing a delayed-match-to-numerical-sample task, neurons in the IPS and 
the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) contain single neurons that modulate 
their firing rate in response to the number of items in the sample stimulus (Nieder 
and Miller 2004a). Interestingly, the neurons in the IPS encode numerical 
information earlier than neurons in the DLPFC, indicating that number may first 
be extracted in the parietal cortex, and then relayed to prefrontal cortex where 
further processing allows numerical information to be used in decision making 
processes. 
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The IPS is not a single homogeneous region of cortex; multiple 
functionally and anatomically defined subregions have been identified. Nieder 
and Miller (2004a), found number selective neurons throughout the IPS. The 
greatest concentration of number neurons (~20%) was in the ventral fundus of 
the IPS, the ventral intraparietal area (VIP). Subsequent studies have confirmed 
the presence of number cells in VIP in both trained (Nieder 2012; Tudusciuc and 
Nieder 2007) and untrained animals (Viswanathan and Nieder 2013).  
Roitman et al. (2007) recorded from the lateral bank of the intraparietal 
sulcus (area LIP) which is superior and lateral to VIP and found an even larger 
percentages of number neurons (~50%), perhaps because the stimuli were 
displayed in the predetermined visual receptive field of the focal neuron. Thus, in 
monkeys as well as in humans, the IPS is thought to play a critical role in 
numerical perception. 
The neurons recorded in VIP and LIP differ in their response to number. 
The VIP neurons recorded by Nieder and Miller (2004a) were tuned to individual 
numbers of dots. For example, a “4” neuron fired maximally for 4 dots and 
progressively less for numbers further from 4. In this sense the VIP neurons were 
“tuned” to particular numbers. In contrast, LIP neurons recorded by Roitman et 
al. (2007) were split into two populations, one that increased firing with number 
and one that decreased firing with number. Both of these response patterns are 
“monotonic”. Interestingly, both tuned and monotnoic response profiles were 
predicted by previous modeling (Dehaene and Changeux 1993; Verguts and Fias 
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2004). The monotonic neurons are thought to represent an earlier processing 
stage, whereas the tuned neurons are the basis of numerical perception. Both 
stages are critical, however, and we predicted that inactivation in either area 
would disrupt numerical cognition. 
Beyond correlative data, some evidence suggests that the IPS in humans 
plays a causal role in numerical cognition. Naturally occurring lesions in the IPS 
result in specific mathematical deficits, a condition known as acalculia (for review 
see Cohen et al. 2009). In addition to supporting a dissociation of mathematical 
deficits from other cognitive impairments, the lesion literature also supports the 
dissociation of rote retrieval of mathematical facts and quantitative abilities within 
mathematics, with quantitative deficits being specifically associated with IPS 
lesions (Cipolotti, Butterworth, and Denes 1991; Dehaene and Cohen 1991; 
Dehaene and Cohen 1997; Delazer and Benke 1997). Children with dyscalculia, 
a developmental disorder of mathematical reasoning, have thinner cortical gray 
matter in IPS compared to non-dyscalculic control children (Isaacs et al. 2001; 
Rotzer et al. 2008). Functional imaging also shows that the IPS is less active in 
otherwise normal dyscalculic participants compared to healthy participants during 
calculation tasks (Rotzer et al. 2009).  
Relatively few studies have performed controlled interventions in IPS and 
observed the effect on numerical cognition. Several studies have used 
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to transiently alter IPS function and 
examine the resulting effect on number processing (Cappelletti et al. 2007; 
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Cohen Kadosh et al. 2012; Dormal et al. 2008, 2012; for review see Sandrini and 
Rusconi 2009). Although the consensus of these studies is that TMS to IPS can 
influence numerical discriminations, there is less agreement on the lateralization 
of these effects and their specificity to numerical processing. For example, one 
study found that duration and numerical estimation could be dissociated (Dormal, 
Andres, and Pesenti 2008), but another found that line length and number 
estimation could not (Dormal, Andres, and Pesenti 2012b). Direct current 
stimulation of the parietal cortex was found to improve or impair numerical 
abilities depending on electrode polarity (Cohen Kadosh et al. 2010).  
One recent study examined the effect of pharmacological inactivation of 
parietal area 5 on a numerical task in monkeys (Sawamura, Shima, and Tanji 
2010). This area, on the rostra-medial bank of the IPS, was previously 
demonstrated to contain ordinal numerosity signals (Sawamura, Shima, and 
Tanji 2002). Monkeys were required to perform five hand movements of one type 
followed by five of another type to receive a reward. Muscimol impaired accuracy 
more for this task compared to a control task that required the same hand 
movements but without the need to keep track of numerical information. This 
type of production task, in which an animal is trained to produce a number of 
sequential movements, is fundamentally different than a perception task in which 
an animal is trained to discriminate stimuli based on numerosity. The link 
between these types of tasks is tentative, and it is not clear that they both rely on 
the same “number sense” construct. It is also unclear if the close anatomical 
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position of neurons representing number in these tasks is more than coincidence 
or whether these findings generalize to humans. This study, however, provides 
the most direct test and the strongest evidence to date for a causal role of 
posterior parietal cortex in numerical processing. 
While the above review provides strong evidence that the IPS is involved 
in numerical processing, there is less evidence, especially in non-human 
animals, that the IPS is uniquely dedicated to number. The IPS is known to be 
involved in many types of stimulus processing and motor planning; indeed the 
monkey IPS has been primarily studied outside the context of numerical 
processing. LIP is known to be involved in covert visual attention, saccade 
planning, and saccade initiation with individual neurons tuned to particular 
locations within the visual field (Bisley and Goldberg 2003; Colby and Goldberg 
1999; Colby, Duhamel, and Goldberg 1996). The critical property of LIP that 
emerges across multiple studies is that it alters its response to stimuli based on 
their behavioral relevance and expected value (Kiani and Shadlen 2009; Platt 
and Glimcher 1999; Shadlen and Newsome 2001). VIP is characterized by 
strong motion direction tuning, including cells tuned to complex motion stimuli 
such as optic flow fields (Bremmer, Duhamel, et al. 2002). It is also a multimodal 
region with tactile, vestibular, auditory, and visual responses (Bremmer, Klam, et 
al. 2002; Duhamel, Colby, and Goldberg 1998; Schlack 2005). This pattern of 
response properties has been theorized to comprise a representation of self-
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motion during three-dimensional navigation (Bremmer, Klam, et al. 2002) or of 
approaching stimuli in peri-personal space (Graziano and Cooke 2006). 
Here we investigate the causal role of both VIP and LIP in numerical 
discrimination in the macaque monkey.  We reversibly inactivated large strips of 
both regions with intracranial injections of muscimol in two monkeys. We 
assessed performance on an approximate enumeration task and on intermixed 
trials of a color discrimination control task using similar stimuli and identical 
response mechanisms. We reasoned that, for two tasks so similar in their 
perceptual and response requirements, if there were any specificity for numerical 
processing whatsoever, performance on the numerosity task would be selectively 
disrupted by LIP and VIP inactivation. Contrary to expectation, VIP and LIP 
inactivation did impair performance, but equally so in both the enumeration and 
color tasks. These findings suggest that the IPS is not a unique source of 
numerical processing in monkeys. While they may support a more general role of 
IPS in perceptual discrimination, without an unimpaired control task, we cannot 
rule out more fundamental perceptual deficits. 
5.2 Methods 
5.2.1 General Procedures and Behavioral task  
All procedures were approved by the Duke University Institutional Animal 
Care and Use Committee. Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta; 13kg 
and 19kg) were each implanted with a titanium headpost and a recording 
chamber over parietal cortex (Crist Instruments). Post-surgical MRI scans were 
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used to determine prospective injection sites, which were confirmed by single cell 
and multi-unit electrophysiological recordings. Recordings were made using a 
tungsten microelectrode (FHC). Juice rewards were delivered via a tube placed 
in front of the monkey’s mouth and automatically controlled by a solenoid valve. 
Eye gaze positions were measure with an EyeLink 1000 system (SR Research) 
for online task control. Task software was run under MATLAB (MathWorks Inc.) 
using Psychophysics Toolbox 3 (http://psychtoolbox.org). Stimuli were displayed 
on a color LCD monitor (1,280 × 800 or 1,280 x 1024 resolution, 45 - 55-cm 
viewing distance depending of behavioral rig). 
5.2.2 Behavioral Task 
We trained monkeys on two tasks, a color task and a number task. In both 
tasks, monkeys fixated on a central target to initiate a trial. After 700 ms of 
fixation (within 2.5°), two arrays of dots on gray circular backgrounds (diameter 
2.7° – 9.6°) were simultaneously displayed in two of the four visual quadrants 
around the fixation point (eccentricity 8° - 12°). The stimulus arrays were 
displayed for 70 ms. After the dot arrays extinguished, monkeys were required to 
wait an additional 400 ms for the fixation cross to extinguish. This was the cue to 
make a saccade to the location where the “correct” stimulus had been 
(contingencies described for each task below). The monkeys were rewarded with 
~0.15 ml juice for a correct response. Error responses were followed by an 
auditory tone, and the trial was repeated until the monkey responded correctly. 
These correction trials were excluded from analysis. Each behavioral session 
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consisted of at least 2,300 intermixed color and number trials, excluding 
correction trials. 
One stimulus array was always displayed in the upper visual hemifield and 
the other was always in the lower hemifield. For monkey Sh, the upper and lower 
arrays were placed randomly on the right or left side. For monkey Br, however, 
both the upper and lower arrays were always placed together on either the left or 
the right. We made this change after preliminary analysis of Sh’s data showed 
that many effects were restricted to the hemifield contralateral to the injection 
site.  
5.2.3 Number and color stimuli 
The only difference then between the number and color task were the 
stimuli and the contingencies for choosing the correct stimulus. In the number 
task, the dots within each stimulus array were fully color saturated. Within each 
array, some dots were red and some were another color, either green or blue. 
The correct array was the one with the larger number of red dots. Whatever the 
number of red dots in the correct array, the incorrect array always had that same 
number of dots of the other color (green or blue). For example, if the correct 
array had 11 red dots and 5 blue dots, then the incorrect array would have 11 
blue dots and 5 red dots. The total number of dots in each array was always 
equal to the other and was 8, 16 or 32 depending on the trial. For 16 total dots, 
the number pairs were 9:7, 10:6, 11:5, and 12:4. For 32 total dots the number 
pairs were 24:8, 21:11, 18:14, 20:12 and. For 8 total dots, the number pairs were 
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6:2 and 5:3. We used different numerical ratios to modulate task difficulty for 
each monkey, and not all numerical pairs were shown to both. Dots ranged from 
0.20° to 0.68° in diameter. For half of all trials, the total dot area (pixels) of each 
color within each array was equal, and so dot size negatively correlated with 
number. For the other half of the trials, each single dot size was randomly and 
independently determined, and so the total dot area of each stimulus was 
positively correlated with number.  
The color stimulus array pairs were identical to the number stimuli except 
that all the dots within an array were the same color, but the color of the dots 
varied between arrays. The color was a combination of red and either green or 
blue. The correct stimulus was the one with greater saturation of red. The relative 
ratio of red and either green or blue determined the trial difficulty. This resulted in 
arrays that were either yellowish (when combined with green) or purplish (when 
combined with blue). The monkey had to select the “redder” yellow or purple.  
5.2.4 Electrophysiological Recording 
Single unit recordings sessions were conducted before drug infusion to 
identify LIP/ VIP locations. Recordings were conducted using single tungsten 
microelectrodes (FHC, Bowdoin, ME), a dura piecing guide tube (23 gauge), and 
a Kopf (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA) hydraulic microdrive system. 
Neuronal signals were amplified, digitized, and stored for offline spike sorting 
(Plexon, Dallas, TX) to verify the quality and stability of neuronal isolations.  
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We used single-cell and multi-unit activity to confirm the predicted location 
of gray and white matter boundaries obtained from MRI. We informally mapped 
the areas by ensuring that LIP showed saccade related activity and that VIP 
showed strong responses to moving stimuli. 
5.2.5 Intracranial drug administration 
Muscimol (Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC, St. Louis, MO), a GABA-a agonist, was 
used to transiently unilaterally inactivate VIP or LIP. Muscimol was dissolved in 
saline to a concentration of 5 mg/ ml. Saline was used as vehicle control. For 
each muscimol session, three sites that were identified as either LIP or VIP by 
MRI and electrophysiological recording were chosen for injection. 2 µl muscimol 
solution or saline were infused to each spot at a speed no greater than 1 µl /min. 
Seven or eight injections were administered to each animal in each condition in 
each experiment. The injection needle (outer diameter: 160 µm; Hamilton Co., 
Reno, NV) was inserted through the guide tube and driven to the depth of 0.5 ~ 
1.0 mm under the lateral bank of IPS surface where neuronal signals had been 
obtained during previous recording sessions. Injections were done one at a time, 
and the needle was fully withdrawn and reinserted in a different grid hole for each 
site. It took approximately one hour to complete all three injections. The task was 
run for a few minutes (approximately 100 trials) for performance adaptation either 
before or during the injection. The task was restarted immediately after the 
needle was retracted from the third injection and ran until at least 2,300 trials 
were completed (approximately 2.5 hours).  
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5.2.6 Data analysis 
Accuracy and response time (RT) were measured by custom task scripts. 
RT was defined as the time from cue offset to the time that the monkeys had 
shifted their gaze outside the fixation area. Main effects and interactions of 
muscimol administration were tested using ANOVA. Post hoc tests were only 
implemented when justified by significant ANOVA interaction terms, and Tukey’s 
range test was used to correct for multiple comparisons. 
5.3 Results 
We trained two rhesus monkeys to discriminate stimuli based on 
numerosity (Figure 5-1A). To test the hypothesis that the IPS plays a unique 
causal role in numerosity discrimination, we injected muscimol or control saline 
into the ventral and lateral intraparietal areas in two separate experiments. To 
test the uniqueness of the IPS contribution to numerical perception, we also 
trained the monkeys on a color control task in which they had to choose the 
stimulus with a redder hue (Figure 5-1B). These trials were intermixed with the 
numerosity discrimination trials within a session. 
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Figure 5-1. Number (A) and color task stimuli (B).  
Monkeys fixated on a central stimulus. After 700 ms two stimuli appeared on the screen 
simultaneously, remained for 70 ms, and then disappeared. The fixation-cross remained 
extinguished after another 400 ms, after which the monkey could indicate a choice by saccading 
to the location where a stimulus had been. In the number task, the stimulus with the largest 
number of red dots was correct. In the color task, the stimulus with dots with more red hue 
saturation was correct. If the monkey made a correct response it was rewarded with juice; if it 
responded incorrectly the trial was repeated. 
Both monkeys were able to perform the numerosity and color 
discrimination tasks well above chance expectations. The difficulty of the 
numerosity task was modulated by the numerical ratio of the red dots in the 
arrays being discriminated, allowing us to fit a standard psychophysical function 
to the performance and calculate the Weber fraction (w; Piazza et al. 2004). 
Similarly, performance on the color task was modulated by the difference in red 
color saturation between the stimuli. 
5.3.1 Experiment 1: VIP inactivation 
In Experiment 1 we unilaterally inactivated VIP in two monkeys and 
measured the effect on performance in the color and number discrimination 
A B 
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tasks. We ran a global ANOVA on accuracy and response time (RT) for each 
animal (see Appendix B for all ANOVA tables). The ANOVA contained four 
factors plus a full cross of all interaction terms. The first two factors were for drug 
(muscimol or saline) and task (number or color). The third was a term for the side 
on which the stimuli were presented (contralateral or ipsilateral to injection site). 
The fourth was for time within session (first half or second half); we reasoned that 
muscimol might take some time to diffuse into the tissue, or alternatively that the 
effects might begin to wear off. The critical test of our hypothesis would be 
revealed in interactions that included both drug and task. We were open to the 
possibility that these effects might only manifest themselves within the visual 
hemifield contralateral to the injection site, or might be most pronounced in either 
the first or second half of the session. 
We found no main effect of drug on accuracy and no significant 
interactions that included drug and task in either monkey. We did, however, find 
a main effect of drug slowing response times in both monkeys. We also found a 
significant drug by task effect and drug by task by time effect on response time in 
monkey Sh. Post hoc tests showed that responses were more slowed by 
muscimol in the color task than in the number task, and that this difference grew 
from the first half to the second half of the session. We found no significant 
interactions that included drug and task in monkey Br. Figure 5-2 shows the 
results of the critical drug by task analysis in both monkeys. 
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Figure 5-2. VIP muscimol impaired RTs, but no more in the number task than in the color 
task.  
Accuracy (top panels) and RT (bottom panels) in Experiment 1 broken out by monkey (left and 
right columns) and task (blue line shows color task data and green line shows number task data). 
We also observed a significant drug by side effect on response times in Br 
and a significant drug by side by time effect on response times in monkey Sh. 
Post hoc tests showed that responses were more delayed by muscimol in the 
visual hemifield contralateral to the injection site in both monkeys, although this 
effect did not emerge until the second half of the session in monkey Sh. 
To investigate how the psychophysical characteristics of the task 
interacted with injected muscimol, we modeled the effect of ratio on numerical 
acuity (Piazza et al. 2004). This analysis revealed that there was no overall effect 
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of VIP muscimol on enumeration acuity in either animal. Similarly we found no 
effect of muscimol on the hue saturation effect in the color task (Figure 5-3). 
 
Figure 5-3. VIP muscimol has no discernable effect on number task or color task accuracy.  
Accuracy in the number tasks (top panels) and color task (bottom panels) for both monkeys 
(columns) broken out by drug condition (saline is black and muscimol is red). Psychophysical 
functions were fit to the number data (red and black fit lines). Numerical acuity (w) was not 
significantly affected by drug condition in either monkey (Table 1). 
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Table 5-1. Numerical acuity is unchanged after VIP muscimol.  
w fit to muscimol and saline VIP injection data in each monkey 
EXPERIMENT 1: VIP BR SH 
WSALINE 0.71 +/- 0.038 0.37 +/- 0.019 
WMUSCIMOL 0.75 +/- 0.042 0.35 +/- 0.017 
 
5.3.2 Experiment 2: LIP inactivation 
In Experiment 2 we unilaterally inactivated LIP in the same two monkeys 
and measured the effect on performance in the same color and number 
discrimination tasks. The data were subjected to the same global ANOVA on 
accuracy and response time (RT) for each animal. Figure 5-4 summarizes the 
same key results as Figure 5-2, but for LIP. 
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Figure 5-4. LIP muscimol impairs accuracy and RT in both monkeys; however, there was 
no evidence of selective impairment in the number task.  
Accuracy (top panels) and RT (bottom panels) in Experiment 2 broken out by monkey (left and 
right columns) and task (blue line shows color task data and green line shows number task data). 
There was a main effect of drug on accuracy for both monkeys. In monkey 
Br there were no significant interaction terms that included both drug and task. In 
monkey Sh, however, we found a marginally significant side by drug by task 
interaction. The post hoc test on Sh’s data showed that muscimol impairment 
only occurred in the contralateral hemifield; within the contralateral hemifield only 
the color task was significantly impaired. Monkey Br showed a significant side by 
drug interaction and showed the same pattern as Sh except that both tasks were 
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equally impaired in the contralateral hemifield. Figure 5-5 shows the accuracy 
data broken out by drug, task and side for both animals. 
 
Figure 5-5. In the hemifield contralateral to LIP injection, accuracy in monkey Br was 
impaired for both tasks, but in monkey Sh only the color task was significantly impaired.  
Accuracy in Experiment 2 for each monkey (left and right columns), as a function of task (blue 
line shows color task data and green line shows number task data), and stimulus presentation 
side (plots either labeled Ipsilateral or Contralateral along the x-axis). 
Muscimol to LIP significantly slowed RT in both monkeys, but did not 
significantly interact with drug or task in either monkey. Both monkeys had a 
significant side x drug interaction. Interestingly, when muscimol was injected, Br 
responded faster to stimuli ipsilateral to the injection site, and slower to stimuli 
contralateral to the injection site. Sh, however, responded more slowly to all 
stimuli under muscimol, although this effect was greater on the contralateral side. 
Both monkeys showed significant drug x time interactions, and post hoc tests 
showed that the drug increasingly delayed responses over the course of the 
session. The increase in delay was significantly greater in the contralateral 
hemifield (side x drug x time interaction) for monkey Sh.  
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We examined the ratio and hue saturation effects in more detail (Figure 5-
6). We restricted this analysis to the contralateral hemifield, where the effect of 
LIP muscimol was stronger in both animals. We confirmed that accuracy was 
impaired by LIP muscimol in Br, which flattened the effects of numerical ratio and 
hue saturation in the number and color tasks respectively. In subject Sh, the hue 
saturation effect was attenuated, but there was no significant effect of muscimol 
administration on numerical acuity (w).  
 
Figure 5-6. LIP muscimol impairs contralateral accuracy in both tasks in Br, but only in the 
color task in Sh.  
Accuracy in the number tasks (top panels) and color task (bottom panels) for both monkeys 
(columns) broken out by drug condition (saline is black and muscimol is red). Psychophysical 
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functions were fit to the number data (red and black fit lines). Numerical acuity (w) was 
significantly affected by drug condition in Br but not Sh (Table 2). 
Table 5-2. Numerical acuity is significantly decreased after LIP muscimol in monkey Br but 
not monkey Sh.  
w fit to muscimol and saline LIP injection data in each monkey. Functions were fit only to data 
obtained in trials presented in the hemifield contralateral to the injection site. 
EXPERIMENT 2: LIP BR SH 
WSALINE 0.72 +/- 0.054 0.36 +/- 0.024 
WMUSCIMOL 0.90 +/- 0.080 0.39 +/- 0.027 
5.4 Discussion 
We found deficits in RT after injection of muscimol to VIP, and deficits in 
RT and accuracy after injection of muscimol to LIP in two animals. However, 
these effects were no more evident in the number task than in the color control 
task. Thus, our data do not support the theory that LIP and VIP play a unique 
causal role in numerical perception and discrimination. How can this be 
reconciled with the large body of literature that shows the involvement of IPS in 
number processing in humans and monkeys? 
One possibility is that, our results do not generalize to humans. Most of 
the human evidence for IPS specialization for number comes from fMRI studies, 
with no comparable studies in monkeys. For example, the Piazza et al. (2004) 
experiment habituated participants to a stimulus stream that fluctuated in all 
parameters except number, which was held constant. They then presented a 
dishabituation stimulus in which number varied as well. They used a whole brain 
analysis to determine which areas were sensitive to the change in visual number. 
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They found that the IPS was uniquely modulated by number when other features 
were controlled. 
Single cell electrophysiology in monkeys has demonstrated that the IPS 
and PFC contain numerosity neurons. However, the method is spatially 
restricted. We do not know which areas do not have number neurons. This point 
is particularly important, because monkeys, unlike the humans used in imaging 
studies, usually have tens or hundreds of thousands of trials of experience 
distinguishing numbers. This type of training may influence the number of areas 
encoding number and the strength of that encoding. Without imaging studies of 
trained and untrained monkeys that parallel studies like Piazza et al. (2004) we 
cannot know which monkey brain areas are particularly specialized for numerical 
processing. 
In addition to VIP and LIP, numerosity sensitive neurons have also been 
found in DLPFC. It has been theorized that IPS first extracts numerosity and then 
forwards the information to DLPFC, an idea supported by the observation that 
the IPS encodes number earlier than DLPFC (Nieder and Miller 2004a). 
However, another possibility is that DLPFC derives numerical information 
independently of IPS. It remains possible that if we inactivated IPS and DLPFC 
simultaneously, we would see a more dramatic numerical deficit. DLPFC, 
however, is involved in many learned categorical discriminations (Freedman et 
al. 2002; Kim and Shadlen 1999; Wallis, Anderson, and Miller 2001) and thus 
inactivation would likely impair performance for other discriminations. 
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Another possibility is that IPS activity is required for numerical processing, 
but that after unilateral inactivation, animals can compensate by relying on the 
IPS in the other hemisphere. We think this explanation is unlikely, however. If the 
unaffected contralateral IPS were fully compensating following the injection, we 
would not have seen any deficit in either task. However, we did find deficits in 
behavioral performance and these were greater in the contralateral visual 
hemifield in both experiments. If the IPS were specialized for number, then to the 
extent that we did see a deficit contralateral to the injection site, we would also 
expect that deficit to uniquely affect the number task. Instead, we found that both 
tasks were impaired, suggesting no specialization of IPS. 
Another possibility is that the IPS is specialized for the perception and 
comparison of magnitudes such as time, space, or size, rather than only for 
numerosity (for reviews see Bueti and Walsh 2009; Cantlon, Platt, and Brannon 
2009; Hubbard et al. 2005; Walsh 2003). Functional imaging studies in humans 
demonstrate that comparing different magnitudes (such as spatial location, 
luminance, and size) activates overlapping areas in the intraparietal sulcus 
(Cohen Kadosh and Henik 2006; Pinel et al. 2004; Zago et al. 2008). Single cell 
recordings in monkeys by Tudusciuc and Nieder (2007) have demonstrated that 
both numerosity and line length are encoded in IPS in partially overlapping 
populations. It is possible that our color control task was perceived is an ordinal 
magnitude comparison, with “reddishness” as the magnitude being compared. As 
a result, the IPS was engaged in both the numerical and color comparisons. 
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Another untested possibility is that any task that relies on a two item 
forced choice would be dependent on the IPS. LIP has been implicated in 
discerning the value of a saccade to a specific location in the visual field (Bisley 
and Goldberg 2003; Platt and Glimcher 1999; Shadlen and Newsome 2001). 
More recently it has been demonstrated that LIP encodes arbitrary boundaries in 
random-dot-motion direction when those boundaries predict reward 
contingencies and even when the distinctions are not associated with particular 
saccade targets (Freedman and Assad 2006; Freedman and Assad 2009). 
Similar neurons have also been found in the medial intraparietal area, and may 
be found throughout posterior parietal cortex (Swaminathan, Masse, and 
Freedman 2013). Thus it is possible that, in monkeys, the number neurons found 
in IPS are part of a more general system that encodes behaviorally relevant 
categorical distinctions in parametrically varying stimuli. This generalized system 
for perceptual decision-making may discriminate dot-motion, number, color, or 
any other perceptual feature that is tied to reward. Thus, when we inactivate IPS, 
we degrade an animal’s ability to perform any such discriminations.  
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6. Conclusions  
6.1. Research questions revisited 
6.1.1 The question of malleability 
In Chapter 2 we directly tested the malleability of the number sense in 
adult humans. We found that simple trial-by-trial feedback improved accuracy on 
an ordinal non-symbolic numerosity comparison task. Thus, we could conclude 
that the number sense changes with training and experience, even in adulthood.  
However, we were left with the question, what was the mechanism of this 
change? In our data we found that both w, the metric of number sense acuity, 
and surface area effect index, the metric of bias, decreased with training. In the 
discussion in Chapter 2, we proposed decreasing reliance on stimulus surface 
area as a potential mechanism by which acuity increased (and w decreased). 
However, we also acknowledged that this could not be the entire story, because 
w dropped even for the subset of trials in which total surface area was held 
constant.  
When I reflected on the results and interpretation of this experiment, I 
realized that the surface area effect index was insufficient to fully capture the 
effect of non-numerical stimulus features on the number sense. For example, 
when total surface area was held constant, item surface area was inversely 
related to numerical ratio. As a result, I could not be sure whether the increase in 
numerical acuity was due to decreasing reliance on non-numerical stimulus 
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features, or acuity itself. Indeed, on a fundamental theoretical level, I was not 
sure if these two concepts could be distinguished from each other.  
In Chapter 4 we examined the malleability of the neural basis of the 
number sense. Previous studies had demonstrated neural “tuning” to individual 
numbers of items. A particular neuron might be tuned to “4” dots on the screen, 
firing maximally to four and less to three or five items. At the time we started the 
experiment, all previous studies of monkey VIP were made in monkeys 
performing a delayed-match-to-numerical-sample task. We wanted to know 
whether tuned number representations were endemic to the brain or whether 
they were the result training. To answer this question, we recorded from 
monkeys that were naïve to numerosity discrimination tasks. 
We began the experiment using the standard method of ruling out the 
influence of non-numerical stimulus features: we created a list of features that 
might influence neural firing rate and then created subsets of stimuli in which 
those features did not vary with number. The nature of dot array stimuli meant 
that when one stimulus was controlled, others varied, but with enough control 
conditions we could rule out each feature in turn. To this end, we created four 
stimulus control conditions: total perimeter controlled, total surface area 
controlled, item surface area controlled, and sparsity (and density) controlled. 
This allowed us to identify “numerosity-only” neurons: neurons modulated 
by number and no other stimulus feature. When we had finished data collection, 
we found that very few neurons met this criterion, especially compared to 
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previous reports (e.g. Nieder and Miller 2004a). This implied that the delayed-
match-to-sample training did indeed affect the representation of number in VIP; 
in particular, training seemed to increase the number of neurons encoding 
numerosity.  
With so few numerosity-only neurons, it was difficult to determine if the 
cells we did observe were tuned to individual numbers as observed in previous 
VIP recordings (e.g. Nieder and Miller 2004a) or varied monotonically with 
number as observed in the previous LIP recordings using monkeys with less 
numerical training (Roitman, Brannon, and Platt 2007). One piece of evidence 
against tuned neurons was the dearth of numerosity-only neurons (and 
numerosity-and-other-feature neurons) that fired maximally for intermediate 
values tested. Another piece of evidence against tuned representations came 
from comparing our distribution of peak firing rates to the distribution predicted by 
our re-analysis of the data from Viswanathan and Nieder (2013), which also 
recorded VIP neurons in untrained monkeys. They only used the numbers 1-5 in 
their study, while we used 2-32. By extrapolating from the 1-5 distribution, we 
found that less than 1% of VIP neurons would be expected to be tuned to all 
numbers greater than 32. The distribution did not fit our data set, and we found 
these predictions to be unbelievable. Rather, a cleaner interpretation of the data 
is that both the Viswanathan and Nieder data set and our data set were 
generated by neurons with firing rates that were monotonically related to stimulus 
number. The occasional neuron firing maximally for an intermediate value is 
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better explained by noisiness with limited sample size (Qi Chen and Verguts 
2013). 
6.1.2 The problem of stimulus control 
I wanted to move beyond simply classifying neurons as either numerosity-
only or not. I knew we could tell if non-numerical features modulated firing rate, 
but with the existing analysis techniques I could not tell which ones. At the same 
time, I knew we could do better. I had intentionally designed my stimuli such that 
non-numerical features were not just held constant while number varied, but also 
varied orthogonally to number. There had to be a way to leverage this variance. I 
entered a long conceptual detour, much aided by many conversations with lab 
mates. The goal was to treat number and other visual features equally, and to get 
an unbiased estimation of which feature or features did affect firing rate. The final 
result is the stimulus space concept described in Chapters 3 and 4. 
The essential nature of the solution was to identify the degrees of freedom 
in the multitude of partially covarying visual features of a dot array stimulus. In 
particular, the dot array stimulus can be described with just three numbers. 
Although this description is not exhaustive, it is very rich; we identified eight other 
visual features that were fully determined by our three. 
We used the logic of the stimulus space in a regression model. The model 
allowed us to correctly attribute variance in a dependent variable that resulted 
from changes in number or any other visual feature. We found that this solved 
the question raised by the experiment in Chapter 2: can numerical acuity (w) be 
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differentiated from biasing effects of non-numerical features? By applying our 
model to human behavioral data in Chapter 3, we answered that question both 
theoretically and empirically: yes. Acuity and bias are differentiable concepts.  
6.1.3 The question of IPS specialization 
The stimulus space regression approach also led to a breakthrough in the 
analysis of our neural data. Once we overcame the stimulus control problem, we 
were able to provide a rich description of VIP neural representation. We found 
that many visual features were simultaneously represented by VIP neurons. 
Numerosity, it turned out, was merely a “middling feature”, neither exceptionally 
over nor under represented in VIP.  
This view, however, depends on an analysis of individual neurons. We 
also wanted to see if there was information about number at the population level 
and if this information could guide a simulated behavioral decision. Our classifier 
estimated stimulus parameters from the firing rates recorded across the 
population. We found that we could robustly estimate numerosity using this 
method. Although the performance was poor by behavioral standards, the 
standard psychophysical functions (Piazza et al. 2010) fit the data very well, 
indicating that some similar mechanism might actually be guiding behavior. 
Interestingly, we found that classifier performance did not depend on the 
numerosity-only neurons. In fact, removing these neurons from the classifier’s 
pool only marginally disrupted performance. Removing all the other neurons and 
leaving the numerosity-only neurons, however, severely disrupted performance.  
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We also ran our classifier on the non-numerical visual stimulus features. 
Again we found that numerosity was a middling feature; numerical acuity was 
about average for the features tested. Clearly the stimulus representation in 
untrained monkeys in VIP is not specialized for numerosity. Instead, these data 
support the view that VIP contains a rich and generalized stimulus 
representation; many visual features can be extracted from neural firing rate. 
Furthermore, this representation is distributed, in that more information can be 
extracted across a broad population of unspecialized neurons than from the 
much smaller subset of neurons that “encode” that feature (i.e. are modulated by 
that feature and no other). 
This view was supported by the results of the drug inactivation experiment 
in Chapter 5. We observed some deficits in response time following VIP 
inactivation as well as deficits in response time and accuracy following LIP 
inactivation. However, we found that the impairment was no greater in the 
number task than the color control task. Given the data outlined above, this is 
unsurprising. Many visual features are encoded in IPS, and at this point we have 
no positive evidence that the IPS is specialized for numerical processing in 
monkeys. 
6.2 Future directions 
There are several obvious follow up experiments that can apply the 
techniques developed in this dissertation. We have begun some of these, and 
others will hopefully be picked up soon. 
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In Chapter 3 we applied the stimulus space regression technique to 
characterize the acuity and bias of the number sense in adult human participants. 
One obvious application is to take a developmental perspective. Ariel Starr has 
already collected data comparing adults, six-year-olds, and four-year-olds on a 
very similar task. In general the results suggest that bias decreases and acuity 
increases over development. This may be particularly true of Spacing. Children 
seem to confuse more spaced-out dots with more numerous dots even more 
than adults do. 
The stimulus space regression technique can also be applied to other 
neural dependent variables besides firing rate. In a study parallel to Chapter 4, 
Dr. Joonkoo Park collected EEG data from humans passively viewing dot array 
stimuli. He found that parieto-occipital electrodes are modulated by numerosity 
following stimulus presentation, and that this activity is strikingly early. We are 
also working towards applying the technique to fMRI data. Such a whole brain 
study could help elucidate where number is extracted in the dorsal visual stream 
in humans and which types of features are present in which cortical areas. 
One of the main motivations for devising the stimulus space was the 
training study in Chapter 2. I wanted to know which aspect of the number sense 
training improved, bias or acuity. We have not yet replicated that study using the 
new orthogonalized stimulus sets. Thus, another important future direction is to 
examine how training influences the different model coefficients. We might also 
utilize different training and testing stimulus sets. It might be possible to increase 
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bias with certain confounded stimulus sets. Alternatively, stimulus sets in which 
number is highly incongruent with non-numerical features might decrease bias.  
Finally, an electrophysiology follow up study would be of the utmost 
interest. We have provided compelling evidence that training alters the single 
neuron code for number. However, comparisons of numbers of neurons with 
certain properties across studies are inherently unreliable. We cannot rule out 
differences between individual animals, small differences in recording location, 
biases in cell selection, and other experimental vagaries. To precisely quantify 
how task demands alter neural encoding properties, we need within-cell 
comparisons. A direct comparison of encoding during passive viewing, delayed-
match-to-sample, ordinal comparison, and some non-numerical comparison such 
as color, using the same exact stimuli would provide the critical data.  
6.3 Summary 
In summary, we found that the number sense is malleable into adulthood. 
This malleability may be reflected in the neural code for number. The number of 
neurons encoding number and the strength of that encoding likely increase when 
number is identified as the behaviorally relevant stimulus feature. 
We improved our understanding of the dot array stimulus leading to 
several advantages. Number sense acuity can now be disentangled from the 
biasing effects of non-numerical features. We can also now determine which 
stimulus features affect a dependent variable such as neuronal firing rate.  
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When we applied our novel analysis to the activity we recorded in VIP, we 
found that there was no particular specialization of VIP for number. This finding 
was supported by our drug inactivation study, which failed to produce number-
specific effects. Rather than specialization, we found that many features were 
represented. When we looked at the population as a whole, we found that many 
neurons played a small additive role in representing number, rather than a few 
neurons encoding most of the numerical information. In this sense, the VIP code 
for number was distributed rather than sparse. 
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Appendix A 
Table A-1.  
Stimulus features in terms of the three cardinal features, numerosity (𝑛), Size (𝑆𝑧), and Spacing 
(𝑆𝑝), or the ratios of those features (𝑟!"#$%&"). 
 
Stimulus 
feature 
Feature in terms 
of three cardinal 
features 
Log of feature in terms of log of 
three cardinal features 
Log of feature ratio in terms 
of log of three cardinal ratios 
Total 
surface 
area 
(TSA) 
𝑇𝑆𝐴 = 𝑆𝑧   ∙ 𝑛 log 𝑇𝑆𝐴 = 12 log 𝑆𝑧 + 12 log  (𝑛) log 𝑟!"# = 12 log 𝑟!" + 12 log  (𝑟!) 
Item 
surface 
area (ISA) 
𝐼𝑆𝐴 = 𝑆𝑧𝑛  log 𝐼𝑆𝐴 = 12 log 𝑆𝑧 − 12 log  (𝑛) log 𝑟!"# = 12 log 𝑟!" − 12 log  (𝑟!) 
Field area 
(FA) 𝐹𝐴 = 𝑆𝑝   ∙ 𝑛 log 𝐹𝐴 = 12 log 𝑆𝑝 + 12 log  (𝑛) log 𝑟!" = 12 log 𝑟!" + 12 log  (𝑟!) 
Sparsity 
(Spar) 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑟 = 𝑆𝑝𝑛  log 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑟 = 12 log 𝑆𝑝 − 12 log  (𝑛) log 𝑟!"#$ = 12 log 𝑟!" − 12 log  (𝑟!) 
Total 
perimeter 
(TP) 
𝑇𝑃 = 2 𝜋 ∙ 𝑆𝑧!! ∙ 𝑛!! log TP =   log 2 𝜋 + 14 log 𝑆𝑧 + 34 log 𝑛  log 𝑟!" = 14 log 𝑟!" + 34 log  (𝑟!) 
Item 
perimeter 
(IP) 
𝐼𝑃 = 2 𝜋 ∙ 𝑆𝑧!! ∙ 𝑛!!! log 𝐼𝑃 = (log 2 𝜋 + 14 log 𝑆𝑧 − 14 log 𝑛  log 𝑟!" = 14 log 𝑟!" − 14 log  (𝑟!) 
Coverage 
(Cov) 𝐶𝑜𝑣 = 𝑆𝑧𝑆𝑝 log 𝐶𝑜𝑣 = 12 log 𝑆𝑧 − 12 log 𝑆𝑝  log 𝑟!"# = 12 log 𝑟!" − 12 log  (𝑟!") 
Apparent 
closeness 
(AC) 
𝐴𝐶 = 𝑆𝑧   ∙ 𝑆𝑝 log 𝐴𝐶 = 12 log 𝑆𝑧 + 12 log 𝑆𝑝  log 𝑟!" = 12 log 𝑟!" + 12 log  (𝑟!") 
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Appendix B 
B.1 ANOVA tables for Chapter 5 Experiment 1 
Table B-1. ANOVA table for accuracy for monkey Br 
Br	  VIP	  Accuracy	  
	   	   	   	   	  'Source'	   'Sum	  Sq.'	   'd.f.'	   'Mean	  Sq.'	   'F'	   'Prob>F'	  
'Side'	   3.447	   1	   3.447	   22.1	   0.000	  
'Drug'	   0.186	   1	   0.186	   1.2	   0.276	  
'Task'	   10.795	   1	   10.795	   69.1	   0.000	  
'Time'	   0.136	   1	   0.136	   0.9	   0.351	  
'Side*Drug'	   0.093	   1	   0.093	   0.6	   0.440	  
'Side*Task'	   0.225	   1	   0.225	   1.4	   0.230	  
'Side*Time'	   0.003	   1	   0.003	   0.0	   0.899	  
'Drug*Task'	   0.000	   1	   0.000	   0.0	   0.967	  
'Drug*Time'	   0.024	   1	   0.024	   0.2	   0.694	  
'Task*Time'	   0.220	   1	   0.220	   1.4	   0.235	  
'Side*Drug*Task'	   0.005	   1	   0.005	   0.0	   0.855	  
'Side*Drug*Time'	   0.434	   1	   0.434	   2.8	   0.096	  
'Side*Task*Time'	   0.029	   1	   0.029	   0.2	   0.669	  
'Drug*Task*Time'	   0.230	   1	   0.230	   1.5	   0.225	  
'Side*Drug*Task*Time'	   0.044	   1	   0.044	   0.3	   0.594	  
'Error'	   2565.632	   16425	   0.156	  
	   	  'Total'	   2582.658	   16440	  
	   	   	   
Table B-2. ANOVA table for RT for monkey Br 
Br	  VIP	  RT	  
	   	   	   	   	  'Source'	   'Sum	  Sq.'	   'd.f.'	   'Mean	  Sq.'	   'F'	   'Prob>F'	  
'Side'	   3.501	   1	   3.501	   1634.0	   0.000	  
'Drug'	   0.029	   1	   0.029	   13.5	   0.000	  
'Task'	   0.013	   1	   0.013	   6.0	   0.015	  
'Time'	   0.086	   1	   0.086	   39.9	   0.000	  
'Side*Drug'	   0.291	   1	   0.291	   135.9	   0.000	  
'Side*Task'	   0.000	   1	   0.000	   0.0	   0.961	  
'Side*Time'	   0.000	   1	   0.000	   0.0	   0.881	  
'Drug*Task'	   0.000	   1	   0.000	   0.0	   0.857	  
'Drug*Time'	   0.009	   1	   0.009	   4.3	   0.038	  
'Task*Time'	   0.002	   1	   0.002	   0.8	   0.363	  
'Side*Drug*Task'	   0.000	   1	   0.000	   0.0	   0.982	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'Side*Drug*Time'	   0.002	   1	   0.002	   1.1	   0.297	  
'Side*Task*Time'	   0.023	   1	   0.023	   10.6	   0.001	  
'Drug*Task*Time'	   0.001	   1	   0.001	   0.7	   0.409	  
'Side*Drug*Task*Time'	   0.002	   1	   0.002	   0.8	   0.380	  
'Error'	   28.320	   13216	   0.002	  
	   	  'Total'	   32.400	   13231	  
	   	   	   
Table B-3. ANOVA table for accuracy for monkey Sh 
Sh	  VIP	  Accuracy	  
	   	   	   	   	  'Source'	   'Sum	  Sq.'	   'd.f.'	   'Mean	  Sq.'	   'F'	   'Prob>F'	  
'Side'	   0.698	   1	   0.698	   8.4	   0.004	  
'Drug'	   0.069	   1	   0.069	   0.8	   0.363	  
'Task'	   7.398	   1	   7.398	   88.7	   0.000	  
'Time'	   0.117	   1	   0.117	   1.4	   0.237	  
'Side*Drug'	   0.004	   1	   0.004	   0.0	   0.836	  
'Side*Task'	   0.730	   1	   0.730	   8.7	   0.003	  
'Side*Time'	   0.002	   1	   0.002	   0.0	   0.863	  
'Drug*Task'	   0.090	   1	   0.090	   1.1	   0.299	  
'Drug*Time'	   0.112	   1	   0.112	   1.3	   0.246	  
'Task*Time'	   0.000	   1	   0.000	   0.0	   0.966	  
'Side*Drug*Task'	   0.077	   1	   0.077	   0.9	   0.338	  
'Side*Drug*Time'	   0.043	   1	   0.043	   0.5	   0.472	  
'Side*Task*Time'	   0.402	   1	   0.402	   4.8	   0.028	  
'Drug*Task*Time'	   0.017	   1	   0.017	   0.2	   0.648	  
'Side*Drug*Task*Time'	   0.018	   1	   0.018	   0.2	   0.641	  
'Error'	   1413.267	   16941	   0.083	  
	   	  'Total'	   1423.008	   16956	  
	   	   	   
Table B-4. ANOVA table for RT for monkey Sh 
Sh	  VIP	  RT	  
	   	   	   	   	  'Source'	   'Sum	  Sq.'	   'd.f.'	   'Mean	  Sq.'	   'F'	   'Prob>F'	  
'Side'	   0.005	   1	   0.005	   2.0	   0.159	  
'Drug'	   0.106	   1	   0.106	   42.6	   0.000	  
'Task'	   0.003	   1	   0.003	   1.2	   0.278	  
'Time'	   0.341	   1	   0.341	   137.0	   0.000	  
'Side*Drug'	   0.006	   1	   0.006	   2.5	   0.111	  
'Side*Task'	   0.046	   1	   0.046	   18.4	   0.000	  
'Side*Time'	   0.003	   1	   0.003	   1.1	   0.285	  
'Drug*Task'	   0.019	   1	   0.019	   7.5	   0.006	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'Drug*Time'	   0.023	   1	   0.023	   9.1	   0.003	  
'Task*Time'	   0.013	   1	   0.013	   5.1	   0.024	  
'Side*Drug*Task'	   0.006	   1	   0.006	   2.3	   0.131	  
'Side*Drug*Time'	   0.011	   1	   0.011	   4.3	   0.039	  
'Side*Task*Time'	   0.005	   1	   0.005	   1.9	   0.168	  
'Drug*Task*Time'	   0.012	   1	   0.012	   4.9	   0.028	  
'Side*Drug*Task*Time'	   0.005	   1	   0.005	   2.0	   0.162	  
'Error'	   38.297	   15373	   0.002	  
	   	  'Total'	   38.895	   15388	  
	   	   	   
B.2 ANOVA tables for Chapter 5 Experiment 2 
Table B-5. ANOVA table for accuracy for monkey Br 
Br	  LIP	  Accuracy	  
	   	   	   	  'Source'	   'Sum	  Sq.'	   'd.f.'	   'Mean	  Sq.'	   'F'	   'Prob>F'	  
'Side'	   5.901	   1	   5.901	   38.9	   0.000	  
'Drug'	   3.371	   1	   3.371	   22.2	   0.000	  
'Task'	   14.267	   1	   14.267	   94.1	   0.000	  
'Time'	   0.181	   1	   0.181	   1.2	   0.275	  
'Side*Drug'	   2.430	   1	   2.430	   16.0	   0.000	  
'Side*Task'	   0.108	   1	   0.108	   0.7	   0.398	  
'Side*Time'	   0.424	   1	   0.424	   2.8	   0.095	  
'Drug*Task'	   0.236	   1	   0.236	   1.6	   0.212	  
'Drug*Time'	   1.502	   1	   1.502	   9.9	   0.002	  
'Task*Time'	   1.858	   1	   1.858	   12.3	   0.000	  
'Side*Drug*Task'	   0.070	   1	   0.070	   0.5	   0.497	  
'Side*Drug*Time'	   2.248	   1	   2.248	   14.8	   0.000	  
'Side*Task*Time'	   0.342	   1	   0.342	   2.3	   0.133	  
'Drug*Task*Time'	   0.006	   1	   0.006	   0.0	   0.841	  
'Side*Drug*Task*Time'	   0.059	   1	   0.059	   0.4	   0.531	  
'Error'	   2459.429	   16222	   0.152	  
	   	  'Total'	   2492.685	   16237	  
	   	   	   
Table B-6. ANOVA table for RT for monkey Br 
Br	  LIP	  RT	  
	   	   	   	   	  'Source'	   'Sum	  Sq.'	   'd.f.'	   'Mean	  Sq.'	   'F'	   'Prob>F'	  
'Side'	   0.993	   1	   0.993	   670.4	   0.000	  
'Drug'	   0.043	   1	   0.043	   29.0	   0.000	  
'Task'	   0.020	   1	   0.020	   13.2	   0.000	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'Time'	   0.180	   1	   0.180	   121.6	   0.000	  
'Side*Drug'	   0.464	   1	   0.464	   313.1	   0.000	  
'Side*Task'	   0.011	   1	   0.011	   7.6	   0.006	  
'Side*Time'	   0.001	   1	   0.001	   0.4	   0.509	  
'Drug*Task'	   0.003	   1	   0.003	   2.3	   0.126	  
'Drug*Time'	   0.010	   1	   0.010	   6.7	   0.009	  
'Task*Time'	   0.000	   1	   0.000	   0.3	   0.603	  
'Side*Drug*Task'	   0.003	   1	   0.003	   2.0	   0.155	  
'Side*Drug*Time'	   0.004	   1	   0.004	   2.5	   0.112	  
'Side*Task*Time'	   0.002	   1	   0.002	   1.6	   0.209	  
'Drug*Task*Time'	   0.001	   1	   0.001	   0.4	   0.523	  
'Side*Drug*Task*Time'	   0.000	   1	   0.000	   0.2	   0.633	  
'Error'	   19.466	   13147	   0.001	  
	   	  'Total'	   21.219	   13162	  
	   	   	   
Table B-7. ANOVA table for accuracy for monkey Sh 
Sh	  LIP	  Accuracy	  
	   	   	   	  'Source'	   'Sum	  Sq.'	   'd.f.'	   'Mean	  Sq.'	   'F'	   'Prob>F'	  
'Side'	   1.282	   1	   1.282	   14.7	   0.000	  
'Drug'	   0.464	   1	   0.464	   5.3	   0.021	  
'Task'	   7.969	   1	   7.969	   91.1	   0.000	  
'Time'	   0.165	   1	   0.165	   1.9	   0.170	  
'Side*Drug'	   0.792	   1	   0.792	   9.1	   0.003	  
'Side*Task'	   0.790	   1	   0.790	   9.0	   0.003	  
'Side*Time'	   0.081	   1	   0.081	   0.9	   0.337	  
'Drug*Task'	   0.020	   1	   0.020	   0.2	   0.631	  
'Drug*Time'	   0.002	   1	   0.002	   0.0	   0.876	  
'Task*Time'	   0.541	   1	   0.541	   6.2	   0.013	  
'Side*Drug*Task'	   0.282	   1	   0.282	   3.2	   0.073	  
'Side*Drug*Time'	   0.240	   1	   0.240	   2.7	   0.098	  
'Side*Task*Time'	   0.016	   1	   0.016	   0.2	   0.664	  
'Drug*Task*Time'	   0.179	   1	   0.179	   2.1	   0.152	  
'Side*Drug*Task*Time'	   0.167	   1	   0.167	   1.9	   0.167	  
'Error'	   1614.855	   18463	   0.087	  
	   	  'Total'	   1627.886	   18478	  
	   	   	   
Table B-8. ANOVA table for RT for monkey SH 
Sh	  LIP	  RT	  
	   	   	   	   	  'Source'	   'Sum	  Sq.'	   'd.f.'	   'Mean	  Sq.'	   'F'	   'Prob>F'	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'Side'	   0.224	   1	   0.224	   67.9	   0.000	  
'Drug'	   1.300	   1	   1.300	   394.4	   0.000	  
'Task'	   0.003	   1	   0.003	   1.0	   0.307	  
'Time'	   1.050	   1	   1.050	   318.5	   0.000	  
'Side*Drug'	   0.156	   1	   0.156	   47.5	   0.000	  
'Side*Task'	   0.058	   1	   0.058	   17.7	   0.000	  
'Side*Time'	   0.004	   1	   0.004	   1.1	   0.297	  
'Drug*Task'	   0.001	   1	   0.001	   0.3	   0.616	  
'Drug*Time'	   0.188	   1	   0.188	   57.1	   0.000	  
'Task*Time'	   0.001	   1	   0.001	   0.3	   0.614	  
'Side*Drug*Task'	   0.000	   1	   0.000	   0.0	   0.971	  
'Side*Drug*Time'	   0.028	   1	   0.028	   8.6	   0.003	  
'Side*Task*Time'	   0.001	   1	   0.001	   0.4	   0.535	  
'Drug*Task*Time'	   0.001	   1	   0.001	   0.2	   0.630	  
'Side*Drug*Task*Time'	   0.002	   1	   0.002	   0.7	   0.410	  
'Error'	   54.904	   16659	   0.003	  
	   	  'Total'	   57.861	   16674	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